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DEDICATION

First, by thanking the Father, the Son and the Holy Spirit
for the above given knowledge to all logic beings;
to whom they reveal the design, the course,
the spiritual laws and determination of Creation,
and to whom they grant the existential truth and conscience
about the laws, ways, course, future, call, judgment, and eternity.

Then, by humbly asking the writers of the Holy Spirit, Daniel and John, to forgive
my lack of virtue and repentance,

I dedicate this work
to all those people of the past, present and future,
who, with their attitudes and lives, were, are, and will be in practice
enemies, obstacles, reactionaries, controllers, adversaries and roadblockers
against every dark and satanic-stirred system of authority on Earth.
For... only in this way, is knowledge justified.

Thessaloniki, August 2011
George V. Telionis
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Note: The following poem cannot preserve its initial rhyme in its English translation, however we still
provide it below so that the chapters of the English book correspond to those of the initial Greek
book.
Καιρών νομοτέλεια

Times' determination

Στους χώρους του χρόνου

In space's times,

οι αιώνες δομούν

centuries build

τον κόσμο του τότε.

the world of tomorrow

Γαλαξίες νοούν

galaxies know

του όλου τον ρούν

the universe flow

και εντός του χωρούν.

and they follow.

Η σκέψη του σύμπαντος

The universe mind

πορεία χαράζει,

is giving a sign

στο ούσιο τέλεσμα

towards the light

τα πάντα φωνάζει.

all reminds.

Η ζωή συνεδέθη

Life connects

με εξέλιξης μήκος

with evolution's length

και νόμος ετέθη

and it sets a law

που τα πάντα διέπει.

for the universe's flow.

Στα πλάτη του όλου

In the whole's width

το στίγμα της γης

the small earth's sign

το στόχο του χάνει.

doesn't like the light.

Η συνείδηση πέφτει

Conscience is falling

το τώρα κοιτά

at present is stalling

μα χωρίς το μετά.

forget that after is coming.
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Της ουσίας

The essence's

το ανέσπερο φως

eternal light

δεν το βλέπει

cannot find

ο κόσμος αυτός

the peoples' mind.

Οι ανθρώποι οδηγούνται

To no where's edge

στο πουθενά

the people are lead

κι ο πλανήτης πονά.

and the planet hurts.

Μα οι νόμοι της κτίσης

But the law of the whole

που το όλον διέπουν

that the universe holds

αυτό δεν το θέλουν

does not agree

και μπόρα θα φέρουν.

and a storm we will see.

Γήινε θα πληρώσης

Man of earth

και αίμα θα δώσης

blood you shall give

πόνους θα νοιώσης

and pain you shall feel

μέσ την ψυχή.

deep within.

Είναι αναγκαίο

The fatal will come

να συμβή το μοιραίο

it must be done

μα μη αγανακτήσης

but don't despair

και μη βλασφημήσης

and don't swear

δίκαια θάρθη

justly will come

κι ώρα αυτή.

judgement's call.

Τα λύτρα του πόνου

The ransom of pain

τα λάθη πληρώνουν,

for mistakes will pay

η έκπληξη θάρθη

surprise will come

την λήθη να σπάση,

the mind cleaning be done

η οδύνη θα πλήνη

grief shall wash

του μυαλού τα δεσμά,

the mind's bonds
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κι η ψυχή θα μιλήση

the soul will shout

τον Θεό θα ζητήση,

God to come out

και αυτός τότε θάρθη

and He will come

στης κραυγής την στιγμή

at the moment of call

που οι στάχτες θ αχνίζουν

when ashes arise

στον πλανήτη της γης.

at the face of earth.

Θεσσαλονίκη 11/7ου/1986

Thessaloniki 11/7/1986

Γεώργιος Τελειώνης

George Telionis
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IN GENERAL

For the human spirit and for whole humanity, John’s Revelation is the mentally and spiritually highest
point of meeting God. It will be shown herein that God grants to the visible and invisible logical
creation, existence, and intelligence; the keys of knowledge for the understanding of logic,
determination and the course of all this creation.

This project opens and presents before all humanity, the decoding, unlocking, symbol interpretation
and explanation, of the for twenty centuries locked, mysterious and unexplained book of John’s
Revelation.
The unlocking and the opening of this indisputably upmost book of the Holy Bible, offers to humanity
the highly important existential truth and awareness, upmost knowledge of the spiritual laws of
creation and eternity, and a substantial and deep revelation, not only of the present world order, but
also of the course and the future of humanity.
The Revelation is and constitutes for the entire logical existence and for every intelligent being, what
we call in technological terms, the manual and specifications of the manufacturer.
The Revelation is the book which closed and sealed, is received from the creator’s right hand, opens
in heaven, and hierarchically comes and is sent to people.
Codified, synoptically and symbolically, as we will see, it gives us the whole design of creation with
the logic, the spiritual laws and its programming.
It is not possible for man and humanity to acquire the highest consciousness of truth, reality and
existential awareness without this book and we cannot collect this from anywhere else, because from
no other text on earth, neither philosophical, nor scientific, can we self-evidently like here, reach the
height of spiritual spherical knowledge, the laws and the programming of creation, as well as the
future of the entire humanity's course.

The unlocking and the opening of the revelation, which as we will see is also predicted in the text
itself, doesn't occur randomly, but comes as a last-minute warning for the shocking forthcoming
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events in the history of humanity which will immediately follow and we will experience in our days.
As we will see, the world history of humanity is predicted and written by God himself in Revelation.
With the opening of Revelation, the whole humanity will breathlessly and in awe, watch and
experience the shocking verification and modern materialization of the from centuries predicted
course design and much more.
With this opening of Revelation, we also have the beginning of a series of aforementioned
interventions by God in the present and future humanity, whose escalation and astonishing results
will be revealed in the end by the text of Revelation itself.
Through this unique, and literally god-sent text of the revelation which is now unlocked and opened,
each person will individually experience meeting the creator and the given law-bound operations of
creation.
Here God greets, talks, appears, honors us, indicates, reveals, explains, warns, shows the laws and
roads, both white and black, calls us to eternity, takes care, listens, sees, greets again, and waits for
us.
So in a spectacular way, God appears during our days and speaks clearly to the thoughtful,
intellectual humanity of today and tomorrow and by unlocking these ancient texts of Revelation which
are symbolically written at a high intellectual level, reveals and offers us the intellectual keys for
interpreting and understanding the spiritual laws and logic that rules the course of this entire creation.

The from above given text of Revelation, is written in the allegoric and symbolic way of God's
language.
God’s language, which we meet in the prophets of the Old Testament, in the Gospels, in Christ's
parables, in John’s revelation, in Saint's prophecies, as well as in people’s dreams is almost always a
notionally veiled, symbolic, parabolic and allegoric language.
The interpretation and explanation of God’s language presupposes a correct spiritual approach and
intellectual and logical work of spiritual discretion.

The initial keys to begin unlocking and interpreting John’s Revelation, are taken from the Old
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Testament and in particular, in chapter 7 of Daniel’s prophecies.
This chapter is in a way a synopsis and an outline of Revelation and it constitutes the beginning for
its decoding and interpretation.
These two texts together, which complement each other, constitute a unified notional totality which
we cannot separate because the entirety of its notional completion will be disrupted.

The from above originating prophetic words are diachronically continuous from the Old Testament
until today, and comes to earth through chosen enlightened saints, that is, prophets.
These words are quite extensive, allocated each time and particularly focused, but they are generally
unified, connected to each other and capable of being assembled.
The two biggest chapters of the prophetic words in general for which we have many pages of
prophecies, are in a time sequence, firstly concerning the Third World War and Constantinople
expected events and secondly the other big issue of the arrival of the universal dictatorship of the
antichrist and the compulsive enforcement of the satanic engraving on people.
This more general knowledge of the prophetic words as well as, the Christian tradition helps and
effectively contributes in the unlocking and understanding of specific points and references of the
Revelation.
John’s Revelation along with chapter 7 of Daniel’s prophecies constitutes the central axis, the central
trunk, the frame and basis of all prophecies, because they summarize the events of the whole course
of the earth until the Second Coming and it also gives pictures of the eternal life that follows
afterwards.

In these texts the meanings and notional contexts of the included issues are covered, broken to
pieces and are not completed from the beginning but in the end, and after subsequent returns and
additions during the writing.
So their interpretation and understanding presupposes, beside their initial unlocking and explanation,
repeated readings as well as intellectual processing for the correlation and the notional assembling of
its contents.
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For the reader’s convenience in this brief writing, the completion and explanation of the still veiled
meanings are given from the start, but the reader will receive the verification of these
correspondences gradually and at the end of this writing, as the subsequent returns and additions of
the text will be completed.

The interpretation of these texts in previous times would not have had a visible historical confirmation
and materialization for most.
Today however, these texts attribute the whole depth and configuration of the today's political
scenery on earth with astonishing precision and also clearly describe the forthcoming, shocking,
future events.
But the reader who does not have a clear picture about the existence, size, organization and
operations of the dark, covert Masonry backstage, which directs the political course on earth, will find
it difficult to understand the explanation and references of these writings.
So the understanding of the revelation which moves in a high, symbolic and spiritual level,
presupposes not only a substantial spiritual understanding of the Christian religion, but also an
equally substantial spiritual understanding of the satanic religion and practice, meaning the invisible
Masonry that rules the political course of earth.
For this reason, some spiritually substantial clarifications and a synoptic presentation of the satanic
and Masonic reality on earth is essential to first be provided, before preceding with the interpretation
of Revelation. This is necessary for the facilitation of most readers in their approach and
understanding of Revelation.
The intellectual keys and the substantial clarifications and analyses which are introductorily given
below, are necessary to most readers in order to reach that point and level of spiritual awareness,
pre-required for the understanding of both the spirit and the references of Revelation.
Τhe synoptic yet substantial information given right below, leads the way for more readers for a
deeper understanding of these texts.
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INTRODUCTORY PICTURES ΟΝ MASONRY

The in effect reality of masonry, which is concealed, not only is neglected by many, but also goes
beyond the imagination and logic of the average man.
An attempt of explaining this subject would seem to many a sick fancy or a delirium of a perverted
mind.
Because of this, before continuing with the essential explanation of this subject, the following pictures
are going to be very helpful for most people in order to conceive the dimension and the size of this
secret and essentially unknown reality.

Masonic buildings- masonic lodges, external pictures
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Masonic buildings small and big in every part all over the world.

Masonic temples internal pictures
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Ritual equipment implements pictures and symbols
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Masons
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Masonic stamps

Masonic medals and jewels
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MASONRY

The great secret of power throughout the centuries.
It is verified from photographs that the central and fundamental basis of the global organization of
masons is strictly ritualistic, and that they keep a strict ritualistic practice during their meetings.
It is well known that the masons generally control politics, the press, the printing and circulation of
money and global economies. However, it is surprising that they choose a strictly ceremonial form
and a structure of medieval mentality as a basis for their global organization, instead of another, more
simple, contemporary and technocratic basis of organization.
The answer and the explanation for this is given below.
From the evangelist Luke chapter 4 paragraph 5-7 we read:
5

And the devil took him up (Christ) on a high mountain and showed him all the kingdoms of the world

in a moment of time,
6

and said to him, "To you I will give all this authority and their glory; for it has been given to me, and I

give it to whom I will.
7

If you, then, worship me, it shall all be yours.

In these words the greatest secret and the eternal spiritual law of the power distribution on earth is
hidden.
We see that the power of ruling the whole earth (according to the determination of spiritual laws) has
been handed over to the devil, and that the world-ruler devil is splitting it to his people who worship
him.
This is ultimately the great secret of power on earth and he is always hiding consciously or
unconsciously behind any kind and size of power on earth.
At this point we should note that, apart from few historical exceptions, not even religious and
Christian authorities are exempted from this general and diachronic rule and law. For example, the
scribes and Pharisees who crucified Jesus then, and the mason-motivated Bishops, Archbishops,
Patriarchs and Popes nowadays.
This reality and this spiritual law, that the power of the world of the fall has been given by God to the
devil for a certain period of time, is the fundamental secret of Masonry and its essential forming
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reason.

Masonry - Lodges
Masonry is the concealed church of satan on earth, with a tradition and an apocryphal knowledge
of thousands of years. It prevails and spreads throughout the world through the foundation of a global
network of centrally oriented and controlled Masonic lodges.
The lodges are apocryphal universities of initiation in Satanism, they are also ritual centers that
worship Satan, as well as, centers of administration, distribution and enforcement of power on earth.
They practice in secret according to a strictly confidential satanic protocol. Even though illegal, since
they cannot operate with a visible protocol, they always manage to act undisturbed and concealed,
because they are being protected by the each time high political power that they control.

There they recruit people with an opportunistic and ambitious mentality, who are submitted to special
types of assessments (i.e. chambers of horror), so that their inner self and psyche will be revealed,
and depending on how flexible their consciences proves to be, they are judged suitable or not for
awakening.
The suitable, those that have a flexible, hardened, corrupted and criminal enough conscience are
initiated gradually in the most profitable profession on earth. This profession is cooperating with,
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obeying, exalting and worshipping the devil, participating in rituals, sacrifices, making contracts with
the devil, swearing and cursing God and many other shocking and unnamable things. In short, it is
the sellout and deliver of the soul to the devil.
Those individuals, depending on their qualifications, their zeal and how deep inside their hearts the
devil has managed to settle, are promoted to positions of great power.
Those unsuitable for the awakening, naive romanticists and ideologists without yet a deadened and
corrupted conscience, are still kept asleep. The reality isn't revealed to them and they are led to
never-ending, labyrinthine, distorted and misguided, philosophical and mental initiations of spiritual
evolution, where evil does not have the meaning of evil and the evolution to perfection is supposed to
pass through stages of their being identified with the negative.
Thus they are insidiously led to a gradual mitigation, corruption, death of the conscience and an
identification with the negative, that by rule is an irreversible psychological and mental contamination
and fall.

Masonry is a globally spread organization that functions with utmost secrecy for the enforcement of
the global dictatorship of Satan on earth.
It is organized like a state and is supported with every kind of scientific staff and advanced research
labs, either secret or not. It always functions in the background like a secret service and like an
unscrupulous mafia.
It controls the greatest part of the global economy and commerce by Masonic-administered
international banks, coinage and giant multinational companies. It controls, directs and manipulates
global politics, mainly through the Masonic lodges, and generally controls every sector of human life
(religions - churches - sciences - TV and radio stations - press - fashion - music - ethics - technology
- energy - weapons - raw materials - cigarettes - drugs - universities - schools - training programs children's magazines - baby foods -

seeds - tillage - medicine - chemistry - nutrition - wide -

consumption products - state legislations and constitutions - urbanization - programs of genetic,
biological and cognitive degeneration that promote the control and addiction of mankind ).
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After taking control of the administrations of every sector of human activities by any means, those
that obey and follow are well compensated, those who react are destroyed.
Thus everything is oriented towards the satanic reshaping, infusion and addiction of humanity, so
that the global dictatorship of Satan will be visibly imposed through the antichrist, and the global
compulsory stamping of people with the number of the Satan, which began to be promoted decades
ago, will be imposed.

The core of this global plot is comprised by high-ranked initiated masons, who keep a strict ritualistic
and satan-worshipping protocol in their meetings. At the top of Masonry are ten people who
constitute two groups. The 3 Prime Ministers and the 7 ministers of the global secret government of
Earth.
The three-light and seven-light of earth in the Masonic language.
In the same way that the appearance of Godly actions of power, grace and thaumaturgy is the
proof of holiness and friendship with God, those on top of the Masonic Hierarchy, the initiated
magicians chosen by satan with overwhelming satanic zeal, often have supernatural satanic qualities,
that is, the service and help of demons and dominance over subordinate Satanists, magicians and
demons.
In contrast with those saints and ascetics who reach perfection and daily surpass the 7 heavens and
reach God's throne (i.e. Saint Varsanoufios), when the 3 satanic prime ministers have a meeting,
Lucifer himself is also visibly present.
God's chosen saints and ascetics cannot reach the level of godly perfection and high graces, if they
do not first reach self sacrifice and self denial till death, for the sake of God. Similarly, the brutal
zealots of Satan cannot reach high up in the ladder of Masonic hierarchy, unless they commit various
kinds of ruthless, merciless and horrible crimes (sacrifices, murders, assassinations, perversions,
vices and other unnamed horrors) without inhibitions, hesitations and a guilty conscience.

In the diachronic course of masonry, the practical obstacles in the way of the Masonic effort of ruling
earth through Zionism, were at first the regional Kingdoms and political or religious monarchies, and
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afterwards the national right wing political parties.
All these obstacles were knocked down and disabled with the assassination of leaders and the
masonic-motivated "democratic" revolutions, and afterwards with the damnation of national
ideologies from the "socio-democratic" ideologies, which were funded, projected and promoted by
masonry.

Masonry funding
The income of the invisible, satanic-stirred masonic background come from crimes of stealing of all
humankind, which are of unconceivable size and are committed eternally and remain unpunished
throughout the centuries.
We will only briefly mention a few:
 Assassinations and depredation of the wealth and vaults of monarchs and kings.
 Assassinations and depredation of tycoons.
 Creation of inflation in regional national currencies, at first by capitals of counterfeit money for
the funding of a devious penetration of masonic lodges, corporations, administrations and political
parties.
 Creation of numerous organized, profitable and closely controlled masonic corporations, which
with underhanded movements of masonic lodges always undertake the execution of all the great
international contracts, national provisions, arm provisions etc.
 Creation of enterprises with the purpose of realizing pre-agreed and manipulated legislations.
 Creation of special protected areas, (asylums) for the cultivation and production of drugs and
highly protected circuits of international drug dealing and trafficking.
 The creation of colossal monopolies which drain and enslave humankind, after the extermination
of any competitors.
 The permanent and general implementation of inflation worldwide:
The continuous revaluation of products comes from the continuous devaluation of currencies. The
devaluation of every currency is created solely by the excessive printing of currency and
nothing else. In this way, a continuous and invisible looting of the value of global money from the
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governments themselves takes place, which is concealed by all ministries and financial faculties.
So inflation is just a misleading term, used to cover up the official stealing of the excessive printing
of money. It is created exclusively by the socially predatory printing of money and nothing
else.
 Looting money off of the peoples follows the concentration and looting of gold of the countries that
preceded.
The fact that the Masonic scheme becomes gigantic

is

the catalyst that speeds up all the

processes of moral and mental degeneration and looting of all humankind.
Today masonry totally controls global economies (governments- banks- coinage) and enforces the
unification of states and speeds up with incredible pace, the looting of people's money, aiming at
the easy and compulsory subservience of the entire disempowered humankind to the satanic
system.
Exactly for this purpose, unbelievable and unprecedented taxes have been imposed on people.
That is, not just the historically standard tax of 10% on the annual profits, but a tax of almost 20%
in all daily transactions of people. Thus, money is speedily robbed of people who, the more they
transact, the more they become poorer.
 Oil looting Wars.
 Financial breakdown of huge organizations that handle public money:
The following paradox is observed. Even though a gigantic multiple taxation system has been
implemented, at the same time national economies and public health care systems are going
bankrupt. An artificial and fake global financial crisis. An impersonal system, an invisible enemy
continuously stealing money from people and with no one guilty, or responsible, neither a
punishment, nor a controller of the system.
The leaderships of the police, army, justice and religion, always masonic and treacherous, cover
up, stifle and subdue any kind of reaction and protest.
 Deficit of national budgets and huge financial administrations:
Apart from everything else mentioned above, (inflation, taxation in all everyday transactions,
financial crisis and financial bankruptcies) another black hole appears. That is, the deficits of
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national budgets and of great financial organizations. Thus, they baptize as a deficit the insatiable,
wasteful and unrestrained state of a monstrous system of enormous proportions, whose
maintenance enforces the total draining and leeching of people.
 Predatory hyperprofits of the unrestrained bank system against people, caused by methodic
favorable legislations.

Under these circumstances of course, the worse is yet to come for humankind, since the satanic
command to masons, a command of hatred towards humankind is:
Subjugation, kneeling, humiliation, elimination of the resistance of people through a merciless
financial crisis and an implementation of a global brutal government.
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NUMBERS AND SYMBOLS OF GOD

A very brief look at the numbers and symbols of God is necessary at this point, so that it is made
clear that the satanic numbers and symbols, which we will see afterwards, are reversals and the
upside down of the numbers and symbols of God.

The numbering system of the ancient Greek language
The ancient Greek language is the only language in which words correspond to mathematical codes
of the expressed concepts, and not a random naming of those concepts, as it is the case with other
languages.
The numbering system of the ancient Greek language, which is the main numbering system of the
Holy Bible, is the following:

The numbers of God
The sum of the digits contained in the Greek words Τ Ρ Ι Α ∆ Ι Κ Ο Σ Θ Ε Ο Σ (Triadic God)
according to the numbering system of ancient Greek gives us the number 999.
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Τ

Ρ

Ι

Α

∆

300 +100 +10

+1

+4

Ι

Κ

Ο

+10 +20 +70

Σ

Θ

Ε

+200

+9

+5

Ο

Σ

+70 +200

=

999

Moreover, in the Old Testament (Genesis, chapters 7 and 8) the cataclysm of Noah begins on the
27th of the second month, the grounding of the ark takes place on the 27th of the seventh month and
the desiccation of land, that is the end of the cataclysm, happens on the 27th of the second month of
the next year.
With the number 27 = 9+9+9 and again 2+7=9 the sign and will of God is suggested.
Consequently, the number 999 symbolises God.
Similarly, the sum of the digits of the name Ι Η Σ Ο Υ Σ (Jesus) gives us the number 888.
Ι
10

Η
Σ
Ο
Υ
Σ
+8 +200 +70 +400 +200

=

888

Consequently, the number 888 is the number of Jesus' name and symbolizes Him.

The upright equilateral triangle symbol of the holy trinity
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NUMBERS AND SYMBOLS OF THE DEVIL

The number of the devil 666
The number 666 is a reversal of the number of God and symbolises and corresponds to the devil.
It is expected that the sum of the digits contained in the name of the antichrist will be 666.
King Solomon, a prefiguration of the antichrist, renowned for his wisdom as well as the grandeur and
luxury of his court, finally became the biggest magician in the history of the world, despite his
knowledge of the real God. He knew and used supernatural satanic powers to impose his will, and
that is why he is an honored spiritual father of the masons.
He is the father of the language of Solomon, a mystic language of calling demons. Texts, stamps and
recipes of Solomon are hard to fιnd and are highly prized in the circles of magicians, satanists and
masons and are bought for large amounts of money.
From the taxes he had imposed there were incomings of 666 gold talents per year. (Old Testament,
Kings 1, chapter 10, paragraph 14).
Consequently, the number 666, apart from being a number of the devil, is a symbol of the satanic
dominancy as well as a symbol of satanic subjection and taxation. (Solomon)

The correlating numbers 6, 18 and 36
Among the ten numeral digits only number 6 is used for the formation of the satanic number 666 and
that is why masons and satanists use, highlight and promote it as a pre-eminent symbol of satanworshiping ideology and initiation.
Additionally, numbers 18 and 36, that correspond to the triple sum of 6 (6+6+6=18) and to the square
of 6 (6X6=36) are chosen and used many times as indicators of the devil and 666 by the masons
and satanists.
Below we will see some variations of picturing the number 666 that are very often used.

The symbols of devil
We have already said that masonry is the concealed church of satan on earth.
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Masons as well as satanists worship the devil and have their own secret mystical churches, rituals,
worshiping, regulations, salutations, secret signs of identification, terminologies, language and
symbols.
In the following chapters we will have a brief look at the various satanic symbols that are mostly used
as signs of identification and indicators of satan-worshiping ideology and initiation.
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THE DEVIL'S NUMBER 666
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WWW=666.URL
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THE THREE SSS AND THEIR SEVERAL VARIATIONS, SYMBOLS OF 666

In Greek language and arithmetics presented above the letter S stands for number 6, so the 3 SSS
correspond to number 666 again.
Moreover, the letter S symbolises the snake, which again is one of devil's symbols.
It has to be clarified at this point that the symbolisms presented in the following company logos
consist of identification signs of a certain ideology in the symbolic language of masons. However, we
have to make clear that we do not know what happens in every single case and whether or not
each design is random.
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THE THREE XXX AND THE OUTSTANDING X

The number 666 in ancient Greek arithmetics corresponds to the letters χξς. The letter χ stands for
number 600, the letter ξ for number 60 and the letter ς for number 6.
Consequently, the three XXX together imply and symbolise 666, as well as the outstanding X
insinuating again the number of the devil.
Once more it has to be made clear that we do not know whether or not the following signs are
designed at random.
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THE USE OF HEXAGONS FOR THE SYMBOLISM OF 666 AND 6

666 is symbolized with three unified or concentric hexagons in various designs and generally
symbolism and highlighting of the number 6, through the use of hexagons.
It has to be clarified again that we do not know whether or not the following signs were designed
randomly.
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DIFFERENT VARIATIONS OF 666

If we observe the following pictures we find that all of them include variations of 666, that the initiated
masons recognize immediately. However, we clarify once more that we cannot exclude the possibility
of these signs being randomly designed.

666 symbolized with the use of fingers.

666 symbolized through unified six and other variations of the number six.
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666 symbolized with the use of C and six variations.
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Multiple sixes assembled
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666 shaped through C in many variations
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666 shaped through the use of C and S
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666 shaped with the use of C, 6, S and snakes variations

666 in the shape of a spiral
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666 shaped with the use of six dots, or with six lines of different variations.

666 shaped with the letters G, F and S.
(explanation: Letter F is the sixth letter in the English alphabet)
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REVERSED TRIANGLES AND OUTSTANDING V AS SYMBOLS OF THE DEVIL

We have already seen that the upright triangle constitutes a symbol of the holy trinity, so the reversed
triangle is a symbol of the devil, which mainly insinuates his head and face.
The reversed triangles and the outstanding V and generally lines, circles and designs that converge
downwards, implying reversed triangles are very often used by masons as symbolisms of expressing
the ideology of worshipping satan.
Here we have to emphasize once again that we cannot exclude the possibility of the following signs
being designed at random.
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HIGHLIGHTED 6, HIGHLIGHTED S AND HIGHLIGHTED SNAKES

Like the reversed triangles and the highlighted V, so the highlighted S, the highlighted 6 and the
highlighted snakes, express and imply satan-worshiping ideology among the initiated.
We have to make clear once more that we do not know whether or not the following signs are
randomly designed in this way.
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OTHER SYMBOLS OF THE DEVIL

Apart from satan figures, also goats, horns, capitals, diamonds, cut heads, reversed crosses and
reversed keys are often used as parallel symbolisms of satanic ideology among the initiated.
We have to mention again that we do not know whether or not the company logos included in the
following chart are randomly designed in this way.

Symbols of the devil
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Symbolism of the devil's face
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Diamond-shaped symbols of the devil's face
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Symbols of the devil's face with the use of capitals

Symbolism with six reversed triangles
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Symbols with multiple reversed triangles

Various other devil symbols
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PRODUCT DESIGN

In the design of almost all products we see the dominating design form of a satanic style, which is
mainly characterized by reversed triangles and the downward convergence of the design format.
Of course, we cannot exclude the possibility that many designs may be designed in this way due to
the dominant fashion, and not due to conscious satanic ideology.
However, the total control and subjection of technology and art to the invisible masonic power is more
than obvious.
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A mobile phone's keyboard
666 designed on a
construction shaped in the form of
mobile phone's with
666. Moreover, numbers 3 and 6 are
three concentric
highlighted in special color, hinting at
hexagons
6's square. 6x6=36
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VARIOUS RELEVANT SYMBOLISMS
Athens 2004, Olympic Games

During the closing ceremony at the Olympic Games of
2004 in Athens, participants formed a river-like shape
resembling 666 it was a triple six made of wheat
spikes that the reapers later harvested.

Taking note of Revelation's classic symbolism, it could be argued that the soul (spikes) harvesting of
all humankind has been shaped like a 666 by the spirit of the in-power globalisation; people have
been imbued with an antichrist and satanic mentality. In a sense, it symbolizes the broader people
harvesting by satan.

Beijing 2008, Olympic Games

During the opening ceremony at the 2008 Olympic Games in Beijing, at the ritual of torch firing, both
the torch and the background on the tiers were painted with symbols of 666.
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London 2012, Olympic Games

The logo for the 2012 Olympic
Games, to be held in London, is an
anagrammatism of the word Zion.

Mountain Zion is for Jewish Zionists the symbol of the initiation into the ideology of the Jewish global
dominance.

Both 666 and reverse triangles are covert in various logos and signs of the Olympic Games
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Roulette

The sum of the numbers printed on the roulette is 666. To quickly verify that the sum is 666, one
needs to multiply 36 with the median of 1 and 36 which is 18.5. (18.5 x 36=666)

Beheaded heads (Symbolizing how the system affects modern individuals)
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Black or red overshadowing white (Symbol of the evil dominating over the graceful)

Tapes with 666 imprinted on the beginning or end of the tape.

Miscellaneous
Perhaps, here it is being suggested
that there is an attack and contrast
towards the One. (God)?
(from Greek anti- meaning contrast to)
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THE BAR CODE

The bar code constitutes a transformation of the ten digits into combinations of black and white lines
of different thickness, so as to be easily read by the reflected light sensors of the reading machines
which are in use in every supermarket.
It is designed based on the number 666 that functions as a predetermined framework of three 6
which is stable and does not change, while the two intermediary six-digit numbers between the three
6 change accordingly, thus encoding the product and its origin.

As most people already know, for years now, there has been an enforcement in global trading, of
product stamping, standardizing and daily trading to operate according to the devil's number 666.
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THE PROMOTION OF STAMPING

The promotion of stamping in public organisations, companies etc.

Ancient God Pan, that is the devil, in the

666 concealed in the official logo

official emblem of the deposit and loan fund.

of the ministry of tourism.

666 concealed in the form of SSS
in the official logo of the Hellenic post and Athens' public transportation

666 in the form of CSC in the new logo

666 concealed in the form of SSS in the logo

of the Greek railway company

of development programmes of NSRF

Variations of 666 in the logos of telephony and electricity companies in Greece
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The sign of devil on the front and back side of Police group Zeus' helmets
and on a piece of paper indicating the waiting line in a civil service

CCC (=666) in a small and capital letters, on an advertising leaflet of a civil movement

The devil's face, as an hexadron or an hexagon and 666 in the shape of CSS in the logos of
Thessaloniki's International Exhibition.

666 in logos of Greek ministries
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The reversed triangle in the logo of the Christian
Confraternity

SSS and the logic of the reversed triangle in the
logo of scouting organizations

666 concealed in the form of σσσ and sss
in the logos of a public company and a political party respectively

666 concealed in the form of a snake and a spiral
in the logos of the national network of public administration, the special
Olympics of Athens 2011 and the new logo of the political party 'New Democracy'
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Promotion of stamping in personal documents.
Apart from the stamping of almost all products with the number of devil 666 that has been imposed in
global trade, the stamping of all personal documents with the same satanic symbols is systematically
being promoted.
In obvious and secret ways, the satanic symbols systematically slip into all new personal documents.

A satanic symbol
and a reversed triangle
in all identity cards in Cyprus.

A variation of 666
in the front side of the new social
insurance card.

A second variation of 666 on the
back side of the same social
insurance card.

In a sneaky as well as illegal way,
the blind sign of the owners
of commercial transaction
cards is required
At the same time, satan-worshiping symbols and invisible contents
are concealed in the magnetic straps of cards.
By means of sign, in an insidious and indirect way the profession and incovation to satan is realized.
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Example of invocating the devil

In the inside label of a Chinese clothing item, the three G (=666) appear accompanied by the phrase
''Get Rich", implying with the help of devil.
At this point it should be noted that, from ancient times until the present day, this kind of invocation,
of similar content, written in various languages and with various ways, is usually written inside of little
charms, that magicians and mediums give away to their clients.
The devil's university nowadays, that is, masonry tries like magicians and mediums, who are the
corresponding lyceum and elementary school of the devil, to insidiously and through the technology
of the new identities, to give this kind of modern satanic charm to all present day's citizens.

The new identity card or citizen card
The inscription of religion in identity cards constitutes an obstacle to their conversion into documents
of professing to satan.
This is the reason why the erasure of religion from identity cards, became such a big issue in Greece.
Thus, they pursue, in a dark and sneaky way, to convert identity cards of all citizens into a received
by sign, personal document that denotes profession and acknowledgment of subservience to satanic
power and rule.
In other words, by means of the new identity cards they convert all citizens into subjects of the one
global satanic rule, promoted at full speed.
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Promotion of stamping on people.
The attempt of the system for the familiarization, addiction, dressing and incorporation of satanic
symbols into humans, is long-lasting.
In previous times the inscription on humans was considered a disparagement and trivialization of the
human being, and it was often imposed as a public punishment for social humiliation.
It took many years of guided effort on the part of fashion, marketing and advertising, in order to
dissolve and knock down the aforementioned mentality and feeling of the existential and ontological
dignity of human. Gradually societies were addicted to the acceptance of the insertion of commercial
logos into their clothing, which were initially small and discreet, but grew all the more bigger. In this
way humans were driven to spiritual, existential and ontological disparagement and degradation
according to the plans, will and preferences of the devil.
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THE ENGRAVING OF PEOPLE

The known bar code, with which all shop products are stamped, is implemented in America for many
years for the engraving of people as well, so as to be recognised by the cash registers of banks
during their transactions. The engraving of the bar code is done with laser rays on the right hand or
forehead of people (bank customers) and it is invisible to the human eye but visible to the cash
registers and substitutes for the bankbook.
The relevant advertisement that promoted engraving in America wrote: << THE NEW MONEY
SYSTEM 666 >> and showed people with bar code on the right hand or forehead.
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Those engraved with the bar code are considered registered and naturalized to the satan, who gives
them instead of a name a number in combination with and under his own number 666.
From a spiritual point of view, this engraving of people with 666, comes in total contrast with the
Christian stamping during the baptize

of Christians and constitutes a cunning and treacherous

approach of the satanic system for the posthumous captivation and commitment of people to satan.
We will see the posthumous consequences of people engraving below in the Revelation.
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EARTH ENGRAVINGS (CROP CIRCLES)

Crop circles constitute a phenomenon which appears in large scale cultivation fields, where suddenly,
in very little time, some of the cultivated crops fall down in such a way as to form various geometric
designs of extreme accuracy. These geometric designs occupy a large space and only from a plane
can someone see the full picture. There are no concrete explanations for this phenomenon, but it is
clear that it involves space and satellite technology.
The variations of 666 that appear mainly in the designs of crop circles prove that this is too a masonic
work and that masons are engraving the earth as a whole.
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C.
SPIRITUAL

CLARIFICATIONS

The aforementioned proves the concealed as well as the obvious, methodical and zealous multiform
promotion and spreading of demonism into humanity.
This realisation along with the spiritual consideration of reality given in this section, is a prerequisite
so that the reader can acquire, first of all, the spiritual realisation of reality necessary for entering later
into Revelation's concepts.
John's Revelation is the last book, the end and conclusion of the Holy Bible, which consists of 49
books in the Old Testament and 27 in the New Testament. Reasonably then, in order for someone to
understand Revelation and its Spirit, first it is necessary that a fundamental understanding of the
Spirit of the Holy Bible takes place.
The following introductory chapters of this section on Revelation, help the reader acquire the
necessary spiritual realisation, that is required and needed for the subsequent understanding of the
substantial spiritual depth and height of Revelation's contents.
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THE ONE AND ONLY TRUTH AND THE REAL KNOWLEDGE

The whole creation represents the materialization and realization both of the mood and thinking of its
creator.
So the reason of creation is spiritual and consequently the whole creation comes under and totally
depends on whichever invisible spiritual dimension and reality exists, which has the general
command, authority, management and control of creation.
So whichever moods, thoughts and whichever design, programming and logic of creation that exist,
constitute its spiritual law, which is the absolute defining factor of the course of this creation.
Summing up, we see that finally the reason of creation is spiritual and the course of the universe and
life are regulated by spiritual specifications and laws.

So the knowledge of the spiritual laws of this invisible spiritual dimension and reality, is the first
existential need of every logical creature and the first requirement of every thinking person who seeks
the truth in every religion.
It is supposed that the knowledge of the one existential spiritual truth of creation is the content of the
many unfortunately and entirely different to each other, religions of people.
From the fact of this multiformity and diversity, the necessity of a strictly scientific inquiry and
evaluation of the different religious theories results.
Today's humanity with the cold logic and scientific thinking and research, rightly and very correctly
cannot tolerate the blind faith in so many opposite and discrepant to each other religious dogmas,
which have the nerve of requiring the bypass of logic and the scientific course of search for truth, in
order to create blind fanatic and often dangerous followers.
The problem of this unacceptable paranoia of human culture is solved by the intellectual way of truth
acquisition, the way of research and quest through observation, logic and human spirit. This is the
classical, and from the ancient Greek culture until today, unique, justified and indisputable scientific
course and way of thinking.
Today the indisputable universal justification, consolidation and acknowledgement of the one and
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only whichever truth can result only through the scientific way of study, research and quest, in order
for humanity to be freed from the captivity and enslavement to the so many opposite, discrepant and
unconventional blind dogmas.
Even if one of these dogmas is the real truth, even then it is daring and insulting towards the spirit
and the intellect of man for it to require the approaching of truth only through faith as well as the
requirement of bypassing and denying the intellectual and scientific course of study, research and
search for truth.
Whichever only truth exists, is of course not afraid of a serious scientific study and research which
will justify, make it known and glorify it. But this scientific way and direction of research, is
systematically excluded and fought by the existent system and dark backstage power which is afraid
and horrified of the revelation and appearance of the keys of knowledge, as well as the revelation of
satanic secrets of the dark side of spiritual dimension, with which they darken, blind, nail down and
rule people.
The serious research for the one truth of existence and creation, is never going to be officially
programmed by the established system of power which is comfortable with the dogmatic polyphony
and benefits from darkness enforcement and from the policy of "divide and conquer".
The scientific course of spiritual quest and research of the one and only truth and reality of creation,
is the only reliable method which can guarantee the free and unaffected course of the human spirit
towards the acquisition of truth through the security of the study, research, knowledge and proof.

So whichever religion or theological science respects the mind and logic of men, is obliged to be able
to prove to the common logic that it totally holds the spherical truth and knowledge of the spiritual law
of creation, or at least that is seeks and searches for it.
If now, apart from this firstly substantial logic, specification and request, we search and examine in
which fields and dimensions of existence and creation all these different theories move, as well as in
which way, road or means the research and reception of knowledge of each theory is made, we
immediately acquire three perspectives of spiritual discrimination, three substantial positions of
examination and consideration, three valuable intellectual key-tools, unseduced spiritual guides
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capable of clearing reality out, to dissolve the darkness and to classify chaos.
In this way, the foundations of a totally logical and scientific course of research for truth can be set,
which is in position, has the power and can set man free from the enslavement of faith, leading him to
the freedom of knowledge, discrimination and the conscious self-definition.

Observing and recording spiritual and metaphysical experiences of people from all centuries and
mentalities, having as a base at first the uncompromised request of research of the one truth and
reality that works, then the verification of whichever and as many dimensions appear and last the
verification of whichever psycho-mental structure and situation of whichever particular person, then
after some relevant activity and experience, the researcher starts from the diachrony, the mass and
repetition of all these phenomena and experiences to be in a position to define, categorize and
classify the dimensions, the levels and the qualities of these various phenomena and also starts
being in a position to define the different parameters which enter and are related to all these
metaphysical and strange phenomena.
Through the huge variety, multiformity and polychromy of the recorded experiences in all the religions
and initiations of the world, the researcher initially starts to distinguish the extremes of white and
black, meaning the extremes of light and darkness and after a period, with the passing of time from
his experience and from his sense of light and darkness which he gradually starts to acquire, starts
being in a position to distinguish the analogies of white and black, of light and darkness in all their
intermediary grey syntheses.
At the same time, a researcher observing and studying the human spiritual structure and
composition, immediately finds the two opposite and extreme configurations of the human’s inner
psychic world.
So on one end we have the person who totally sacrifices himself due to his love for God or his
fellowmen, and on the other end we have the inhuman who takes delight in mercilessly sacrificing
and torturing whole nations, only for the delight and satisfaction of his ego.
Firstly, from these data, characteristics and extreme traits of the field under examination, we have the
effortless ascertainment that steadily over the centuries a dimension of light through the first extreme
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category of people appears and self-reveals itself to humanity, and at the same time steadily over the
centuries, a dimension of darkness through the second extreme category of human composition
appears to humanity and is self-revealed.
So a researcher wanting to understand the reality well and by studying, searching and penetrating
the spiritual logic which rules these two extreme actions of light and darkness, starts as time goes by,
to understand these two originated from the spiritual dimension and incoming actions and their
attributes and after some time he acquires the ability to discern their corresponding analogies in the
grey of people and the grey of theories.
From the understanding the extremes, the ability of understanding, discriminating, analyzing and
assorting all the intermediary theories, as well as the corresponding human compositions come
gradually and the capability of spherical perception and understanding of reality is acquired.
The apprehension of reality and the understanding of truth require spherical confrontation, study and
knowledge of the boundaries and the extremes, because smattering and one-sided knowledge is
spiritually a very dangerous situation.

The spiritual awakening of man consists of understanding correctly this invisible spiritual reality and
the spiritual spaces and laws of creation and how they enter and function in the different religious
theories.
The entry of man in the spiritual dimension, the apprehension of existential reality and the real
knowledge and understanding of the spiritual laws of creation, constitute the highest, most precious
and upmost value, as well as the justification of the human spirit.
With this knowledge man becomes existentially conscious, he knows who he is, where he is, where
he is going, he finally knows God and devil, he knows the spiritual laws and how they affect his
psycho-spiritual functioning and on the environment, how they regulate his life course, and in few
words, he knows the one and only truth and reality of the whole life and creation.
So by having this spherical apprehension of reality and also the experience of light and darkness, he
can then discern, analyze, evaluate and classify the different and various religious theories, not only
from their white or black or grey color, but also from the psycho-mental ability, the clearness, the
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clarity, the color and the spiritual pre-configuration, prejudice and impregnation of their creators.

Through the universal experiences and descriptions of people from all centuries, three diversified
areas of existence immediately discern themselves.
 An eternal Kingdom of God and light, the highest spiritual dimension of existence from which life
and creation originate.
 The present intermediate temporary dimension of existence, the whole perceptible universe with
whichever, wherever and as many kinds of life it consists of, logical or not, but always subject to
laws of friction, decay and death and also to the laws of the effect of light and darkness of the
invisible spiritual dimension.
 Lastly, the other eternal spiritual region of the existence of darkness, the banished and subjected
to the departments of the underworld, of Hades.

Generally, we can say that the different religious theories and initiations move in these three vast and
unexplored fields of existence; some come from the self-revelation of light, others from the selfrevelation of darkness, others from the dictate of fake light, meaning from the devious disguise of
darkness, and others come from human geniuses who in different degrees understood and
approached the wisdom and harmony of the built creation and also the logic of charging the souls to
Hades, but have not reached the discovery of light and consequently the distinction of darkness
being held back by inner psycho-spiritual prejudices of awe and sentimentality, which cut the spirit's
flights towards the height of clarity and distinction, as well as towards love with the truth. The truth
flirts with and reveals itself only to free and lucid spirits which unselfishly search for it.

Thus, from the above it is obvious that only the intellectual uncompromised search with no inner
prejudice and unselfish request of substantial knowledge of the one and only truth of creation is
possible to clear out the scenery and show its one and only source, which has and is able to give the
fullness of the spiritual law of creation, but also the whole design and course of this creation, as we
will see below.
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So until humanity sets in course and realizes this forbidden and hindered for the time being scientific
course of exploring truth and reality, we believe based on studies, experience and knowledge, that
the results of the scientific researches will in the end justify the truth of the following little poem.

The end of searching

The perceptible universe and Hades
are prison and galleys
of God’s Kingdom.

All sciences, religions and initiations
stumble upon the surrounding wall
trying to open from the inside.

The unalterable traditional Christianity
opens from the outside the gate of grace
for entering into the eternal light.
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THE SPIRITUAL AWAKENING

The search for truth with healthy motives and criteria soon leads to its discovery, and then the truth
leads the person to his spiritual awakening.
In order for a person to be considered spiritually awakened, he must have an objective apprehension
of the invisible spiritual reality, spiritual apperception of the cosmic reality but also spiritual
apperception of the crude of himself.
But no apprehension and apperception of the whole reality exists without the opening of the spiritual
eyes to the discrimination of spirits.
The opening of the spiritual eyes of a person comes from the friction, the employment, the thorough
examination, the study and the effort of applying the revealed spiritual law of God.

The creator in a spectacular way and proving his divine power for verification and disproof of doubts,
sent the initial and first revelation of His spiritual law to humanity through Moses.
The value of this spiritual law of creation will be appreciated by someone only if he searches for the
truth, the knowledge and the laws of creation everywhere and receives essentially nothing and zero
from everywhere.
As the studies and education of a man generally regulate his social-working position in this life, so do
the approach and relationship of each man with the one and only God and His laws, regulate his
spiritual position and situation in eternity.
From this it is understood that it is of very high importance and value, to hold the true knowledge
about God for the eternal evaluation and judgment of every soul, which finally according to its data
and its prescription will be graded by its course, its transactions with the surroundings and by
examining the war against the passions and forces of darkness.
So God is obliged by Himself, in front of His creations, to have His spiritual law obviously given so it
will exist on earth and even if one soul wants to search for Him, it will be able to find Him.
This deeper movement of the creature towards its God and the pursuit of the clear truth and its
discovery after obstacles and its choice and its application in practice and the fight with the opponent
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forces of darkness, are what finally makes the creature known in its Creator’s eyes as having an
inner relationship, attraction, inclination but also steps or even a course of connection with Him.

Moses, in a spectacular way, with a command and a revelation from above, suggested, organized,
legislated and laid the foundations for the ecclesiastic way of functioning and worshiping of the one
and only real God and creator on earth.
The classic, regular and safest way for a person’s spiritual awakening is firstly and mainly the Mosaic
law, and generally the entire Old Testament.
The study and indulgence in the Mosaic law diffuses Spirit and God’s knowledge to man.
The Mosaic law was given by God and constitutes the primal, basic, spiritual education of man for his
course towards God, meaning towards the Spirit and enlightenment.
The Mosaic law has and gives the keys of the human spirit's initiation in God’s logic, it is the
constructor’s manual and has the creator’s instructions. But all these result from the close study of
this book and are not immediately transmitted with a superficial reading.
Through the study of the Mosaic law the person’s spiritual eyes open and he starts to understand and
gradually comprehend God. He starts to be enlightened and discern the contents of good and evil of
the different meanings of situations and behaviors.
He starts to perceive and discern the spiritual quality of the deeper psychokinetic energy of each
man.
He also starts to perceive and discern the spiritual determination of becoming in life, meaning to have
apperception and perception of the invisible spiritual laws which act on and regulate the courses of
the events and of life situations.
So the Mosaic law gives spiritual awakening, spiritual discrimination and spiritual vision to man.
It gives away the light of knowledge of the real God, existential realization, understanding of the
essence of things, spiritual adultness and the ability of a conscious transaction with light or even
darkness, meaning a conscious course of life.
The meaning of knowing the law of God, which is generally treasured in the whole Old Testament, is
also shown in Christ’s words.
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(Matthew 5/17-18)
17

"Think not that I have come to abolish the law and the prophets; I have come not to abolish

them but to fulfil them. 18 For truly, I say to you, till heaven and earth pass away, not an iota,
not a dot, will pass from the law until all is accomplished.
(Luke 16/17)
17

But it is easier for heaven and earth to pass away, than for one dot of the law to become

void.
So the spiritual awakening of man, in order to be able to apprehend the spiritual dimensions and
meanings of the whole becoming in life, firstly requires and presupposes the reading and study of the
law of God.
For these reasons Jews were zealots of the Mosaic law, they regarded themselves as God’s chosen
and blessed ones and uppermost in regard to the other lower nations which ignored Him.
This delicate knowledge of truth, the reality and existing spiritual logic of becoming of life, opens the
person’s spiritual eyes for the deeper understanding of God’s spiritual laws.
The understanding of the spiritual determination of the spiritual laws of creation, meaning the
understanding of God's and devil's secrets gives the person the possibility and the ability of handling
these supernatural powers.
So this knowledge gave to the Jews of then and gives to Jew-Zionists of today, spiritual advantages
of deeper vision and understanding and the possibility of delicate guidance and control of the other
unversed nations.
The value of this knowledge has incalculable existential as well as defining practical meaning for the
course of a man's life, for the course of history of a nation or a country, but also for the course of the
history of humanity.
With the use of this knowledge, a leader or an authority could consciously lead people or nations or
even the whole earth not only to peace, progress, prosperity, justice and blessing and salvation given
from above, but also to total disaster, chaos and hell regulating through suitable behaviors their
subsumption to the powerful deterministic consequences of the eternal spiritual laws of creation.
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With the current data of a non-existing modulated and open scientific road of awakening and
understanding reality, the opening of a person’s spiritual eyes comes from the study, friction, the
dealing and the contact with the two traditional and totally opposite roads of God and devil.
So today the people who have spiritual awakening, understanding and perception of the substantial,
current and functioning reality and awareness of the function and determination of the spiritual laws,
are: on one side a few spiritual people, Christians, hermits, saints, monks, priests, and some
enlightened faithful people who are in conscious contact with the spiritual dimension of God’s
Kingdom, and on the other side the people who have a conscious and objective apperception of
reality are many masons in high positions, rabbis, Satanists, magicians, parapsychologists, occultists,
hodjas and initiated and dedicated hermits and magicians of some religious dogmas who come in
conscious contact with the spiritual area of demons.
In the intermediate situations between the consciousness of light and the consciousness of darkness,
we meet various phenomena of actions of light and actions of darkness which happen without the
objective awareness of the active light or the active darkness and under a plethora of various
pointless and irrelevant theories and assumptions. But all these are always subjected to laws of
inner and deeper spiritual logic and determination activated by a deeper and inner connecting
psycho-kinesis and intention, or by another spiritual logic of given positive or negative spiritual rights.
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THE UNIVERSAL SPIRITUAL DOMINATION OF THE INITIATED

The prevalence and domination of masonry on earth is not of course a random event.
This result is due to the keys of confidential secret knowledge and initiation that they have, control
and handle.
The course of humanity, of every nation and country, as well as every person’s life is regulated, apart
from the natural laws, mainly from the spiritual laws of creation, from which the results come.
The knowledge of the eternal spiritual laws of creation, allows them to have vision, knowledge and
the ability of influence or even management of the psycho-spiritual function and course of people.
This occult knowledge of reality that they have through initiation, is their main and basic advantage
which gives them the ability to subdue, guide and direct humanity where they want.

Regardless of the use of this knowledge in a deceitful, insidious and criminal way, knowledge is
knowledge and it is always valuable, precious, giving them ability, advantage and supremacy, and in
fact it grows bigger as the ignorance of the rest unversed grows bigger.
The long lasting check, administration and power of humanity in action is impossible without the real,
substantial, delicate and deep knowledge of the secret delicate points of the spirit and soul of people.
A small group of doctors could fully regulate the health, course, growth, conceptions, pregnancies,
births, suppression and psychology of people in a local community, if with a steady and long-lasting
program they added the appropriate chemical substances and drugs to water, food, children’s food,
milk, or even in the air.
Likewise a small group of politicians or teachers could, through methodical, systematic, steady and
long-lasting distortion and traducement of the truth and reality, not only to reversely direct, seduce
and guide a crowd of people, but also to create within them a negative, emotional and psychological
prejudice and mentality against the truth and reality themselves, so as to never want to come close to
them and realize their seduction.
Thus, masonry apart from the others and in these ways has worked deceitfully but steadily and longlastingly and it has guided, directed, decayed and spiritually set the boundaries in humanity inside
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innumerable, altered and spiritually blind theories, ideologies, religions, and sciences of grey, which
will never awaken and have vision and knowledge of white and black, of light and darkness from
which they are totally controlled.
So while humanity is practically controlled, directed and governed by the forces of darkness through
the initiated masons, this is exactly the reality which people cannot realize:
because of the methodical blurriness and ignorance which surrounds this field,
because of the cognitive cover-up from a scientific point of view, of the field of metaphysical
experience and initiation,
because of the sealed and obstructed scientific research towards the field of metaphysical reality,
because of the methodical mental scorning and negative prejudice about the alleged un-science of
this spiritual dimension
and because of the negative predisposition of the feelings of irony and aversion that they have
methodically modulated in public opinion for the occupation with that kind of obsolete theories and
medieval perceptions, derivatives of sick geniuses.
So humanity is getting blind and cannot see, exactly at this point which it had to be specifically careful
of in order to realize by whom and how it is being guided and dominated.
So the one-eyed people of darkness govern the spiritually blind whom they themselves blind.

Masons take the knowledge and the initiation exactly from the two extremes, from the two roads of
knowledge and initiation that exist for reality's awareness.
A person is awakened and able to understand reality, his environment and the becoming of life, only
if he knows light and darkness, meaning the laws of God and devil.
The basic books from which Jews Zionists acquire their original initiation is the Old Testament and
the Talmud, meaning the book of God and the book of devil.
So the truth is that if a person does not know the spiritual laws of God and devil, he cannot have
spiritual consciousness and awareness of what exists, where he is, and what is happening.
So he is lost in theories and totally blind towards the valid functioning and affecting reality.
So the rulers, administrators and directors of humanity, with full knowledge and consciousness,
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subdue, depend on and are based on the metaphysical knowledge and reality.
The greatest keys of supremacy, power and control of humanity which the system holds in its hands
are the spiritual keys of knowledge and initiation, that it mostly depends on.
For this reason the Masonic lodges, even though they control the power, the money, the technology,
the information and generally all human activity, the basic structure of their composition, organization
and function is strictly ceremonial exactly because that is from where they take their most important
power, meaning the penetration in initiation, in spiritual knowledge and in conscious contact and
cooperation with darkness.
So through initiation, they acquire an entrance to a spiritual dimension, to the apprehension of the
invisible reality and an understanding of the secrets and laws of the psycho-spiritual structure and
function of man.
The affect over the spirit and soul of man is exactly the eternal work, job, art, experience and
knowledge of the devil.
This is exactly the main, basic, substantial and valuable knowledge on which masons depend on and
which they acquire from their initiation in Satanism and their cooperation with the devil.
This understanding is the origin of the delicate knowledge of intervention, handling and regulating the
whole psycho-spiritual course of humanity towards the direction of the devil’s will for his final
prevalence and domination on earth.

So the worldwide domination of masonry on earth succeeds through the supremacy, knowledge and
understanding of the reality which they acquire through their initiation in the spiritual dimension of
darkness.
Humanity is obliged to realize this metaphysical reality in order to firstly be able to defend and protect
itself, to react and to be saved from the extremely dangerous secret, unknown and non-conscious
satanic poisoning that it undergoes, from the obedience, captivity, humiliation, and ruthless satanic
dictatorship and the plundering of all nations and the whole earth which has already moved forward a
lot.
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THE DICTATORSHIP OF DARKNESS

Α. The granted reality:
A well organized dark backstage of masonic lodges which constitutes the devil’s church on earth,
initiated in cooperation with the devil, with his energy and help and with satanic and ruthless
methods, secretly rules almost all earthly power.

Β. The weak point :
The weak point of this organization is that it can never function in the open and in public because it is
clearly a satanic and satan-worshipping organization and totally hostile towards the whole humanity
and God.
For this reason, the masons are obliged to hide, gather, function and hold meetings always in secret
behind closed doors.
The lodges, that is the place where they gather, are always closed and totally impenetrable, the
entrance is never allowed to non-members even when they are not in session, exactly because they
are ceremonially designed for the devil’s worship.
This is because they are the devil’s churches where rituals and satan-worshippings take place and
have the devil’s symbols, statues, thrones and the whole necessary ceremonial equipment, the
sanctuary, altar, e.t.c.
For the same reason, ruthless and exemplary fatal punishments are implemented in case of
exposure and betrayal of the secrets of masonry.

C The threat :
The possibility of people realizing and rebelling is the greatest danger and greatest threat for
masonry. In order to have this possibility totally deterred, they make sure that they direct, darken,
seduce and spiritually control human society, in a lot of ways and with ruthless methods.
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D The applied strategy of the darkness :
D1. Organizing and the worldwide spreading of the masonic scheme.
D2. Control of every power and administration.
D3. Control of the economy, money and commerce.
D4. Control of science, knowledge and technology.
D5. Control of the human spirit, ideology and mentality.

D1. Organizing and the worldwide spreading of the Masonic plot :
This issue has already been mentioned.

D2. Control of power and administration :
First of all, it is ensured that at the top and administration of politics and also at every section of
human activity, their guided subordinates, are always backstage promoted.
Whichever exceptions might appear are immediately controlled through a procedure of escalated
approach which begins with an invitation for entering the masonic initiation and coercion, blackmail,
threats, assassinations, follow accordingly.
Perforated democratic systems of governing are promoted and imposed worldwide so that the
unrestrained actions of the masonic mafia are ensured.
At the same time methodic legislations and constitutions favor an unrestrained background, the nontransparency and the non-accountability of politicians and governments, through the absence of
legislating stakeholders and ways of inspection.
Finally, all this entails that everything on earth is administrated, regulated, directed and controlled by
the satanic spirit, which through the web of the worldwide spread Masonic scheme, rules all kinds of
authority.
The result is a stable long-lasting worldwide and constantly increasing satanic effect in all earth and
humanity.
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D3. Control of the economy, money and commerce
The economy, wealth and money which they themselves produce and manage, is systematically
ripped off people and it is accumulated for the creation of expanding banks, multinational colossal
enterprises, and of the global world system of governing which has as a target the total economic
control, the dependence and the enslavement of governments and people.
Through this alleged democracy, people are getting poorer, dependable and enslaved more and
more in the global satanic system of governing whose hatred against freedom, truth, the human spirit,
and God will be expressed and manifested more and more.
If a real democracy existed, then the wealth would be used for people's social prosperity and not for
the prosperity of the monstrous and colossal banks, multinational enterprises and state systems
through which people are being leeched.

D4. Control of science, knowledge and technology:
The entire field of science, knowledge and technology is under the total control of masonry and is
used to serve the globalized system of power which aims at the subjugation of people and the human
spirit.
As an example, a few photos of the secret and confidential global industry of the chemical airspraying of people, follow.
The sprayings
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Spraying airplanes
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Material transfers

Satellite pictures of spraying
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D5. Control of the human spirit, ideology and mentality:
The underground, sly, and dark masonic scheme managed with its long-lasting many-sided and
complex actions to accomplish the spiritual control and spiritual enslavement of humanity.
The implemented and multifold scheme of humanity’s spiritual enslavement, generally has three main
axis and directions of action.
D5a. Firstly, the control, concealment and disappearance of the dangerous awakening knowledge of
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the extremes.
D5b. Secondly, the configuration and imposition of a particularly favorable and convenient for the
system mentality of spiritual caging of the human spirit and thought. This mentality has as its main
characteristic the scorn, prejudice and negative predisposition against the methodically excluded
from scientific research knowledge of the soul and soul energy and the knowledge of light and
darkness and of the energy of light and the energy of darkness.
D5c. And finally, the doping of people's spirit, chemistry, biology, morality and energy so that the
mind will be committed, enslaved and captured in the service of passions, senses and materialism,
as well as to connect, bridge and impregnate people's energy with the energy of darkness. That is,
inscription of darkness on to the soul, addiction to demonic energy, impregnation of demonic
mutation, demonization of humanity.

D5a. The concealment and disappearance of the knowledge of the extremes:
The energies of light and darkness break out in a very intense way and become immediately
perceptible and observable in the two respective extreme categories of people, who are usually
dedicated to the service of light or darkness.
If every person comes in contact or finds himself or herself in the environment of a saint or a satanist
(wizard), he immediately acquires experiences and a sense of the effect of light or of darkness
respectively.
Even if these two fields have clear spiritual logic and determination from the beginning, yet, through
today’s condescending and biased common sense and mentality, the awareness of this realization is
hindered and it is difficult to occur in practice, if the indisputable personal living experience and sense
do not precede.
The minority of the dark power does not want humanity to be taught this fundamental truth and to
have the knowledge of the extremes, because from this study, knowledge or experience, the person’s
awakening and his/hers existential awareness come immediately.
So, this minority makes sure that these keys of knowledge disappear, so that humanity remains in the
darkness of ignorance and consequently, to remain easily controlled and manipulated.
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For this purpose they act simultaneously towards two directions:
D5a1. The cover-up and concealment of darkness.
D5a2. The war against light.

D5a1. The cover-up and concealment of darkness:
So, the dark power keeps the study and knowledge of darkness well guarded only for personal use.
This secret science is not publicized or taught in the open in order not to have, the huge crime of
overpowering and commanding humanity, by using dark energies and methods with which they
poison, anesthetize and capture people, revealed.
Thus, those in power, always active members of the masonic lodges, cover-up and protect the illegal
and satanic masonry, instead of persecuting and exterminating it.
So, today, all official governments and state powers of the planet are silent, cover-up and protect
masonry from which they originate.

D5a2. The war against the light:
From the beginning, the original enemy of darkness and masonry is the source of light, the Christian
truth and knowledge, and the Christian church. If the Christian church correctly administrates and
calls into action its spiritual powers, but also the majority of people whom it can summon up and
mobilize if it wants, then masonry has only a few hours of life left.
The masons know this truth very well and this possibility constitutes their biggest nightmare.
So, it is impossible for masonry to exist, act and accomplish anything, if it does not ensure first, the
total control, nailing, anaesthetizing, hibernation, disarmament, elimination and castration of the
Christian church.
For this reason, the absolute control of the administration of churches and their constant vigilant
attendance, guidance and direction constitutes the highest security priority of masonry.
The degenerating, insidious, longitudinal and in many ways, erosive action of masonry and of
darkness in the Christian church, with the always masonically controlled administrations, inflicts not
only the total social demerit and elimination of Christianity in general, but also terrifying and
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nightmarish consequences in the course and future of all earth and humanity, as we will see below in
the revelation.
So, the consequences in the Christian church are the following :
1. Beheading of the knowledge:
First of all, the keys of knowledge from the Christian teaching are obliterated, by-passing and
essentially exterminating the whole awakening spiritual law of the Old Testament.
That is, the path of science, the course of knowledge, of logic and thought, which bring illumination,
awakening, distinction, scientific thought, knowledge and validity, is abolished. In this way, the
central, basic, intellectual and cognitive content is scorned and the Christian teaching is descientificized.
In this way, Christianity and all Christian teaching is cognitively and mentally beheaded, and remain
only emotion, faith and love which with no thought, intellectuality, science and knowledge constitute
an easily manipulated, blind, passive introverted mentality, unable to threaten masonry and unable to
acquire intellectual level, strength, social prestige, glory and fame.
So, in the modulated in this way Christian religion, people who by their nature have the gift of
advanced logic and mental and cognitive function, do not have any invitation, any position, any role,
motive or reception and acceptance. All those who could practically could glorify Christianity and
Christ on earth, but also save humanity are exterminated. So, darkness dominates on earth through
knowledge and science, beheading the knowledge and science of light.
2. The contamination of the spirit :
The entire Christ’s, and the Holy Bible's spirit in general, has an absolute, clear and indisputable
Theo-centrism. The human being is called and is ordered to deny himself or herself for God’s sake,
till death. To remind also that Christ himself says that whoever loves father or mother or son or
daughter more than me is not worthy of me. (Matthew 10/37)
So, love of human for himself, but also the love for those closest to him or her, clearly come in
second place, compared with the love for God and His justice which comes first unconditionally.
With this theo-centric spiritual base of serving God’s law and justice, the human being acquires
essentiality of his or her course, self-denial, self-control, self-possession, power, strength, courage,
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bravery, self-sacrifice and is led to illumination, awakening, distinction, spirituality and holiness.
Furthermore, the knowledge of God’s law and justice also provides the human being with the
possibility of positive and essential active social presence and action.
However, this outcome is not at all agreeable to masonry, which wants blind, introverted and inactive
faithful people.
The masonically manipulated church teachings starts to contaminate this theo-centric spiritual base,
with an introverted and anthropocentric logic and faith, emotionally colored and directed. It starts to
emphasize praying, church-going, repentance, confession, fasting, inner clearness, the Holy
Communion, faith, compassion, charity, forgiveness, love and obedience. While at the same time it
deceitfully supersedes the essential spiritual base of the teaching, knowledge and activation of the
social implementation of God’s law and justice.
Thus the faithful are spiritually manipulated, are not given any possibility of active spiritual and
practical social presence and action, and are transformed into inactive, blind, mute, harmless, caged,
controlled, neutralized lambs. This absolutely satisfies, delights and grants total freedom of action to
masonry and darkness.
So, now, we understand the dramatic spiritual effects of this longitudinal, methodically planned and
masonically directed, teachings of church.
The church administrations have methodically and systematically structuralized the disorganization,
blindness and neutralization of the faithful, exterminating the keys of knowledge and contaminating
spiritual keys.
3. The enemy’s concealment :
The example that Christ gave on Earth was the poignant inspection, the open and public unmasking,
spiritual threats, aphorisms, and scolding of regional hypocritical power.
The current administrations of church, but also the entire imposed church mentality, not only does not
inspect, uncover, react, scold or excommunicate the antichrist hostile masonic power, but on the
contrary, it thoroughly covers up and conceals all the illegal, infernal, insidious, erosive masonic
actions and deeds.
All Church leaderships, besides the huge social power and effect they could have, methodically avoid
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to inform, explain and show to the faithful the roots of the dark satanic reality of the organized
masonry, which in an uncontrolled and unhindered way sweeps the whole earth.
4. The social marginalizing of Christianity :
From the aforementioned, it becomes evident that the administrations of the churches themselves,
castrate spiritually, anaesthetize and handcuff the Christian world, up to the point where they are
considered retarded by public opinion.
In order for someone to realize immediately the deceitfulness and hypocrisy of the administrations of
the Christian churches, it is enough just to pay attention to the practical results of contemporary
reality. It is immediately comprehended that small groups, associations, small political parties,
magazines, newspapers, department stores, trading companies, even minorities of abnormal people
have intense social presence, action, scientific recruiting, advertisement, voice and rights, while the
millions of Christians are totally mute, neutralized, and socially marginalized up to the point of being
stigmatized.

D5b. The negative prejudice :
Generally, the power of darkness has set spiritual boundaries in society and science, with the
cultivation of mentalities of aversion, prejudice and mental demerit towards both extremes of light and
darkness.
In this way, it hinders people’s awakening, narrowing their spiritual horizon through prejudice up to
the exact point where it has to stay in order for them to remain harmless, blind stooges of the satanic
reality, which they neither see nor understand.
To the prejudiced we are obliged to say the following :
If a painter observed people’s souls carefully and then could paint their picture, he would find some
whom he would paint as angels, but he would find others whom he would have to paint as monsters.
So, in the spiritual world angels’ and demons’ existence proves the freedom of spirit and the
inclination of logical beings, but at the same time, it proves the existence of justice and of the
Creator’s will, which corresponds and imprints clearly in their external appearance and figure, their
inner quality.
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The figure and the appearance of each person and sensible being in eternity, will imprint accordingly
through beauty or ugliness, their inner quality.
This truth has incalculable importance for the extension of life in eternity because appearance, figure
and beauty has an absolute connection with the psychology, mood, joy and happiness.
So, whoever deny the existence of light and darkness, are unjust to themselves, are blinded, suicide
spiritually, and they can never understand the logic of God and His creation, and the quality of an
aristocracy of the spirit and of the inner world, in the kingdom of eternal justice.
They will never understand where they are, what is happening, where they are heading to and
consequently they will not be justified before their consciousness and truth, to occupy a position of
frankness in the immediately forthcoming eternity for all.

D5c. Τhe doping:
We have mentioned that when people approach light or darkness, they acquire experiences and the
realization of the effect of light or darkness. These two opposite actions act upon and are immediately
perceptible almost always, but not mechanically and randomly, but based on spiritual legislation and
spiritual logic of given rights.
The study and knowledge, the understanding, initiation and experience of these spiritual fields and
dimensions is the content of the sciences of light and darkness with teachers and universities on the
one hand saints, ascetics and the church and on the other hand, the magicians, Satanists, masonry
and other relevant, apocryphal, religious initiations.
The effect of the energy of light on people brings a cathartic psycho-spiritual and bodily, purifying
change with sensitization of their hearts, minds and consciousness so that they will feel and realize
their obscuring and sinning, in relation with the light.
The effect of darkness spiritually and with regard to energy, brings exactly the opposite results.
Spiritually, people lose their sensitivity of consciousness and their compassion of heart caused by
their connection with light, they harden and move forward with ideological mania, selfishly, ruthlessly
and mercilessly, demonically accelerating for over-accumulation of humanity's debt and sin.
The effect of the energy of darkness steeps people with demonic energy and fog which leads them in
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bodily and psycho-spiritual pollutions rendering them repulsive, repelling and unbearable to the eyes
of light which finally goes away, does not come closer and does not act on them any more.
The result of this going away, disconnection and cutting off of the light energy from people is the
object of the global satanic power, so that the satanic energy will be able to prevail and rule
universally in the whole humanity, in an undisturbed and generalized way.
So, in order for a purely satanic power to be able to impose and dominate humanity, people will have
to be subjected to a proper and multiform processing of the demonic addiction, vaccination and
mutation, so that they will be steeped with demonic behavior, mentality and psycho-kinetic energy so
that darkness will rightfully rule and dominate over them.
This metaphysical logic of steeping with satanic energy the spiritual and psychosomatic existence of
people for world domination and prevalence of darkness, is the mental key and secret which explains
and interprets the target and objective of a central, complex, multivalent, applied and practical action
of today’s globalization.
People’s genetic mutation with chemical substances, drugs, and hormones in water, in children’s
food, and in foods generally, to inflict brain mutations and instigate homosexual births and effeminize
men, are widely known issues.
The promotion of homosexuals and the sexualization of all radio-TV stations, magazines,
newspapers, fashion, music, dancing and dressing, are also a self-evident reality.
The total conquer of the field of children’s shows, children’s printed material, children’s electronic and
non-electronic games by monsters, magicians and satanically shaped creatures, proves again the
effort of the system to register in today's people’s souls from childhood, the acceptance,
familiarization, addiction and the steeping of a satanic daily and dark presence, effect and reality.
Another insidious, deceitful and satanic method and practice of the system for the concession of
rights, of the effect on and of the ownership of people by devil, is the worldwide promoted varied and
multiform demoniacal stamping of people at full speed.
Just as the wedding ring is a spiritual reasoning of commitment in a relationship but also of a mutual
right of ownership between husband and wife, in the same way, with the same metaphysical spiritual
reasoning, if the devil puts on people his emblems, whichever these are (symbols, signs, jewels,
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labels, tattoos, earrings, dressing or hairdressing), of his own mentality and style, he practically and
immediately acquires the self-evident spiritual rights of effect, connection, power and ownership over
people.
In this deceitful and sneaky way, the system, by creating, producing, advertising and projecting
fashion, aesthetics, decoration, photography, painting, music, dance and generally techniques with a
style clearly of satanic inspiration and mentality, imposes this style on youngsters with a modern,
contemporary spirit and with an ideological revolutionary wrapping.
Thus, the satanic system itself moulds the youth’s revolution against the system, captivating them in
a satanic mentality and putting on them satanic uniforms and trademarks.
That is, the revolutionaries against the satanic system are the first to be captivated and dressed in a
satanic way by the satanic system and they become the system itself, what an irony!
So, the acceptance and addiction to this style and mentality are imposed on youngsters through
which they accept the demonical energy and effect. Under this effect, being energetically pushed,
they are directed towards the marking of the body as well, with tattoos and earrings, symbols of
acceptance and of incorporation of this spiritual mentality and this effect.
The spiritual consequences of people’s demonical stamping in their after death eternal life will be
explained below by Revelation.
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WORLD-WIDE POLITICAL DOMINANCY

To achieve its world-wide domination, masonry, having first overthrown any local resistances,
democratically regulated and adjusted all regional forms of government and constitutions rendering
them blind, castrated and incapable of having any national plans and to institutionally and
ideologically control the dangerous dissolving and erosive penetration of foreign factors, managing in
this way to ensure that its underground global activity remained uncontrolled and untouchable.
Its diachronic activity was always steadily and ruthlessly aimed at dissolving every kind of national
and patriotic local core or policy. That is why, by means of demagogy and management of public
opinion, it managed to contemptibly disregard all national and patriotic ideologies. Such actions
ensured the favorable mentality of people and a non-hostile environment for the undisturbed
establishment and spreading of the masonic plot of globalization.
With this way, international masonry (Israel) did not permit any country to develop any true and
substantial national power or strategy. By using sneaky, underground methods, it managed to
undermine them all, except the United States, which it had chosen to support, strengthen and use as
a base for its global political influence, imposition and dominance.

The White House situated exactly on the base of a town planning pentangle in Washington.
A symbol of satanic appearance.

The systematic concentration and captivity of scientists and geniuses through the American faculties
from all over the earth during the previous decades, was one of the components of this political boost
of America and of the weakening of all the rest of nations and countries, which oddly enough, during
the past years they have never had such a kind of programming, neither national strategies nor
aspirations. Of course, there had always been the danger of a country or leadership (Serbia, Iraq,
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Iran, Korea, Russia) getting out of control, and that is why the base (the United States) would always
have to keep a crystal clear supremacy and superiority in martial force, against every possible
opponent.
One of the most spectacular results of the underground masonic action in the last years is the
bloodshed-free obedience, captivity and seizure, through the masonic penetration, of the entire
Chinese leadership and consequently the control of entire China.
As soon as Jewish-Zionism, by means of satanic masonry, managed to put a noseband on the big
beast of China and take it under its control, it immediately transferred the base and headquarters of
globalization there, as well as the centre of the world economic control and trade, which were all in
New York up until then.
The pre-designed demolition of the twin towers by the Jews-Zionist themselves, indicates, in a
dominant and spectacular way, this change of the global base and at the same time, the change of
the worldwide strategy.

The demolition of the twin towers was pre-published in various press issues, Illuminati's card and two
graphics in the Greek magazine segment "E" of "Eleutherotypia" newspaper, circulating at 26/8/2001
and at 9/9/2001, that is 15 and 3 days prior to the hitting. These two graphics had the following
labels: "be ready" and "run to save your life", respectively.

The capitalistic pattern which served the strategy of the worldwide domination of the United States
and which was highly promoted in previous decades, allowed a relative rise in the economic and
spiritual level of western nations.
This fact also favored a relative awakening of more or less people, which is annoying and unpleasant
for the plans of Jew-Zionists about the promotion of worldwide domination and the imposition of the
global satanic dictatorship, which consists of electronic control and people engraving.
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Thus the model of China nowadays serves the plans of the new global strategy better, which now
rapidly implements the program of the economic breakdown of nations and the looting of all
circulating money.
Apart from other methods, in order to achieve this goal of economic downfall of western, and not
only, nations, millions of containers consisting of very cheap Chinese products are channeled, dutyfree, to Europe and America. Their sole purpose is to destroy and dissolve the whole productive and
industrial web of the well-developed western society and to bring unemployment, poverty, hunger and
an overall deadlock to people, thus forcing them to depend on the globally controlled system.
Europe and America, under the captivity of masonic governments, are watching their accelerating
bankruptcy and downfall unable to react, to impose duties on the Chinese globalization and to put a
break to the forthcoming global economic nightmare and hunger of nations.

Denial of God and the de-spiritualization that has been imposed to western societies, rendered them
spiritually blind and unable to realize and grasp the insidious and underground action of masonry's
and devil's dark powers, which eventually managed to undisturbed control, trap and captivate the
whole, now spiritually blinded and atheist humanity into their satanic web.
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THE SPIRITUAL MEANING OF THE SOCIOPOLITICAL SYSTEMS AND IDEOLOGIES

The need for a practical organization of the social life of people based on general principles and laws
has historically created the different and various known sociopolitical meanings, ideologies and
systems such as:
Nation, tribe, people, language, religion, homeland, state, country, leader, potentate, authority,
mores, morals, legislation, constitution, government, patriarchy, monarchy, aristocracy, dictatorship,
empire, kingship, democracy, politics, parties, capitalism, socialism, communism, globalization.
These different sociopolitical systems have to be evaluated from a spiritual view, firstly in order to
comprehend and understand the influence, meaning and consequences they have and exert on the
psycho-spiritual and existential course of man, secondly, to bring to light, reveal and comprehend the
expedience and spiritual logic with which the diachronic globalization directs and modulates the
global political course, and thirdly, to understand the spiritual determination, through which the forces
of darkness and devil are favored and they appropriate the right to universally govern humanity,
today.
These answers require the substantial realization of reality and can only be given through a complete
substantial and existential consideration and comprehension of creation and its laws, as well as of
the destination, position and value of man within it.
So this consideration and realization, which we need in order to comprehend and answer all the
above, can only be received by the theo-centric consideration of the sociopolitical systems which is
synoptically given below.

Existential scene and reality:
Man, according to his creation definition (image of God and His picture), and according to his
constructional specifications (logic, apperception, awareness and self-government), and according to
his position in the scale of creation (Sole natural ruler, head leader and king of all visible creation)
and according to his subsumption to the law of judgment and eternity, is ordered and invited to live
and proceed as a responsible administrator and worker, following the road of harmonization with law
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and the commandments of the Creator, meaning the road of virtue and justice, perfection and
holiness, which leads to the obedience, cooperation, approach, contact, friendship and union with
God and to the only justification of man, his justification by God.
The due to inconsideration and thoughtlessness disobedience of man to God and his obedience to
devil, gave the latter the right to govern the prostrated and spiritually subservient man, who after that
comes under the far from God, spiritual law of decay and death.
In this way man lost the immediacy of contact and communication with God and his position next to
Him, and ever since he experiences the bereavement and loss of the divine gift of life, through decay
and death that have now entered his existence, and proceeds under the devil's authority which is
reinforced by every additional step, attitude and stance of disobedience and dissociation from God.
So for the restoration of the rift in the relationship of God and man, and for the termination of this
inconceivably heavy existential punishment of the eternal jurisdiction of death and devil over man, the
latter has to consciously and with awareness return and revert to obedience and work towards God
and His law.

Religious system:
For the achievement of the aim of the conscious salvation of man, God sends through Moses His first
spiritual law on earth for the basic and introductory spiritual training and awareness of man, and
establishes on earth His first sociopolitical system of government that is given from above and
corresponds to the image from above, which the church named kingdom of a hieratic army.
With this sociopolitical system given from above, man, following and obeying a saint, leader and
representative of God who governs, rules and legislates as a chosen from above and authorized from
above, immediately becomes a citizen of God, because he is places under His commandments and
under His authority, and consequently he is restored before God and is reconciled with Him.
So through the obedience to Moses, a captive people, unarmed and enslaved to the compulsive
works of the powerful cosmic power of Pharaoh, is freed in a miraculous way and is led to the
Promised Land.
Therefore we comprehend the power, value, deeper meaning and symbolism of this given from
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above sociopolitical system which frees man from the captivity and tyranny of devil and leads him to
the heritage of the Promised Land.
So the subsumption of man under the guidance and authority of the elected, featured and indicated
from above leader and chief, that is the substantial meritocracy, immediately restores the connection
between man and God and retracts the diabolical authority and domination over him, which resulted
from the fall of disobedience.

Religious and political system:
Studying the historical continuance and progress of this system in the Old Testament, we are given
all those keys of knowledge and distinction which we need in order to proceed in the apprehension of
the spiritual law of the political systems and of the psycho-spiritual influence, meaning and
consequences that these systems have on people.
The transition to kingship occurred when people later asked from God's representative, the elder
chief-priest Samuel, the appointment of a king.
Then chief-priest Samuel, following the suggestion and commandment of God, gave the chrism to
Saul, the first king of Israel, and a little later, again with the choice and command from above, he
gave the chrism to David, the next king of Israel.
We see that the appointment of political authority again results from God and that the first kings are
chosen, receive the chrism, gain their titles and are legalized by God through the chief-priest and
come under the law and justice of God, obliged and ordered as kings to serve Him.
At this point we have to mention that God, due to condescension towards the cosmic and not the
spiritual aptitude of men, for economy’s sake and for practical reasons, has validated the split of
political authority, charging people however with internal and spiritual withdrawal and detachment.
(Kings 1, Chapter 7 paragraph 7, chapter 10 paragraph 9, chapter 12 paragraph 17 – 20)
God granted man with the right of self-government and free choice of his course, but that doesn't
mean he is not judged, evaluated, ranked and rewarded according to his choices and course.
Despite all this, this religious and political system of authority continues to represent a
correspondence and picture of the heavenly kingdom of God, as we will clearly see further below in
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Revelation.
The subservience to a king that has received the chrism by God, is ordered and legalized by God and
is perceived by God as a correspondence of serving His heavenly kingdom, and results in man finally
being justified before God.
Living in this validated from above, sociopolitical system man understands God, His authority and His
kingdom, and his earthly course is justified by serving the appointed from God authority, and he
prepares, becomes conscious and is spiritually enlightened for his naturalization in the heavenly
kingdom of God.

Spiritual logic and determination:
So by studying this spiritual law of the Old Testament and penetrating into its spiritual logic, we
realize that if man on earth wants to existentially justify himself before God, to justify his course on
earth and to retract his eviction from God derived from his birth, then he is obliged to follow the
emissaries of God throughout his life and walk beside them, or at least to honestly and selfconsciously serve his country and the chosen, anointed and appointed by God king or ruler.
In order for man to ensure his course of life on earth according to God, the grace from God, the
saving of rights before God, and his justification before God, he is obliged to follow and serve God’s
emissaries, chosen ones and the given law.
Also the outflow of the sociopolitical system from God and its subsumption to God is a nonnegotiable
condition for the existential legalization and the total system justification.
So it is self-explanatory that every religious and political authority, administration and leadership must
have substantial and living virtue, verified by God through signs of miracles and grace, and not a
dead and typical and only by name, title, shape holiness and virtue, because in the first occasion man
serves the present living true God, while in the other occasion, he virtually serves the forger devil in
the supposed name, title or shape of God.
So the matter of the sociopolitical system of organization of people's lives, according to its ideological
and practical form, and according to its substantial authenticity and quality, defines the spiritual
jurisdiction of God or devil in people's lives, it overall saves the work and life of people in one or the
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other spiritual law, and it overall regulates the existential justification or charging of human society.
Political systems – deterministic consequences:
The democracies of today, where people are asked to vote for the various political parties with their
featured leaders, even if we ignore their total connection and modulation by the satanic and masonic
backstage, constitute from a spiritual view, the total denial of the rights of the creator in the choice of
leadership, administration and planning of the human course.
So from a theo-centric and spiritual consideration, from where the consequences of every individual
or collective human choice, action or course are virtually monitored, judged, rewarded and
determined, today's democracies are nothing more than total egoism, ungratefulness and denial or
even blasphemy, of man towards his God and creator.
The due to his obedience to devil now mortal man, but still having the possibility of free choice on his
course on earth, instead of responsibly apprehending God, his eviction, the consequences of the
violation of His spiritual laws, and his already conviction once to decay and death, and instead of
becoming more careful regarding his choices, he thoughtlessly and unwarily continues not wanting to
become conscious, and once again by obeying his deathly and envious enemy, again he turns his
back to his creator and God, and proceeds at full speed through the atheistic system towards the
second in line, denial of God and fall with whichever subsequent existential consequences, it might
bring.
The authority, administration and governing of the course of men has huge substantial, spiritual and
existential consequences, effects and responsibilities because it regulates not only the justification or
not of the work of the entire human life and course on earth, but mainly because it long-lastingly
influences, regulates and formulates the psycho-spiritual mentality and internal accomplishment of
men from which their eternal existential evaluation and ranking is being regulated and determined.
Nowadays the systematic disconnection of global politics from any reference to God, and its
systematic connection to devil and his church (masonry), which is insidiously achieved through the
temporary, punctured pseudo-democratic and naive constitutions, constitutes a satanic nightmarish
reality, totally catastrophic to all humanity, both at its practical, psycho-spiritual and existential level.
Nowadays the satanic-driven political systems, which only the naive, shallow, sell-out and
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conveniently well-adjusted call democracy, are the Trojan horse of Satan for the materialistic and
spiritual disaster and eternal captivity and blindness of the human species.
So the systematic disconnection of any reference to God from today’s politics, as well as the political
marginalization, depreciation and elimination of every substantial spiritual and religious value, has
resulted in God’s practical denial and in devil's jurisdiction and liberation to freely govern men and to
destroy them practically, psycho-spiritually and existentially.
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SPIRITUAL STANDARDIZATION AND MOLDING OF POLITICIANS AND FUNCTIONARIES OF
THE SYSTEM

The internal spiritual law of values and heroes is always a positive internal spiritual task of
authenticity, substance and consciousness.
On the contrary, the internal spiritual law and the road of all authorized politicians of the system
today, is a cosmic, materialistic, greedy and enticed heart with an internal task of bypassing
consciousness.
So rightfully this internal task leads, subsumes, binds and captivates them inside masonry, which by
having them obeisant, internally related and identified with it, promotes and designates them to the
cosmic power by fighting and vanishing the truly worthy, capable and suitable ones.

Each simple man today, even if he is bombed, befogged, directed and spiritually delimited, feels in
fact and is free to join, follow and believe more or less any religious dogma.
He is also free to have any relaxed or reinforced opinion, view, cosmic theory or faith, and can, if he
wants, freely express whichever placement he might have.
But this freedom of belief and expression that every simple man has, the politicians cannot have,
because they are masonry’s captives.
A point worth mentioning is that all politicians are never active members of any religious dogma, they
never begin religious conversations and neither they can nor they are allowed to do so.
Exactly because they follow, are obligated to, are trapped and subjected to the satan-worshiping
masonry, they lose the freedom of common people to be able to openly speak about whichever faith
or religious opinion they have.
If politicians opened any religious conversation as free people do, they would also have to have a
less or a more, active participation in whichever belief they had, something which is impossible for
them to truly and really do, and they avoid it exactly because they follow masonry.
Also, another common characteristic of all politicians is that they can never make any serious
conversation about masonry and Jewish-Zionism, because this subject unveils, reveals and burns
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them and they systematically avoid it.
Moreover, this is the only subject which can never be mentioned, discussed, examined and seriously
and officially studied by all universal means of communication: universities, newspapers, magazines,
journalists, politicians and generally by anyone who holds a position in the universal masonic system
of power and administration.
Strangely, the religious beliefs and faith of every simple person are required and recorded, while the
religious beliefs and faith of all politicians worldwide are neither required and nor are announced even
before the elections.
It is also peculiar and noteworthy that these crucial and hot matters which pertain the backstage of
global politics: masonry, Jewish-Zionism, political transparency, religion, Christianity, globalization
are never seriously approached in all pre-election political and public conversations.
Another thing that has to be pointed out is that politicians never can or even dare support the
democratic rights of the overwhelming social majority of the persecuted Christians, even knowing that
in this case, their party would gain the easy social and electoral majority.
So we reach the paradoxical phenomenon of center-right parties and politicians turning to and asking
for votes marginal and antinational minority groups of perverts, immigrants, Muslims and
marginalized people, and not daring to ask for the votes of the overwhelming majority of persecuted
Christians, whose violated democratic rights are neither supported nor represented by any single
politician.

Normally and as the legislation directs, all public faces, politicians, journalists and functionaries of the
system, should obligatory provide testimonies under oath, that they do not belong to any satanic
religion, dark organization, lodge, masonry, and that they reject the devil, his adoration and
worshiping, and that they condemn the satanically motivated masonry and Jewish-Zionism.
This bizarre and inexplicable silence and de-religiosity of all the functionaries of the system, proves
their spiritual standardization, canning and captivity to the dark universal satanic dictatorship, which
they self-consciously serve and which they never dare talk about.
The proof of all these comes from the result of the universally applied democratic politics, of
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marginalization, depreciation and sociopolitical hibernation of the majority of numerous millions of
Christians, while strangely, at the same time the multilateral, antichristian and satanic
standardization, mentality and addiction are being universally promoted and enforced, which
ideologically represent an insignificant minority of Satanists' twisted consciousnesses.
So today, we synoptically see the universally applied democracy depreciating the overwhelming
majority of Christians and insidiously and fascistically enforcing the universal dictatorship of Satan.

So all these sell-out and conveniently well-adjusted functionaries, appliers of the system and servants
of darkness, guilty of silence, opaqueness, concealment and hypocrisy, live luxuriously, burdening
and leeching all people on earth, whom they send practically, psychically and spiritually at full speed,
to their big brother and boss, the devil.
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DISTORTIONS AND AMPUTATIONS OF SCIENCE, TRUTH AND REALITY

We saw that masonry, by long lastingly controlling authorities and governing in the appropriate way,
has finally spiritually controlled humanity by vanishing the awakening and teleporting knowledge of
the extremes and limits of the spiritual dimension, and by spiritually delimiting people in the nonapproach of the knowledge of light and darkness.
This masonic targeting towards delimiting the human spirit took place not only with the vanishing of
knowledge of light and darkness, but also with the suitable guidance and trimming of all sciences, so
they can never open the windows and gates of entrance to revealing knowledge and scientific
confirmations of the one existential truth, and of approaching the spiritual reality of creation.
The ruthless executions and disappearances of many researchers, scientists, journalists and
inventors who approached such knowledge, truths and revelations or even useful to mankind
inventions, are countless.
Also, countless is the funding of scientific programs and entire scientific schools and faculties only to
cover, distort and wipe out the reality and inexpedient to masonry, scientific truths.
Below, only sententiously, we will mention some interventions of distorting the truth and reality in
various areas of knowledge, science and the human spirit.

Biology genetics
Firstly, the theory of evolution of species and that man originates from apes is a systematic and fake
pseudo-scientific propaganda having as a deeper aim the theoretical support of life creation by
matter, and the denial of the creator.
The scientific truth is that no matter how many years pass an ape can never evolve into a man and
the first scientists who proved that any diachronic evolution of the species is excluded according to
the laws of genetics, were killed or disappeared.
Despite all this, even though the theory of the evolution of species has been scientifically debunked
nowadays, it still continues to be featured and supported in order to disorientate and despiritualize
man by vanishing God and the spiritual dimension of creation.
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Medicine
Each living organism is comprised of a body and a soul.
Most people on earth, regardless of their religion, believe in the existence of the soul and in the
afterlife.
The countless temples of all religions on earth, which exist even in the tiniest of villages, are a proof
of exactly this.
Even Satanists and masons create closed lodges, churches of Satan everywhere, where they make
contracts with the devil, selling their souls to him in order to obtain power, honor and money.
Numerous incidents of people from all times and religions describe temporal deaths and returns of
souls to bodies which come back to life.
Once again, only sententiously we remind that there are numerous volumes of recorded experiences
of saints and hermits who describe in detail the reality after death, as there are numerous incidents of
sorcerers in all times and civilizations, who killed or ruined people with satanic methods, by
negatively affecting their psychic energy through the spiritual dimension.
This occult knowledge and sciences are one of the greatest secret weapons of masons and sorcerers
for the extermination of their enemies and opponents.
Despite all this, the guided and sponsored from above medical science, in a very weird and
paradoxical way has never officially researched the matter of souls and the psychic energy of
organisms.
Such a scientific research, that could have proven the existence of psychic energy decades ago,
would practically indicate the existence of a spiritual dimension and theoretically the existence of
God, but would also reveal many secret weapons and knowledge with which masonry and sorcerers
negatively and corrosively affect humanity and also destroy and dissolve unwanted enemies and
opponents.
For this reason, not only such a scientific research was never funded, but on the contrary, there is an
insidious and systematic cultivation of the ironic and scornful treatment of these substantial scientific
matters of research and knowledge of the invisible spiritual dimension.
A human organism, as a radio or a television, many times doesn't operate right, not because it has a
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problem or a malfunction, but because it receives parasites and influence by an invisible external
source which transmits negative and parasitic radiation and energy.
So medical science refuses to study and accept this reality, only to cover the secret invisible satanic
crimes of masons and sorcerers, with which they direct humanity and vanish their opponents.
So the entire medical science is nailed down, limited and amputated, trying, despite the ancient truth
and reality known, even to uncivilized populations, to eliminate the soul and psychic energy of people
by replacing it with the distorted, blind and disorientating theories about unconscious and
subconscious brain operation.
So with the words unconscious and subconscious, they eliminate the psychic energy and existing
reality of the psycho-spiritual dimension and disorientate thought and logic.
So there is also life in the invisible spiritual dimension which surrounds us and which the system
knows about but never wants to reveal.

Psychology
Exactly like medicine, the science of psychology, funded, guided and directed from above,
persistently refuses to study and include in its scientific research or even acknowledge the ancient
repeated reality of existence of extreme people of light and darkness.
So the science about the souls refuses to study its object and record, observe and evaluate the
diachronically repeated across the centuries, reality of the appearance of saints and sorcerers.
So psychology, not being able to perform its job in these fields because of masonic orders from
above, and by not being able to refuse the existing reality, calls all these matters parapsychology,
and strangely there has never been a scientific school of parapsychology or even formal scientific
research.
So once again, we see that whatever approaches the light or darkness, God or the devil and the
energies of the spiritual dimension, automatically ceases to interest official scientific researching.
As an example in psychology, we see that Freud’s school, which serves the adjustment to the
existentially blind socialized life of people was featured, funded and scientifically established, while
Jung was bypassed and suppressed, who with his scientific studies and researches proved the
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psychological pathologies and delusions of all religions, as opposed to the sole value of the patristic
and traditional Christianity, which psychologically cures and restores the archetypical value and
cleanness of the human soul.

Theology
The same depreciation, disorientation and de-scientification from above also occurred in Theological
sciences, which, as we mentioned before, instead of studying, researching and establish scientifically
the spiritual law of creation and the one truth and reality of earth, instead of scientifically revealing the
spiritual laws of light and darkness, instead of explaining and proving the participation of polymorphic
demonic energy of darkness in the plethora of the supposed unexplained para-psychological
phenomena, instead of finally revealing the one spiritual truth of the whole creation, darken humanity,
keeping the various theological schools in an antiscientific and dogmatic logic and basis, intentionally
preventing the light of research and spirit from revealing the one and only and scientifically proven
and confirmed truth and reality.

Economy
We have already mentioned that not only in society, but even in economic universities, they never
teach, explain or clarify the truth and reality, that the inflation which ravens the entire humanity can
only be created and derives from the predatory excess coinage on behalf of the official authority and
in no other way.
So the pillaging of humanity did begin by the inflation, but now the center of gravity of the universal
economic crime against contemporary humanity has proceeded in much worse ways.
The entire planning of production and distribution of money is inconceivably criminal, illegal, dark and
opaque and constitutes the contemporary way of enslaving, captivating and pauperizing all the
population of the earth by the universal masonic and satanic system.
From the overproduced money today, which is produced in a socially predatory and administratively
criminal way, even this minimum fraction of it, that ends up for the survival of people, is being
decimated by the multifarious over-taxation and is also evaporated by inflation, so that people won’t
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be able to be covered neither by thriftiness nor by saving, and so that they will be constantly hanged
and totally dependent on the infinitesimal crumbs feeding by the misanthrope, ruthless, humiliating
and pauperizing satanic system.
So the huge universal economic crimes of pillaging all humans on the planet are being withheld,
which are performed by all the official systems of power through production, administration, inflation
of money and in many other ways.
Another huge universal economic crime of pillaging humanity and gathering money from people that
is being withheld and not being explained to the world, is the one that occurs with the taxation of
every daily transaction of a citizen with an astronomic factor that almost reaches 20%. (V.A.T. =
Value Added Tax). In this way money is swiftly being plundered, lifted and vanished from populations
and people and is never returned. These people are being twice decimated through every daily
transaction they make, and the more they transact, the more they get pillaged and poorer and are
captivated in the powerful and at their expense gigantic global system.

History
The deep, dirty, insidious and incredibly infernal criminal and merciless war and role of darkness
power against the power of light for the acquisition and control, at all costs, of all types, shape and
sizes dominance and power over the earth, is not a diachronic, eternal, existentially and
deterministically grounded catholic, exclusively earthly reality of inconceivable size and dimensions,
but constitutes the central spiritual determination of creation's being, as we will see in Revelation.
The deeper understanding and realization of this subject, which exceeds the limits of the visible
creation and reaches to the edge of time and existence, requires metaphysical experience,
knowledge, initiation and study and touches upon the absolute hatred and absolute envy of the most
black zeal of the deeper existential core of darkness power.

As we have seen, power, glory and the wealth of earth were given to the devil and the provision of
these rights and axioms of power and wealth over the earth, presupposes and necessitates a
definitely conscious or unconscious worshipping of the devil and a corresponding internal attitude of
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man.
This reality constitutes a spiritual law and a catholic diachronic spiritual determination of earth with
historically very few exceptions and for that reason in history we find rites, sacrifices, clergies and
masonries, connected with the narrow and direct environment of every type of dominance on earth.
The provision then of power requires and presupposes the collaboration, obedience and execution of
orders of the power of darkness and of course the corresponding initiation and for that reason those
not initiated cannot handle, hold, or be promoted in positions of high power.
The substantial registering and assessment of history then, can never be done unless the substantial
spiritual determination is considered, which is always intertwined in the course of history, in the
administration of power and in the backstage war for the appointment of power and the extermination
of meritocracy.

In the history of the panhuman darkening and domination of the world-ruler on earth, we meet
peoples who by tradition cooperate with, reconcile and walk beside him, and peoples who throughout
their history militate against him and fight him.
Under this prism, both prehistory and ancient and modern history of earth are something that must
never be revealed, recorded, made known and taught to people, because if people knew this occult
history of humanity, the ways, methods, friends and enemies of the world-ruler, then his work on
earth, the one of universal domination, material and psycho-spiritual subjugation of people, would be
overturned to say the least.
The dark role of Jewish-Zionism in the universal history of humanity constitutes a tragic, dramatic
and nightmarish reality which they never allow to be revealed or made known.
The distortion and concealment of the historical truth, in order for the diachronic crimes of JewishZionists against human history to be concealed, are a huge chapter.
The by far opposite role and uninterrupted prehistoric, ancient and contemporary connection of the
Greek tribe to the light, spirit and truth and the perpetual supply of the global civilization with these
elements is a truth which the satanic globalization cannot tolerate and doesn’t also allow to be
revealed in its true size and dimensions.
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The long-lasting distortion, concealment, darkening and extermination of the size and height of the
ancient and prehistoric Greek civilization, is another big crime of Jewish-Zionism against truth, spirit
and human history.
For these reasons, writers of human history and generally writers of historical books, who are being
funded, promoted and featured by the system, are in most cases Jewish-Zionists or obeisant to them.
Whoever else tries to record the historical truth is doomed to marginalization, to say the least.

Archeology
Archeological research, being amenable, funded and dependant on the system, is regulated and
directed so as no findings of great archeological or historical meaning come to light, are unveiled,
revealed or publicized, which are capable of shedding light on the darkened and distorted truth of
human history.
So researching that should be made never takes place (i.e. for the grave of Alexander the Great),
other research goes up to a point and then suddenly with opaque procedures are covered and
concealed (i.e. the undergrounds below the temple of Solomon and the sphinx of Egypt) and other
research concerning the pyramids are connected to strange masonic practice and supposedly
unexplained deaths of eye-witnesses, in order to shut mouths, vanish evidence, stop research and
create a shadow of a helpful misleading veil of mystery about the supposed curse of the Pharaohs.
In the book of the American professor of Egyptology, Karl Brighton, “Egyptian pyramids, work of
Greeks” the efforts of the established system to cover up and distort the historical and archeological
truth, are clearly stated.
Language
The human spirit is the most valuable gift and the upmost value of the visible creation, while
language is the main and fundamental way of expression, communication, transmission and
preservation of the human spirit and all the knowledge, science, wisdom and civilization it generates.
Man’s access to the panhuman spiritual treasures of knowledge, art, science, wisdom, civilization,
virtue and truth which the centuries diachronically preserved and demised to humanity, mainly
happens through language.
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Between language and spirit there is such a close connection that practically approaches
congruency, and by this it is understood that the diachronic understanding, the current joining, as well
as the future cooperation, progress and evolution of humanity, presupposes and requires one, unique
and diachronically unalterable and protected panhuman language at the service of the human spirit.
An enemy of the human spirit and the spiritual rise and maturation of humanity, would firstly target in
altering, transforming, deforming, degenerating and changing the current language in use, so as to
control, drift, blind and cut off men from their roots and from accessing and apprehending the spiritual
treasures of the preexistent human civilization.
Even though humanity is obliged to protect, sustain and preserve the ancient languages of the
human spirit and civilization, much more than archeological findings, in reality an unbelievable crime
of systematic alteration, transformation, extermination and killing of all the historical and ancient
languages of humanity takes place.
Much more intentionally and consciously, the most substantial and important language of the human
species, the ancient Greek language, was fought against, deformed, degenerated and marginalized.
Contemporary linguistic research reveals that the entire formation of this language has concept as its
base, and is the most perfect tool of handling, composing and attributing concepts of the human spirit
and that is why it is a priceless and unique tool of intellect and expression which serves, promotes,
lifts and enlightens the human mind.
It has also been proven that the words that express different meanings in the ancient Greek language
aren't simply the names of the correspondent meanings, as it is the case with all the other languages,
but much more they are like codes of mathematical correspondence and impression of these
meanings.
Big companies and universities, which now need advanced scientific lingual tools for further
advancing the handling of computer science and for the advancing of the process of giving meaning
to the contemporary organization and administration, are forced to turn to the systematic
preservation, registration and study of the ancient Greek language, because only with this language
the advanced computer programs operate properly and human spiritual capabilities are better
developed.
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Of course it is not accidental that the main language of preserving the Holy Bible, meaning the Old
Testament, the gospels and the Revelation is the ancient Greek language.
So this valuable and important spiritually language cannot be understood nowadays by the Greeks
themselves, due to the consecutive alterations, degenerations and vandalisms it has undergone.
Only in the past 50 - 60 years the official Greek language underwent 5 – 6 degenerative
transmutations by the laws of the anti-Hellenic masonic state.
Ancient, puristic Greek, simple puristic, demotic, monotonic.
Of course behind all this there is always Jewish-Zionism and masonry which aim at the despiritualization, narcosis, degeneration, manipulation and demonization of people, and in every way
try to prevent and cut off their access to the ancient sources of spirit.
This masonic logic of the universal system of power about the spiritual degeneration and control of
people through the continuing alteration of the language is very well described by the writer known as
George Orwell in his book “1984”. (Big brother).

Holy Bible
Below we provide a relatively recent example of alteration of the texts of the Holy Bible by the
Jewish-Zionists.
Prophet Ezekiel in chapters 38 and 39 of his prophecies predicts the descent of the Russians against
Israel in the rapidly forthcoming third world war, the captivation of Jews by the Russians etc.
In millions of copies of the Holy Bible, which have been universally released for many decades and
distributed for free from Jewish-Zionists through many companies and unions for the supposed
spread of the Holy Bible, the meaning of the specific chapters is reversed.
Here, in order to confirm the above and prove the alteration, we present just the beginning of the first
chapter.
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Ezekiel, chapter 38

Ezekiel, chapter 38

from the orthodox Holy Bible

from a Jewish-Zionistic Holy Bible published by
the American Bible Society

of 'Life' publications.
1 And the word of the Lord came unto me saying,

1 And the word of the LORD came unto me,
saying,

2 Son of man, set thy face towards Gog, the land
of Magog, the chief prince of Ros, Meshech and
Tubal, and prophesy on him,

2 Son of man, set thy face against Gog, the land
of Magog, the chief prince of Meshech and Tubal,
and prophesy against him,

3 And say, Thus saith the Lord GOD; Behold, I
am upon thee, O Gog, the chief prince of Ros,
Meshech and Tubal:

3 And say, Thus saith the Lord GOD; Behold, I
am against thee, O Gog, the chief prince of
Meshech and Tubal:

4 And I will gather thee and all thy force, horses
and horsemen, all of them clothed with all sorts of
armour, even a great company with bucklers and
shields, all of them handling swords:

4 And I will turn thee back, and put hooks into thy
jaws, and I will bring thee forth, and all thine
army, horses and horsemen, all of them clothed
with all sorts of armor, even a great company
with bucklers and shields, all of them handling
swords:
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666 covert on the cover and inner page in the shape of SCC and 666,
but also devil's face in the company's logo.
Additionally, the combination of black and white is being done with the satanic logic.

666 on the logo
of the Greek biblical company,
in the form of three consecutive Cs,
forming a section of a circle
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GUILTY AND RESPONSIBLE

As we can see, the fundamental symbol of masons consists of a set-square (an angle of 90 degrees)
that is placed as an open V and a pair of compasses that both encompass a G or a snake (we must
mention that the letter G resembles a lot number 6).
The set-square that is placed as a V with the snake or the G, symbolize the face, spirit and name of
satan. The pair of compasses with the set-square symbolize once again the planning, architectural
design and the architect, that is the designer engineer of the devil.
All the above symbolize the masonic design based on the satanic spirit, that is the satanic design,
systematic approach, programming, implementation, direction, railing and realization of the course of
human societies and their way of organizing and operation. In general, it symbolizes the satanic
design, control and direction of humanity.
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Moreover, the same spirit and meaning is implied in the Greek words for masons (τεκτονισμός,
τέκτων - tektonismos, tekton) which mean builder, carpenter, worker, craftsman, artisan, scientist,
maker, creator.
As we see in the above picture of the interior of a masonic temple, this is exactly the meaning and
symbolism of the relevant statues. They too symbolize the satanic ‘carving’ and ‘chopping’ of human
societies, which is the principal task and mission of masons.
The same is also symbolized and implied by the trowel, the 90 degrees angle and the pair of
compasses, that is the tools, ways and systematic approaches of masons, with which the systems
and ways of function of societies are always built, oriented and adjusted with a satanic spirit.

Masons call the god whom they obey, serve and worship ‘Grand Architect of The Universe’ .
It has to be noted at this point, that masons do not call their god maker or creator of the universe, but
instead architect, exactly because they insinuate the devil who wants to mutate, distort, transform
and modify creation.

At this secret university of masonry, firstly they discipline, teach, initiate and examine all the later on
promoted politicians and executives of the global administrating system, so as to be obedient and
willing to implement then in practice, the commands, orders and plans of the secret global satanic
masonic plot.
In other words, masonry constitutes the secret global university of devil and the secret global industry
that produces satanically initiated, controlled and promoted servile executives for the administration
and domination of humanity.
The winged statues of the above picture symbolize the demons who supervise, help and collaborate
with the entire masonic system, as we are going to see below in John's Revelation.
Thus the world-ruling devil, by means of his church on earth (masonry), ultimately governs humanity.

The politicians and executives of the global power system, the ‘female dancers’, as the chief masons
call them, are merely the executive tools of masonry, which covertly and through devil secretly
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exercise power, rule, administrate and essentially govern the world.

Salutations with the sign of devil

The pope’s salutation with the sign of 666

The
masonic
handshake
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Washington and other mason Prime-ministers of the United States

The present prime minister and president of Greece, both worshipping Jew-Zionism.
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THE SPIRITUAL LAW OF CHRIST'S CRUCIFIXION

The task and mission of Christ was firstly to open the closed road towards heaven for the banished
human species to return to the kingdom of God.
So Christ with his holy and sinless life, pleased God and succeeded as a representative of man (son
of a man) to reconcile God with the human species, which had been banished from heaven.
This reconciliation of God and people through Christ is revealed not only through the unprecedented
and countless miracles of God through Christ, but also by the confirmation from heaven at his
baptism and at his transformation on Mount Tabor.
( Matthew, 17 / 5 ).
And while he was still speaking, a bright cloud covered them, and a voice from the cloud
said, this is my beloved Son, with whom I am pleased. Listen to him.
Also the opening of the heavens by Christ, meaning the opening of the road back towards God from
then onwards, it is also revealed in the words of Christ himself at his meeting with Nathaniel.
( John, 1 / 52 ).
And says to him, truly I tell you, from now on you will see Heaven open and the angels of God
ascending and descending on the son of man.
So we see that the opening of heaven, meaning the retraction by Christ of the eviction and abortion
of the human species, and the reunion and reconciliation of God and man, was achieved and
occurred before his crucifixion.
But the work and mission of Christ wasn’t only this, meaning the opening of heaven and the
reconciliation and reunion of God and man, but something more.
He had to complete another very important task, the achievement of which passed from the road of
crucifixion.

The purpose of God is the creation, completion and restoration of the eternal kingdom of God and His
justice.
A kingdom of justice, meritocracy and holiness, either in heaven or on earth, cannot be at peace,
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stand, function, prosper and thrive, if firstly the opposition and reaction of evil aren't uprooted,
eliminated and ruined completely. Meaning every damaging source of crime, evil, mischievousness,
hatred, envy, deception, injustice, greed, seizure, deceit etc.
So it is necessary for such mentalities of demons or men to be eliminated and excluded for the sake
of the health and prosperity of the eternal kingdom of God.
The cancer cells of creation which, with their self-governing freedom, chose to develop not caring,
being a burden, pressuring, dislocating or devouring their environment, of course don't have any
place in the eternal life in heaven or in whichever human kingdom of justice.
In Matthew 19 / 23-24 it says:
Then Jesus said to his disciples “Truly I tell you it is difficult for someone who is rich to enter
the kingdom of heaven, again I tell you, it is easier for a cable to go through the eye of a
needle than for someone who is rich to enter the kingdom of God.
So we see that even the material wealth here on earth, is opposite to and is not consistent with God's
justice and accumulates great debt and weight for the soul in the eternal afterlife.
This conclusion is also confirmed by the parable of Christ for poor Lazarus in the yard of the
merciless rich man, and for the reversal of their situation in the afterlife eternity.

(Luke 16/19-31).

We should note that, in this specific parable, Christ doesn’t give a name to the rich man, but only to
poor Lazarus.
Meaning that not only he doesn't give him a place in eternal life, but not even a memorial on earth.
Therefore God, wanting to charge with very heavy debts, in the eternal life, all the indifferent to justice
and their fellow-men people, has granted the power and wealth of the earth to devil and to the
ruthless, greedy, pitiless and grasping people around him, who get intoxicated and delighted by the
leeching of people.

(Matthew 24 / 48-51)

If that wicked servant says to his heart, my Master is delayed, and he begins to beat his fellow
servants and to eat and drink with the drunkards, the master of that servant will come on a
day when he does not expect him and at an hour he does not know, and he will cut him to
pieces and assign him a place with the hypocrites, where there will be weeping and teeth
gnashing.
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So the devil, along with the ones alike him infernally and uninterruptedly work day and night with
great zeal for the universal domination of a rich, voracious, unrestrained and merciless to the people
system.
So with criminal unconsciousness, unscrupulousness, greed and promiscuity they run for their overcharging and their eternal captivity and conviction.
On this logic that targets the heavy over-charging and perpetual elimination of evil from the eternal
life and kingdom of God, the whole spiritual law of Christ’s crucifixion is seated. This is also confirmed
by his words below.
(Matthew 23 / 33–35)
You snakes, you brood of vipers, how will you escape from the fire of judgment? Therefore I
send you prophets and wise men and scribes, and some of them you will kill and crucify; and
some you will flog in your synagogues and persecute from town to town, and so upon you
shall come all the righteous blood shed on earth, from the blood of righteous Abel to the
blood of Zechariah son of Berekiah, whom you murdered between the temple and the altar.
Also Christ himself, referring to his imminent sacrifice and crucifixion says:
(John, 12 / 31)
Now is the judgment of this world; now shall the ruler of this world be cast out.
So here we see the abortion and eviction of devil through Christ’s crucifixion. This point will be
understood better and we will see its materialization, its consequences and the devil's eviction further
along in the explanations of the texts of Revelation.
With this slaughter of sinless Christ, the devil is eternally incriminated and so are all his attendants,
who before God's justice, are now totally inexcusable.
(Matthew, 22 / 44).
The Lord (God) said to my Lord (Christ) “Sit at my right side until I make your enemies a rug
under your feet.
Now Christ gains the right of eternally killing the devil and his attendants and of eliminating them from
his eternal kingdom.
(Luke 19/27)
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But those enemies of mine, who did not want me to be king over them, bring them here and
kill them in front of me.
The exact same meaning of the eviction and conviction of evil and the earthly power is met at the
very well known parable of the tenants (of the vineyard).
(Matthew 21/33-46, Mark 12/1-12, Luke 20/9-19)
So it is now understood that the sacrifice and crucifixion of Christ aims at and targets the eternal
killing of evil, meaning the eternal eviction of devil and his followers, for the sake of the quality of
eternal life of the righteous in the kingdom of God.

These truths up until now had been given to people somehow concealed, discretely and modestly
through parables and not with direct and immediate explanations, so that knowledge and answers
are only to be gained by those who are looking for the essence and not for titles, medals and shiny
covers, because even with spiritual truths a marriage out of love is more qualitative than a marriage
out of interest and calculation.
But the scanning of the demonic spirit today and the fall of all human values make the immediate
explanation of truth and reality necessary for the realization of people and their even out of interest
and calculation, salvation.
Also in sight of the forthcoming events on earth, the lack of time and the negatively formed conditions
for the realization of people, make the immediate spread and revelation of the clear truth and reality
on earth, totally necessary.
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DANIEL CHAPTER 7

1

In the first year of Belshaz'zar king of Babylon, Daniel had a dream and visions of his head as he

lay in his bed. Then he wrote down the dream, and told the sum of the matter.

2

Daniel said, "I saw in my vision by night, and behold, the four winds of heaven were stirring up the

great sea.

3

4

And four great beasts came up out of the sea, different from one another.

The first was like a lion and had eagles' wings. Then as I looked its wings were plucked off, and it

was lifted up from the ground and made to stand upon two feet like a man; and the mind of a man
was given to it.

5

And behold, another beast, a second one, like a bear. It was raised up on one side; it had three ribs

in its mouth between its teeth; and it was told, 'Arise, devour much flesh.'

6

Behind this I looked, and lo, another, like a leopard, with four wings of a bird on it; and the beast

had four heads; and dominion was given to it.

7

After this I saw in the night visions, and behold, a fourth beast, terrible and dreadful and exceedingly

strong; and it had great iron teeth; it devoured and weakened, and stamped the residue with its feet.
It was different from all the beasts that were before it; and it had ten horns.

8

I considered the horns, and behold, there came up among them another horn, a little one, before

which three of the first horns were plucked up by the roots; and behold, in this horn were eyes like the
eyes of a man, and a mouth speaking great things.
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9

As I looked, thrones were placed and one that was of ancient days took his seat; his raiment was

white as snow, and the hair of his head like pure wool; his throne was fiery flames, its wheels were
burning fire.

10

A stream of fire came forth from before him; a thousand thousands served him, and ten thousand

times ten thousand stood before him; the court sat in judgment, and the books were opened.

11

I looked then because of the sound of the great words which the horn was speaking. And as I

looked, the beast was slain, and its body destroyed and given over to be burned with fire.

12

As for the rest of the beasts, their dominion was replaced and they were given prolongation of their

lives for a season and a time.

13

I saw in the night visions, and behold, with the clouds of heaven there came one like a son of man,

and he came to the Ancient of Days and was presented before him.

14

And to him was given dominion and glory and kingdom, that all peoples, nations, and languages

should serve him; his dominion is an everlasting dominion, which shall not pass away, and his
kingdom one that shall not be destroyed.

15

"As for me, Daniel, my spirit within me was anxious and the visions of my head alarmed me.

16

I approached one of those who stood there and asked him the truth concerning all this. So he told

me, and made known to me the interpretation of things.

17

These four great beasts are four kings who shall arise out of the earth.

18

who will be overthrown and the saints of the Most High shall receive the kingdom, and possess the
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kingdom for ever, for ever and ever.

19

I was specifically interested in learning about the fourth beast, which was different from all the rest,

exceedingly terrible, with its teeth of iron and claws of bronze; and which devoured and weakened,
and stamped the residue with its feet;

20

and concerning the ten horns that were on its head, and the other horn which came up and

removed three of the first horns, the horn which had eyes and a mouth that spoke great things, and
whose vision was greater than its fellows.

21

As I looked, this horn made war with the saints, and prevailed over them,

22

until the Ancient of Days came, and judgment was given for the saints of the Most High, and the

time came when the saints received the kingdom.

23

Thus he said: As for the fourth beast, there shall be a fourth kingdom on earth, which shall be

different from all the kingdoms, and it shall devour the whole earth, and trample it down, and break it
to pieces.

24

As for the ten horns, out of this kingdom ten kings shall arise, and another shall arise after them; he

shall surpass all his precedents in evilness, and shall put down three kings.

25

He shall speak words against the Most High, and shall wear out the saints of the Most High, and

shall think to change the times and the law; and shall be given into his hand for a time, two times, and
half a time.

26

But the court shall sit in judgment, and his dominion shall be replaced, to be consumed and

destroyed to the end.
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27

And the kingdom and the dominion and the greatness of the kingdoms under the whole heaven

shall be given to the saints of the Most High; their kingdom shall be an everlasting kingdom, and all
dominions shall serve and obey them.

28

Here is the end of the matter. As for me, Daniel, my thoughts greatly alarmed me, and my look

changed and I kept the matter in my heart.
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DANIEL CHAPTER 7 INTERPRETATION
In this chapter, Daniel promptly and symbolically gives us the course of earth until the judgment day.

2. The succession of the seasons and the passing of time on earth’s population.

3. Four big states are formed by the earth’s populations, all different from each other.

4. America – Space technology – Human science and knowledge.

5. Russia – Closed segregated politics – The surrounding oppressed countries of the eastern block
on the three sides of Russia, because to the north there are no borders - Exhortation and inducement
for the worldwide extension of communism.

6.

Europe is variegated, that is non-homogeneous (pictured as a leopard = πάρδαλις, in Greek

meaning variation and multifariousness brought together), on the west of Russia (on the back=
westwards), with the four leading countries being England - France - Germany - Italy, all smaller than
America. (Heads and feathers of a rooster, smaller than those of the American eagle)

7.

The dreadful masonry, very powerful and impressive, holds big positions of political and military

authority and commandment (iron teeth), feeds on, weakens and tramples over the other states. It’s
very different from the other states and has headquarters consisting of ten members, ten leaders.

8.

When the Antichrist comes he will uproot the three prime ministers of masonry and rule alone

with the other seven.
The human arrogance and the big words of the antichrist. The eyes symbolize the human intelligence
and intellect.
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9. Intervention of the power of God.

10. Power – immeasurable surrounding – Composition of the court – Trial.

11. Verdict – Deposition and resolution of masonry's power - Burning of the worldwide masonry plot.

12.

Replacement and change of authorities in the rest of the states and their longevity after

antichrist.

13. Christ extends until the height of God and appears and presents himself before Him.

14. Christ receives eternal power and royalty from God.
(as we said these meanings will gradually become clearer towards the end of the Revelation).

15. Daniel is troubled by the vision.

16. He asks and receives help for the explanation and comprehension of the vision.

17-18.

Emergence of the forces of America – Russia – Europe and masonry (globalization –

antichrist), worldwide, which will be overthrown and power will be received by holy people which will
maintain it until eternity.

19. Daniel’s question especially for masonry, the fourth beast, which was very different from the rest
of the states, on which it fed on, weakened and trampled over.

20.

Question about the ten leaders of masonry and the antichrist who removes the first three and

has greater perception than the rest and speaks boastfully (blasphemies).
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21. The antichrist will fight and persecute the saints (faithful Christians) and will overrule.

22. God Intervention – Overthrowing of masonry – Kingdom of saints.

23. Explanation of masonry and its mission on earth to Daniel.

24. Explanation of the ten leaders of masonry to Daniel and of the antichrist who will surpass all his
precedents in evilness.

25.

Explanation of the mission of the antichrist, who will blaspheme God, impose persecutions

against Christians, want to overturn the natural order and balance of things, institutions and laws of
the world and creation, to Daniel. (Times and law = dating and institutions. He will want to change the
numbering of time)
He will govern for three and a half years (Two and one and a half).

26. God's intervention and judgment. Decision for removal of devil's power on earth and total
extinguish and complete elimination of masonry.

27. The kingdoms of earth (under heaven) will be given to saints.
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REVELATION CHAPTER 1

1

The revelation of Jesus Christ, which God gave him to show to his servants what must soon take

place; and he marked it and sent it through his angel, to his servant John,

2

who bore witness to the word of God and the testimony of Jesus Christ, to all that he saw.

3

Blessed is he who reads and hears the words of the prophecy, and who keeps what is written

therein.

4

John to the seven churches that are in Asia: Grace to you and peace from God, who is and who

was and who is to come, and from the seven spirits who are before his throne,

5

and from Jesus Christ the faithful witness, the first-born of the dead, and the ruler of kings on earth.

To him who loves us and has freed us from our sins with his blood

6

and made us a kingdom, priests to God and his Father, to him be glory and dominion for ever and

ever. Amen.

7

Behold, he is coming with the clouds, and every eye will see him, every one who pierced him; and

all tribes of earth will wail on account of him. Even so. Amen.

8

I am the Alpha and the Omega, says the Lord God, who is and who was and who is to come, the

Almighty.

9

I John, your brother, who share with you in Jesus the tribulation and the kingdom and the patient

endurance, was on the island called Patmos on account of the word of God and the testimony of
Jesus.
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10

I became the Spirit on the Lord's day, and I heard behind me a loud voice like a trumpet

11

saying, Write what you see in a book and send it to the seven churches, to Ephesus and to Smyrna

and to Pergamos and to Thyatira and to Sardis and to Philadelphia and to Laodicea.

12

Then I turned to see the voice that was speaking to me, and on turning I saw seven golden lamp

stands,

13

and in the midst of the lamp stands one like a son of man, clothed with a long robe and with a

golden girdle around his breast;

14

his head and his hair were white as white wool, white as snow; his eyes were like a flame of fire,

15

his feet like a copper censer, incandescent as in a furnace, and his voice like the sound of many

waters;

16

in his right hand he held seven stars, from his mouth issued a sharp two-edged sword, and his face

like the sun shining in full strength.

17

When I saw him, I fell at his feet as though dead and he laid his right hand upon me, saying, "Fear

not, I am the first and the last,

18

and the living one; I died, and behold I am alive for evermore, and I have the keys of Death and

Hades.

19

Now write what you see, what is and what is to take place hereafter.
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20

As for the mystery of the seven stars which you saw in my right hand, and the seven golden lamp

stands, the seven stars are the angels of the seven churches and the seven lamp stands are the
seven churches.
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REVELATION CHAPTER 1 INTERPRETATION

In this chapter the Trinity self-reveals itself, blesses and hierarchically sends the design of creation to
earth, through the church of Christ.

1. Revelation is given by the creator Himself; God, to Christ. And through him all that will take place
in short will be revealed to all humanity.
The name “Revelation" is given from the start and from above (from God) and clearly indicates that
the book is revelatory and comes to reveal.
As we will see, the Revelation besides the spiritual laws of creation, also unveils the dark, diabolic
and masonic backstage on earth and therefore, its true interpretation could never result from, mark
out, or be confirmed by the spiritually traitorous, hypocritical and masonic-bound attitude of the official
ecclesiastic and theological establishment that cooperates with, covers and veils this backstage.
God, honoring His creation and when the right time came, meaning after the victorious course of a
representative of the human race who is worthy before God's eyes and satisfies Him, reveals his
plans to the heavens and humanity through the unique victorious Christ.
Christ, after adding some of his own notes, sent the Revelation to John via his angel. We will see
below that before the main text of Revelation, there are Christ’s notes, which are his instructions to
the churches.

2.

We should note at this point that the first characteristic element of evaluation of John by Christ is

his testimony and confession, and not his many other and high virtues.

3.

The value of reading this book is both immeasurable and priceless, because it provides the

knowledge and truth which is for the spirit and for the existence what light is for the eyes and
because it touches the soul with the experience of the discovery of the one God and His invitation.

4-8. Salutation and grace of the Holy Trinity. Revelation of the members of the Trinity and their
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hierarchy. Clearing of the mystery of the Holy Trinity.

5-7.

Full explanation and definition of Jesus Christ. From above (from God), His act, kingdom and

second coming are explained and clarified to us.

9.

The path to eternal life and kingdom is full of sorrow and patience.

10.

The taking of John (behind me) and his entrance to a spiritual dimension.

11.

Command from above.

12.

John turned around to orientate himself and comprehend the incident. (John does not lead, but

is being led)

13-16 Facing and description of Christ.

13.

Garment of royalties.

14.

Clear wisdom with a spirit like a fire flame.

15.

Incandescent metal for offering incense. A symbol of continuous and strenuous prayer and

internal condition of incessant union with God. At the same time, this image of the feet symbolizes
and indicates a situation completely opposite and estranged to any physical and earthly sensuality.
A voice of authority, greatness and power.

16.

The right hand symbolizes his act, which is the establishment of the churches.

The two-edged sword which came out of his mouth, symbolizes the emission and penetration of his
authoritative, royal and legislative words that intersect, clarify, finalize and shape eternal structures,
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rules and laws. An unshakeable eternal word for the orientation of the course of humanity.
The face of the eternal king shining like a strong sun, that cannot be faced.

17.

18.

No human can stand in front of him.

The keys of death are the power to control the time of death and the keys to Hades are the

power of salvation for the afterlife; the power to free souls from Hades.

19.

Revelation is the book that shows and reveals to humanity what exists, what is happening and

what is about to happen.

20.

Explanation of the symbols
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REVELATION CHAPTER 2

1

To the angel of the church in Ephesus write: The words of him who holds the seven stars in his right

hand, who walks among the seven golden lamp stands.

2

I know your works, your toil and your patient endurance, and how you cannot bear evil men but

have tested those who call themselves apostles but are not, and found them to be false;

3

I know you are enduring patiently and bearing up for my name's sake, and you have not grown

weary.

4

But I have this against you, that you have abandoned the love you had at first.

5

Remember then from where you have fallen, repent and do the works you did at first. If not, I will

come to you and remove your lamp stand from its place, unless you repent.

6

Yet this you have, you hate the works of the Nicolaitans, which I also hate.

7

He who has an ear, let him hear what the Spirit says to the churches. To him who conquers I will

grant him to eat of the tree of life, which is in the paradise of God.

8

And to the angel of the church of Smyrna write: The words of the first and the last, who died and

came to life.

9

I know your tribulation and your poverty, but you are rich, and the slander of those who say that

they are Jews and are not, but are a synagogue of Satan.

10

Do not fear what you are about to suffer. Behold, the devil is about to throw some of you into
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prison, that you may be tested, and for ten days you will have tribulation. Be faithful unto death, and I
will give you the crown of life.

11

He who has an ear, let him hear what the Spirit says to the churches. He who conquers shall not

be hurt by the second death.

12

And to the angel of the church in Pergamos write: The words of him who has the sharp two-edged

sword.

13

I know where you dwell, where Satan's throne is; you hold fast my name and you did not deny my

faith, even in the days of Antipas my witness, my faithful one, who was killed among you, where
Satan dwells.

14

But I have a few things against you: you have some there who hold the teaching of Balaam, who

taught Balak to scandalize the sons of Israel, that they might eat food sacrificed to idols and practice
immorality.

15

So you also have some who hold the teaching of the Nicolaitans.

16

Repent then. If not, I will come to you soon and war against them with the sword of my mouth.

17

He who has an ear, let him hear what the Spirit says to the churches. To him who conquers I will

give some of the hidden manna, and I will give him a white certificate, with a new name written on it,
which no one knows except him who receives it.

18

And to the angel of the church in Thyatira write: The words of the Son of God, who has eyes like a

fire flame, and whose feet are like burnished bronze.
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19

I know your works, your love and faith and service and patient endurance, and that your latter

works are more than the first.

20

But I have this against you, that you tolerate your woman Jezebel, who calls herself a prophetess

and is teaching and beguiling my servants to practice immorality and to eat food sacrificed to idols.

21

I gave her time to repent, but she refuses to repent of her immorality.

22

Behold, I will throw her on a sickbed, and those who commit adultery with her, I will throw into great

tribulation, unless they repent of her doings;

23

and I will strike her children dead. And all the churches shall know that I am he who searches mind

and heart, and I will reward each of you according to your works.

24

But to the rest of you in Thyatira, who do not hold this teaching, who have not learned what some

call the deep things of Satan, to you I say, I do not lay upon you any more burden;

25

only hold fast what you have, until I come.

26

He who conquers and who keeps my works until the end, I will give him power over the nations,

27

and he shall rule them with a rod of iron, as when earthen pots are broken in pieces, even as I

myself have received power from my Father;

28

and I will give him the morning star.

29

He who has an ear, let him hear what the Spirit says to the churches.
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REVELATION CHAPTER 2 INTERPRETATION

In this chapter we have Christ’s indications and directions to the first four representatives of the local
churches.
Through this open and precursory examination of Christ, who is also the final judge, the Spirit
reveals, which is the substantial logic and the rationale through which the judgment of each faithful
person, mostly and specifically of the representatives of churches and the judgment of ecclesiastic
matters in general.
So here we have the basic eternal spiritual orientation for the examination of churches’ courses,
mostly of the ecclesiastic representatives and of every faithful person.
The words of the Holy Spirit that follow, are a steady compass of the church of Christ towards sunrise
and light, in its diachronic course throughout the centuries.
The great gravity and meaning of these words for the course of church, is shown by continuously
pointing out in this text that great attention should be given to these words and that these words have
to be listened to.

1. Christ gives to all bishops a compellation, a title, as well as the shape and garment of an angel,
which reveals what God requests from the representatives of church, what their responsibilities are
and how they will be judged.
Addressing each bishop separately, Christ firstly points out the qualities and gifts he has and which
he wants the bishops to adopt or correct.
Here Christ reminds the bishop that he is the one who holds, takes care of and supports the churches
and also walks through them.

2. Christ praises the work and patience of the bishop, but mostly the fact that he has no tolerance
towards evil and hypocritical people of the church area and the fact that he has examined and
unveiled them.
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3. Christ's approval for his other gifts, which he notes and mentions.

2-3. Here we notice that the examination and unveiling of hypocrisy and fake teachers is praised by
Christ more than the other gifts he mentions, indicating and underlining in this way, the attitude the
bishops should hold.

4-5.

Christ does not accept lack of eagerness and zeal from churches representatives and

considers it a punitive downfall.

6. Here Christ appraises and adopts the attitude of hatred against works, acts and opinions of
heretics.
The lukewarm and tolerant attitudes towards heretics are not praised by Christ. Caring for, loving and
being zealous for good and positive cannot be perceived without feeling repulsion, hatred and
reaction towards whatever misquotes, undermines and fights it.
We should note that this hatred is not malicious because it is not towards people, but it is the spiritual
situation of zeal towards positivity that does not allow tolerance towards opposite attitudes.

7. It is stressed out that it is very important to pay attention to these words of the Holy Spirit,
because they have catholic and diachronic power and it becomes clear that they are addressing all
churches.
The tree of life, as we will see in the last chapter of Revelation, is the sum of the living souls which
are divided in three categories; fruit, leaves and wood, so here it is implied that the winner shall be
given a share of power and commandment of the third category of extant souls. So the right
commandment of the church here on earth, means eternal power over the souls.

8. Here Christ reminds the second bishop that he himself died and was resurrected, because he will
ask for the same readiness from the bishop.
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9. The bishop was spiritually enlightened (wealthy) and therefore had suffered bereavements and
sorrows in his life, as all the anti-regime people of the world ruler have, and war from the synagogue
of Jews who had also crucified Christ.
Here Christ clearly characterizes Judaism as a blasphemy and a synagogue of satan.
For the better understanding of the depth of this point, some notes have to be added.
Judaism was the fiduciary of the Mosaic Law which was given revelatory. Which is the spiritual basis
and basic training given from above, through which the mind awakens, intellect is enlightened and
the human spirit receives the vision and distinction of the essence of things.
The purpose of the Mosaic law is to train, elevate the spiritual level, rift the spirit into consciousness,
comprehension and vision of God and prepare people for their encounter with Christ and his
recognition.
After Christ, the obsession with Judaism that crucified Christ, not only lacks any sign of spirituality,
but on the contrary it converts and changes to a cosmic-driven satanic organization that fights Christ.
The biggest contract ever signed on earth with the devil, the crucifixion and killing of the son of God,
was made consciously by the hypocritical and ruthless Jewish scholars and Pharisees. With the
phrase “His blood is on us and on our children” they received diachronic scepters and privileges of
power on earth for them and for their children from the world-ruling devil, with whom they were
related to more than anyone else.
In this way the Jews who excelled in substantial knowledge over other nations and had the premium
cooperation with the world-ruling devil, conquered and reigned the earth, recruiting greedy,
avaricious, fortune-hunters and hypocritical scholars and Pharisees from all around the world in their
lodges.
The leading position of Zionist Jews in world masonry until this day, confirms it and it is based on the
fact that they hold the deep and substantial knowledge about God and devil.
So Christ’s point that the so-called Jews are the synagogue of satan, isn’t just a figure of speech, but
the real diachronic truth of centuries with great spiritual gravity.
So here Christ, clearly points out, underlines and reveals to churches, the bishops and humanity the
synagogue of satan on earth, the devil's church and the synagogue of Zionist Jews.
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10. Christ who also died and lived, warns the bishop for his upcoming trial and asks him to also stay
faithful until death.
Like Christ, every spiritually enlightened faithful man (wealthy) is asked to fight the terrestrial forces of
satan until death.
So Christianity isn’t just the knowledge of the one true God and the internal learning of the soul’s
salvation, but as we saw and will see again, it is also a commandment of resistance, unveiling,
examination, indication and revealing of the synagogues of satan (masonry, Zionism).
Christ, through Revelation, asks the bishops of the churches to do what He did during His life on
earth (examination of the hypocritical scholars and Pharisees, unveiling of masons).
The crown of life is the rich psychic energy, spirit, glory, beauty and grace that will accompany and
praise the soul for eternity.

11. Once more it is pointed out that the words of the Holy Spirit are addressed universally to all
churches and those who have spiritual consciousness and apprehension (ear) have to pay attention
to them.
The first death is the natural death of each man. The second death is the eternal and final death of
the souls that will not be saved and will be sentenced during the Second Coming.
The winners, the ones who proved themselves faithful until death through their trial, as did Christ,
through their victory receive the crown of eternal life in advance, prepaying the positive result of
salvation during the general judgment at the Second Coming.

12. Christ addresses the bishop of Pergamos, always addressing him like an angel, reminding him
about the ultimate legislative power and attribute of his words. So he checks the bishop for not
checking the heretics with his words.

13. Christ highly praises the bishop for not denying and keeping his faith under circumstances of
pogroms (killings of faithful people ) and terrorism in the centre and middle of the local satanic power
who was established by devil himself.
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Here once again Christ praises and rewards the fight and resistance of the faithful people against the
world-ruler and the local forms of power he creates.
Christ and His church were persecuted from the beginning from the initial form of masonry; that is,
Judaism.
The fight between light and darkness in its deeper and more substantial materialization, takes the
form of a fight between Christianity and Judaism or Jewish-Zionism.

14. The tolerant position the bishop has towards heretics is reproved by Christ. Christ does not want
inactive and tolerant bishops against any heretics.
The eating of meat that are offered to idols (idolatrous sacrifices, veiled or obvious offerings to satan),
is seen by Christ as immorality which is spiritual unfaithfulness.
At this point the different attitude of Paul the Apostle, on the matter is corrected.

15. Another rebuke from Christ for not reacting to another group of heretics.

16. So if the bishop does not do his work against the heretics, Christ will bypass him, sending
another spiritual controller against them.

17. Manna is a special providence nourishment for those who following God’s command, walk the
desert. So whoever kept Christ and did not deny him in opposite or hostile environments and
regimes, will enjoy some secret heavenly nourishment from God and an exclusively individualized,
divine, luminous sign of glory on the soul. An exclusively individualized medal in eternity.
The sorrow, socio-cosmic supersession and isolation these souls suffered because of Christ, turn into
a praising divine projection and consolation in eternity.

18. To the angel of Thyatira write: These things says, he who is the son of God and has power. He
whose eyes are like flames of fire, which means they can see and penetrate the depth of a man’s
soul, and his feet are like incandescent bronze vessels of prayers, completely opposite to any form of
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physical sensuality.

19. The bishop did well-intentioned works and efforts, but in a low spiritual and emotional basis
(love, faith, deaconry, patience) and he lacked the flame of spirit.

20. The bishop had a wife and Christ reminds him that his feet are completely opposite to physical
pleasures.
The bishop with his naive emotional vision couldn’t control the spiritual immorality of his wife on the
subject of eating food that was sacrificed to idols and her blasphemous egoism to call herself a
prophet and infuriate God.
The soft, effortless and tolerant attitude of the bishop which resulted in the untrammeled spread and
extension of heretic teaching in church, infuriates Christ, so he rejects and surpasses the bishop, to
whom he gives no orders, contrary to all the other bishops.

21. And despite her blasphemy, Christ still gives her a warning and time to repent.

22. The bishop’s deficiency forces Christ to intervene with punishments to her and whoever she
drifts with her.

23. Whoever accepted her teachings (her spiritual children) will be killed by Christ.
Christ's outburst of fury results from the bishop’s lack of spirit. Christ does not function emotionally,
lukewarmly and lovingly when it comes to the spiritual matters of the church, but with the zeal of a
fiery spirit that kills and slays every spirit of illusion, vitiation and heresy.
At this point, Christ shouts strictly to all the faithful people who loosen up when there is no spiritual
control and steering wheel, that he himself examines the depth of men and he shall pay to each
according to their acts.

22-23. These two paragraphs contain the veiled spiritual law and spiritual determination of the wrath
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of God and the disasters that shall follow in case of a heretic declination.
In our days this matter after the official acceptance and recognition of the heretic western church,
takes on the dimensions of national disasters and national tragedies and at the end of the book we
specifically address this.

24. After the outburst of his wrath towards the previous ones and with the absence of a spiritual
bishop, Christ himself preaches to the more careful faithful people below, who did not adopt heretic
teachings and who confess and sense their spiritual weakness of comprehension of the satanic
spirit's depth.
Here Christ with sympathy and love underlines the highly spiritual quality of humbleness of simple
faithful people, who by confessing their spiritual weaknesses, reach the point of wisdom apperception
and are affectionately embraced by Christ.
When the apperception of a weakness is accompanied with humility, which is admittance of
weakness, it attracts the sympathy and protection of God.

25. God is satisfied with their attitude and asks them to maintain it.

26. Christ doesn’t refer to the bishop that was found unfit, was rejected and surpassed again, he
doesn’t give him any orders and addresses the church in general, pointing out that whoever runs it
well will receive power over the people in eternity.

27. Here Christ explains that the winner will govern with spiritual severity and crush any diverted
spiritual attitude.
Hierarchically the power comes from God, who is the one who determined it.
So here the criteria and the spirit of the heavenly administrative meritocracy, are revealed.

28. The morning star symbolizes the general command for the beginning of power, administration
and management of each day, given by God. The morning star is Christ himself as we will see at the
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end of the Revelation.
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REVELATION CHAPTER 3

1

And to the angel of the church in Sardis write: The words of him who has the seven spirits of God

and the seven stars. I know your works; your name, that you are alive, and you are dead.

2

Awake, and strengthen what remains and is at the point of dying, for I have not found your works

complete in the sight of my God.

3

Remember then what you received and heard; keep that, and repent. If you do not awake, I will

come like a thief, and you will not know at what hour I will come upon you.

4

Yet you have still a few names in Sardis, people who have not soiled their garments; and they shall

walk with me in white, for they are worthy.

5

He who conquers shall be clad thus in white garments, and I will not blot his name out of the book

of life; I will confess his name before my Father and before His angels.

6

He who has an ear, let him hear what the Spirit says to the churches.

7

And to the angel of the church in Philadelphia write: The words of the holy one, the true one, who

has the key of David, who opens and no one shall shut, who shuts and no one opens.

8

I know your works. Behold, I have set before you an open door, which no one is able to shut; I know

that you have little power, and yet you have kept my word and have not denied my name.

9

Behold, I give you from the synagogue of Satan who say that they are Jews and are not, but lie,

behold I will make them come and bow down before your feet, and learn that I have loved you.
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Because you have kept my word of patient endurance, I will keep you from the hour of trial which is

coming on the whole world, to try those who dwell upon the earth.

11

I am coming soon; hold fast what you have, so that no one may seize your crown.

12

He who conquers, I will make him a pillar in the temple of my God; never shall he go out of it, and I

will write on him the name of my God, and the name of the city of my God, the new Jerusalem, which
comes down from heaven, from my God, and my own new name.

13

He who has an ear, let him hear what the Spirit says to churches.

14

And to the angel of the church of Laodicea write: The words of the Amen, the faithful and true

witness, the beginning of God's creation.

15

I know your works: you are neither cold nor hot. You were obliged to be cold or hot.

16

So, because you are lukewarm, and neither cold nor hot, I will spew you out of my mouth.

17

For you say, I am rich, I have prospered, and I need no one; not knowing that you are wretched,

pitiable, poor, blind, and naked,

18

therefore I counsel you to buy from me gold incandesced by fire, to get rich, and white garments to

clothe yourself to keep the shame of your nakedness from being seen, and salve to anoint your eyes,
so you can see.

19

Those whom I love, I reprove and train; so be zealous and repent.

20

Behold, I stand at the door and knock; if any one hears my voice and opens the door, I will come in
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to him and eat with him, and he with me.

21

He who conquers, I will grant him to sit with me on my throne, as I myself conquered and sat down

with my Father on his throne.

22

He who has an ear, let him hear what the Spirit says to the churches.
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REVELATION CHAPTER 3 INTERPRETATION

In this chapter Christ addresses the three next in line bishops of Sardis, Philadelphia and Laodicea.

1. The bishop of Sardis was generally indifferent and did not run his church very well. Christ
exemplifies him with his image, showing him the fullness of the Holy Spirit and that he himself holds
and takes care of the seven churches.

2. The bishop lacks strenuousness and eagerness and his acts do not satisfy God.
The lukewarm in faith are not supported or exemplified by the indifferent attitude of the bishop and
from his bad example they are led to spiritual coldness and therefore to spiritual death.

3. Christ commands the bishop to repent, activate himself and start implementing what he received
and have heard.
If the bishop does not respond again, then his time of death will be sudden, in an unsuitable time and
he shall not be given a warning or time to prepare himself. (comes like a thief).
Christ holds the keys of death, which means he controls the time of death.

4. Faithful people that guarded their soul’s virginity and purity by following Christ. They shall be
praised in the other life, dressed in white, while walking beside him.

5. Those who guarded their purity will wear white praising garments in the other life; their names will
not be wiped out of the book of inheritors of eternal life and they will be projected in honor before God
and the angels.
At this point we must remind that some sins are called deadly because they result in the deletion of
the sinners’ names from the book of eternal life, in which they were written at the moment of their
baptism.
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7. The key of David is the prayer heard by God.
Christ says to the bishop of Philadelphia: These things says the true holy one, whose prayers are
heard and confirmed by God and cannot be altered by anyone else any more.

8. Christ is satisfied with the bishop, for he controlled himself, obeyed the commandments of God
and in times of trial did not deny Him. So Christ provides the bishop with an open door in front of him,
that no one can close. That means that the bishop’s prayer is heard and so are his requests and will.
The testimony of God or the denial of God before people under whatever circumstances, represents
a fundamental criterion for the ease, position and naturalization or not, of a soul in the kingdom of
heaven.

9. Because the bishop controlled himself and obeyed God’s word and satisfied Him, God also grants
him the victory against his enemies. The bishop, now with the power of God, conquers land from the
rival encampment; the synagogue of Jews, who Christ once more, underlines that is the synagogue
of Satan.
Christ, finding here a worthy and faithful representative, intervenes with a miraculous way to honor
and rise him to prominence in his environment.
At this point, the spiritual determination of miracles and saints is included.

10. Whoever obeys the commandments of God is veiled and protected by God and remains safe
during difficult times.

11. Life is short; maintain the right course, so you don’t lose the crown of eternal life.

12. In the other life, the ruling capital and predominant city will be the New Jerusalem, as we will see
at the end of Revelation.
In New Jerusalem, there will not be a temple of God, because God Himself will be present and the
whole city will be God's temple.
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Pillar with the name of God, with the name of New Jerusalem and with the new name of Christ,
means a fundamental petition from God, one of power and commandment in the capital of eternal
life.

13. In the words of Christ, the spiritual law and the way that the faithful will be judged and receive
eternal petitions is revealed, so he who has an ear, should listen.

14. To the angel of Laodicea write. These things says he who inside him is in full positive activation at
any given time.
He who was a martyr and remained faithful and true until his death and is the beginning of all of
God's creation, speaks to you.

15. You were obliged to me and to the position that you hold, to be either hot or cold.

16. The lukewarm attitude of the faithful and much more of the representatives of the church, causes
an internal repulsion to Christ and he ranks them in the outcasts.

17. The bishop believed he was settled, that he had secured his position and didn’t need to make any
further effort.
In order to awaken him and make him quit this unacceptable attitude, Christ is forced to become
particularly poignant towards him and calls him wretched, pitiful, poor, blind and naked.
The characterizations “wretched, pitiful and poor” cauterize his rationale with his subsequent acts and
results.
The characterization “blind” cauterizes the discreteness of his spirit, which means his ability to
perceive and understand spiritual truths.
The characterization “naked” means that he does not repress and control his physical passions from
which he drifts from.
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18. Despite all this, Christ does not reject the bishop, who hadn’t taken his role seriously and hadn’t
been activated.
On the contrary he counsels and preaches him waiting for his activation.
Firstly he advises him to purchase gold purified by fire from him so he will get rich, which means to
have a strenuous ecclesiastical activity.
After that, to purchase white garments to clothe himself and hide the shame of his physical sins,
which means to stop the sins of physical desires.
And lastly, to purchase salve to anoint his eyes so he can see.
The salve that is anointed to the eyes symbolizes the spiritual attitude and thinking, the spiritual
comprehension and spiritualization of man. So the central processor of the human mind has to
operate in a spiritual and not in a cosmic way.
For spiritual vision and spiritual comprehension, a colorless, clear and luculent mind is required,
which will seek the truth and God with self-denial and self-sacrifice and without any arrogance or
selfishness. (These spiritual characteristics are seen in saints and in the ancient Greek spirit).

19. At this point we have a confession of Christ, a spiritual law and a valuable key of knowledge and
comprehension of how God regulates the lives of people according to their internal quality and their
deeper psycho-kinesis.
If at the same time we remember the parable of the ruthless rich man and poor Lazarus and also the
phrase spoken by Christ that it’s easier for a thick rope to go through the eye of a needle, than for a
rich man to enter into the kingdom of heaven, then conclusions are apparent.
God surrenders some to the cooperation and assistance of devil for over-aggregation of dept and
others to torments of trials targeting their later justification. Of course the gradations of the range
vary from infinite minus to infinite plus.
So others are abandoned by God and are surrendered to saving debts and others are supported in
saving rights with various ranges of trials, according to the internal value of each, soul before the
eyes of God.
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20. Another spiritual law and the way God operates is revealed to us, at this point.
God, during life here, steadily calls people through their inner apperception, consciousness, signs,
repeated temptations, and tests which are callings, to deny themselves and their will, to fight their
passions and desires and follow Him.
If man responds positively to God’s invitation, then on one hand he inwardly experiences God’s
presence and grace and on the other hand, he receives material blessing that is observable in his life
(supper).

21. Participation in the hierarchy and in the power pyramid of the eternal kingdom of heaven.

22. Here God knocks on the door once more; he who has an ear should listen to what the Holy Spirit
is saying to the churches.

Observation:
We see that Christ through Revelation does not award any leading title of management to any of the
bishops against the others. It is clear that the church's management system is synodical (Synod of
local bishops) and not a leading one, which is promoted by the dark backstage with the purpose of
appointing an antichrist world leader.
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REVELATION CHAPTER 4

1

After this I looked, and lo, in heaven an open door. And the first voice, which I had heard speaking

to me like a trumpet, said, come up hither, and I will show you what must take place after this.

2

At once I became in Spirit, and lo, a throne stood in heaven, with one seated on the throne

3

And he who sat there appeared like jasper and sardine, and round the throne was a brightness that

looked like the sight of emeralds.

4

Round the throne were twenty-four thrones, and seated on the thrones were twenty-four elders,

clad in white garments, with golden crowns upon their heads.

5

From the throne issue flashes of lightning, and voices and peals of thunder, and before the throne

burn seven torches of fire, which are the seven spirits of God;

6

and before the throne a sea of glass, like crystal. And in the middle of the throne and around it are

four living creatures, full of eyes in front and behind:

7

the first living creature like a lion, the second living creature like an ox, the third living creature with

the face of man, and the fourth living creature like a flying eagle.

8

And the four living creatures, each of them with six wings, are full of eyes all round and within, and

day and night they never cease to sing, Holy, holy, holy, is the Lord God Almighty, who was and is
and is to come.

9

And whenever the living creatures give glory and honour and thanks to him who is seated on the

throne, who lives for ever and ever,
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10

the twenty-four elders fall down before him who is seated on the throne and worship him who lives

for ever and ever and cast their crowns before the throne, singing,

11

Worthy are you, our Lord and God, to receive glory and honour and power, for you created all

things, and by you will they existed and were created.
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REVELATION CHAPTER 4 INTERPRETATION

In the three previous chapters were the introduction of Revelation and Christ's notes to the churches.
Here with this chapter we enter in the main text of the Revelation which begins with the description
and presentation of God.
John arises to the sky and gives us a description of the throne of God.
We need to note and highlight that no other religion on earth has the spiritual height and the
capability to provide this given from above, knowledge, images and explanations which are given
only by this book of John's Revelation.

1. After the end of Christ’s indications towards the churches, a door in the sky opens and a voice
commands John to arise so what will follow is revealed to him.
The entrance to the sky is a completely controlled situation, there are borders and doors and man
cannot pass unless he is permitted to, from above.
Once again it is clear that what will follow is going to be revealed to John. So the book of Revelation
is by definition prophetic.

2. John enters a spiritual situation once more and on an even larger scale and finds himself before
the throne of God.

3. Description of God and His throne.

4. Honorary positions of power around the throne of God to twenty-four elders with white clothing and
golden crowns. That is purified souls with clarity, holiness and spiritual perfection.

5. From the throne of God, meaning from the centre of creation, commandment and control of the
universe, exit the powers of creation, the commandments and decisions of God.
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The incandescent spirit of God fully activated with an heptadic structure, with seven separate
operation centers, which stand before the power of the throne that controls them and has the general
command.

6. The whole creation like a transparent sea of crystal before the throne of God. The positions of the
stars in the sky are specific, like atoms in the crystal structure of matter.
Four dedicated menial entities of God, with the ability of multilateral vision and perception of God and
Ηis act.

7. These animals observe the operation of God, His act and the creation course from four different
spiritual positions (Lion, Ox, Man, Eagle), which we will see below.

8. These animals can simultaneously see towards all directions and can move directly towards each
direction without having to turn. They observe the operation of God and praise Him unremittingly due
to an uncontrolled admiration of the perfection of the power and sanctity of God’s operations in
creation.

9. These animals have the general command of doxology and praising the logical creation to Creator,
because no one else can sufficiently praise and give thanks to God, if he does not have full vision
and comprehension of His act and operation, as these beings have with their many eyes.

10. The twenty-four elders worship God, after the four animals, fall down before Him and surrender
their spirit, soul and honor to Him, stating in this way their complete dependence, submission and
obedience to God’s will and the indication of every will of theirs to His management and blessing.
In this way they acknowledge and admit that they are creations of God’s will and existentially depend
on His will and only on that.
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11. This holy humbleness of these perfect souls, as a crew of representatives of creation of all
independent beings, is what retains God’s will in the preservation of His creation.
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REVELATION CHAPTER 5

1

And I saw in the right hand of him who was seated on the throne, a book written within and on the

outside, sealed with seven seals;

2

and I saw a strong angel proclaiming with a loud voice, Who is worthy to open the book and loose

its seals?

3

And no one in heaven or on earth or under the earth, was able to open the book or to look into it,

4

and I wept much that no one was found worthy to open the book or to look into it.

5

Then one of the elders said to me, Weep not; lo, the Lion of the tribe of Judah, the root of David,

has conquered, so that he can open the book and its seven seals.

6

And between the throne and the four living creatures and among the elders, I saw a lamb standing,

as though it had been slain, with seven horns and with seven eyes, which are the seven spirits of
God, sent out to all earth;

7

and he went and took the book from the right hand of him who was seated on the throne.

8

And when he took the book, the four living creatures and the twenty-four elders fell down before the

lamb, each holding a guitar, and with golden bowls full of incense, which are saints' prayers;

9

and they sang a new song, saying, Worthy are you to take the book and to open its seals, for you

were slain and with your blood, you bought us for God from every tribe and language and people and
nation,
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and has made them kings and priests to our God, and they shall reign on earth.

11

Then I looked, and I heard around the throne and the living creatures and the elders, the voice of

many angels, numbering myriads of myriads and thousands of thousands,

12

saying with a loud voice, Worthy is the lamb who was slain, to receive strength and wealth and

wisdom and power and honour and glory and blessing.

13

and every creature in heaven and on earth and under the earth and into the sea, and all therein, I

heard them saying, To him who sits upon the throne and to the lamb, be the blessing and honour and
glory and empire for ever and ever.

14

And the four living creatures said, Amen and the elders fell down and worshiped.
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REVELATION CHAPTER 5 INTERPRETATION

In this chapter we see Christ as the sole winner of life and creation, receiving the plans of creation
from God and being declared the eternal king on heaven and on earth.

1. The book in the right hand of the Creator is John's Revelation, which is the plan of creation
completed and sealed with the seven seals by the seven spirits of God.

2. Someone worthy before God and the whole Creation had to be found, so as a representative of
creations could receive the plans of God from Him and reveal them.

3. Centuries passed by and no one worthy was found neither on heaven, nor on earth, nor in Hades
to open the book or even look at it.
At this point Revelation reveals the three dimensions of the existence of rational life to us. Heaven,
the observable universe and Hades.

4. Here we are provided with the internal identity of John. At this point, the internal stance of John’s
soul concerning God's knowledge emerges clearly and therefore it is revealed.
Thereon, the criterion of John's choice to write the Revelation becomes comprehensible.
We should note that there was clearly a similar internal stance and situation, in prophet Daniel.

5. Christ with a lion’s power towards evil and the sprout of the union with God through prayers (root of
David), wins and achieves to open the book and its seven seals.

6. The slain lamb with the seven horns and seven eyes represents Christ, his sacrifice, the fullness
and power of his holy will and the fullness of his spiritual vision.

7. The only one worthy before God and creation, finally receives the plans of God.
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8. Not only the twenty-four elders bow down to Christ, but also the four animals of God’s throne.
So he is awarded with divine honor, he is given and awarded with the upmost position of creation of
all beings and he is subjected to the prayers of Saints.
Through his slain he won and exceeded all the Creation he purchased for God.
The guitar is a gift of harmony and perfection for offering praises to God.

9. The new triumphal praise of the heavenly world towards Christ. After Christ's victory we have new
classifications in the heavenly world.

10. Through Christ, the church of the real God comes to earth, so does the receipt of the earth’s
power from the saints (kingdoms). This point will be fully explained later on in Revelation.
We should remind you again that the shift of power on earth was also mentioned in Daniel, as we
saw.

11. All heavenly world

12. is happy and acknowledges the proclamation of the eternal king.

13. in whose hands lies all the power of centuries, not only of heaven’s, but also earth's

14. with recognition from God’s throne too.
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REVELATION CHAPTER 6

1

Now I saw when the lamb opened one of the seven seals, and I heard one of the four living

creatures say, as with a voice of thunder, come.

2

And I saw, and behold, a white horse, and its rider had a bow; and a crown was given to him and he

went out conquering and to conquer.

3

When he opened the second seal, I heard the second living creature say, come

4

And out came another horse, a fiery one; its rider was permitted to take peace from earth, so that

men should slay one another; and he was given a great knife.

5

When he opened the third seal, I heard the third living creature say, come and I saw, and behold, a

black horse, and its rider had a balance in his hand;

6

and I heard what seemed to be a voice in the midst of the four living creatures saying, a quart

(specific quantity) of wheat for a denary, and three quarts of barley for a denary and the oil and wine;
do not, misjudge.

7

When he opened the fourth seal, I heard the voice of the fourth living creature say, come

8

And I saw, and behold, a pale horse (yellow-green), and its rider's name was Death, and Hades

followed him; and they were given power over a fourth of the earth, to kill with sword and with famine
and with death and with wild beasts of the earth.

9

When he opened the fifth seal, I saw under the altar the souls of those who had been slain for the

word of God and for the testimony of the lamb each one had;
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10

they cried out with a loud voice, O Sovereign Lord, holy and true, how long before you will judge

and avenge our blood on those who dwell upon earth?

11

Then they were each given a white robe and told to rest a little longer, until their fellow servants

and their brethren will pay by being killed, as they themselves had been.

12

When he opened the sixth seal, I looked, and behold, there was a great earthquake; and the sun

became black as a sackcloth and the full moon as blood,

13

and the stars of the sky fell to earth as the fig tree sheds its unripe figs when shaken by a great

wind;

14

the sky vanished like a scroll that is rolled up, and every mountain and island was removed from its

place.

15

Then the kings of earth and the great men and generals and the rich and strong, and every one,

slave and free, hid themselves in the caves and in the rocks of mountains,

16

calling to the mountains and rocks, Fall on us and hide us from the face of him who is seated on

the throne, and from the wrath of the lamb;

17

for the great day of their wrath has come, and who can stand before it?
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CHAPTER 6 INTERPRETATION

The spiritual law of creation.
In this chapter the spiritual law of operation of the whole creation is given by the creator Himself and
therefore the eternal theoretical problem of humanity regarding the creation is solved.
The eternal philosophical, existential and metaphysical questions and agonies of men, regarding the
creation, the way it operates, its course , the destination of man and the Creator's thinking, all receive
answers in this chapter.
In general, the book of Revelation is God's plan for His creation and the course of this creation.
In this chapter we have the opening of the first six seals of Revelation and the symbolic presentation
of the Creator’s plan towards His entire logic creation, that is heaven, earth and the infernal.
The seven seals of the book refer to the seven spirits of God and are the virtual spiritual and
existential law of this creation and life.
The opening, revelation and unlocking of these seals, clear the fundamental law of creation and life
and reveal to each man the way this creation, world and existence, operates. So they reveal what
stands now, where we are and where we are heading.

1-2. In general the first seal symbolizes the spiritual law of good and pure in creation.
Overall pureness and humanity’s virtue are symbolized with a white horse ridden by Christ (the one
sitting on the horse).
From start, from creation and by definition, the course and victorious result were given to Christ, so
the victorious result of good in creation, is predetermined.
“He was given a crown” means that he was provided with the right spirit and psychic energy and
power.
The bow is a symbol of a warrior or a hunter who aims at and kills his rival or prey from a distance.
The voice of the first animal, the lion, symbol of dominance and power, is heard at the opening of the
first seal and therefore it seems that the first animal is associated with the supervision of this area,
which is the supervision of good and pure that is designated to rule and govern creation.
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3-4. The second seal symbolizes the spiritual law of evil. Evil is generally symbolized with a fiery
horse that is ridden by the devil, to whom is given the power of wars and slaughtering. (Fire
symbolizes passions, wrath, hatred, evilness and envy).
The large knife in his hand reveals maliciousness and killer instincts.
The second animal that calls to John is the ox, which symbolizes slaughters and waste, that is evil's
destination and it seems that the second animal is associated to the supervision of this area. So from
start evil is designated to slaughter and waste.

5. In the third seal we have the spiritual law of the judgment of souls, meaning the examination and
evaluation of men and their acts.
God's enactment of good and evil as the fundamental laws of life and existence, combined with
whichever freedom and self-government has been given to rational beings (intention, consciousness
and logic), implies of course the existence of judgment and serving of justice.
The judgment and examination of the souls are symbolized with a black horse (mourning), that is
ridden by the procedure of scrutiny and trial.
The third animal with the anthropomorphous face seems to supervise the relevant area. So it
supervises the judgment of people.

6. At this point of the spiritual law of people's trial, a voice is heard, a command, between four
animals, so it is objective.
The judgment of people takes place according to a predefined bill (spiritual law), just like in
commerce. (that’s the price of wheat and that's the price of barley).
Also, a command is given for the judgment of people to be merciful and with spiritual discrimination
(oil = merciful and wine = discrimination) and without unrighteousness.

7. In the fourth seal we have the spiritual law of human loss, Hades and eternal death. The fourth
animal, the eagle, calls John and seems to be associated with the supervision of this area, which is
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the supervision of Hades.

8. The pale horse (pale green is an unnatural colour for a horse), symbolizes the total number of
souls that perish and are subjected to eternal death in Hades.
Death has the authority to drag one fourth of humanity to Hades in a violent, unbearable and hideous
way.

9. In the fifth seal we have the spiritual law of the salvation of man and eternal life.
The souls of martyrs who sacrificed themselves for God (beneath the altar) have priority in the
spiritual law of salvation.

10. The deposited rights of Saints before God.

11. Pardon is given to the martyrs (white robe) and anticipation until the devil’s dominance over the
earth is over. (first resurrection, explanation provided below)

12-17. In the sixth seal we have the spiritual law of harvesting and ingathering of creation, that is the
Second Coming.
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REVELATION CHAPTER 7

1

After this I saw four angels standing at the four corners of the earth, holding back the four winds of

the earth, that no wind might blow on earth, or sea, or against any tree.

2

Then I saw another angel ascending from the rising of the sun, with the seal of the living God, and

he called with a loud voice to the four angels who had been given power to harm earth and sea,

3

saying, do not harm the earth or the sea or the trees, till we have sealed the servants of our God

upon their foreheads.

4

And I heard the number of the sealed, a hundred and forty-four thousand sealed, out of every tribe

of the sons of Israel,

5

twelve thousand sealed out of the tribe of Judah, twelve thousand of the tribe of Reuben, twelve

thousand of the tribe of Gad,

6

twelve thousand of the tribe of Asher, twelve thousand of the tribe of Nephthalim, twelve thousand

of the tribe of Manasseh,

7

twelve thousand of the tribe of Simeon, twelve thousand of the tribe of Levi, twelve thousand of the

tribe of Issachar,

8

twelve thousand of the tribe of Zabulon, twelve thousand of the tribe of Joseph, twelve thousand

sealed out of the tribe of Benjamin.

9

After this I looked, and behold, a great multitude which no man could number, from every nation,

from all tribes and peoples and languages, standing before the throne and before the lamb, clothed in
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white robes, with palms in their hands,

10

and crying out with a loud voice, salvation belongs to our God who sits upon the throne, and to the

lamb.

11

And all the angels stood round the throne and round the elders and the four living creatures, and

they fell on their faces before the throne and worshiped God,

12

saying, Amen! Blessing and glory and wisdom and thanksgiving and honour and strength and

power be to our God for ever and ever. Amen.

13

Then one of the elders addressed me, saying, who are these, clothed in white robes, and whence

have they come?

14

I said to him, sir, you know so tell me. These are they who have come out of the great tribulation;

they have washed their robes and made them white in the blood of the lamb.

15

Therefore are they before the throne of God, and worship him day and night within his temple; and

he who sits upon the throne, will dwell with them.

16

They shall hunger no more, neither thirst any more; the sun shall not strike them, nor any burn.

17

For the lamb in the midst of the throne will be their shepherd, and he will guide them to springs of

living water; and God will wipe away every tear from their eyes.
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REVELATION CHAPTER 7 INTERPRETATION

In this chapter we will see the two categories of extant souls (1st and 2nd category), as well as the
spiritual law of each category.

1. God’s special care and protection towards the first category of the chosen and immaculate souls.
The passing of time and events on earth are restrained and controlled, so nothing sudden happens
and no danger threatens the chosen ones in whatever environment they may be in.

2. An angel comes from the side that life, grace, charm, purity and the light of God rise from. The
light of the creation of souls. (Sunrise).
The seal of the living God is the certification that God’s charm, purity and virginity of the soul was
kept clean.
It is a certification from God of the virginity, purity, non-infection and non-lapse of a soul.

3. The spiritual law of the first category of the extant souls.
Full protection and coverage from God for every soul that kept its virginity, purity and charm alive.
These souls receive the seal of the living God on their foreheads, they have God’s blessing with them
and are protected from every danger in whatever environment they may be in.
The forces of evil have no power over these souls, which also seem to protect the environment in
which they live in.

4-8. God’s number of chosen and immaculate souls is specific, premeditated and programmed.
This number corresponds to the materialization of a specific plan of commandment of the kingdom of
heaven, with predetermined positions in a specific organization chart.

9-17. The second category of extant souls and their spiritual law.
This category contains the innumerable souls that purified their sins and lapses through their
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participation in the mysteries of the church.
The palms reveal that they are in a celebratory environment of eternal life and salvation.
However, the spiritual law for this category of extant souls is great tribulations during their lifespan.
But in the other life there shall be no torment, they will be under the guidance of Christ and they will
be given fulfillment of the gift of life which will erase every bitterness, bereavement and wound of their
soul.
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REVELATION CHAPTER 8

1

When the lamb opened the seventh seal, there was silence in heaven for half an hour.

2

Then I saw the seven angels who stand before God, and seven trumpets were given to them.

3

And another angel came and stood at the altar with a golden censer; and he was given much

incense to give the prayers of all the saints upon the golden altar before the throne;

4

and the smoke of the incense rose with the prayers of the saints from the hand of the angel before

God.

5

Then the angel took the censer and filled it with fire from the altar and put it on earth; and there

were peals of thunder, voices, flashes of lightning, and earthquakes.

6

And the seven angels who had the seven trumpets prepared themselves to blow them.

7

And the first angel blew his trumpet, and there was hail and fire, mixed with blood, which fell on

earth; and a third of the earth was burnt up, and a third of the trees were burnt up, and all green
grass was burnt up.

8

And the second angel blew his trumpet, and something like a great mountain, that burns in fire, was

thrown into the sea; and a third of the sea became blood

9

and a third of the living creatures in the sea died, and a third of the ships were destroyed.

10

And the third angel blew his trumpet, and a great star fell from heaven, blazing like a torch, and it

fell on a third of the rivers and on the fountains of water.
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11

The name of the star is Wormwood (in Greek Apsinthos). A third of the waters became wormwood,

and many men died of the water, because they were infected.

12

And the fourth angel blew his trumpet, and a third of the sun was struck, and a third of the moon,

and a third of the stars, so that a third of their light was darkened; a third of the day was kept from
shining, and likewise a third of the night.

13

Then I looked, and I heard an eagle crying with a loud voice, as it flew in mid-heaven, Woe, woe,

woe to those who dwell on earth, at the blasts of the other trumpets which the three angels are about
to blow.
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REVELATION CHAPTER 8 INTERPRETATION

In this chapter we have the opening of the seventh and final seal of Revelation.
The meaning and spiritual law of the seventh seal of Revelation is the fulfillment and restoration of
God’s kingdom.
In the seventh seal we will see a sequence of expanding interventions of God on earth. These
interventions correspond to seven soundings of trumpets and seven vials of God's wrath towards the
earth, whose circle is completed in the seventh sounding of the trumpet.
The sequence of all the events that correspond to the seventh seal and their respective explanations,
concern all of the rest of the book of Revelation.
The clear meaning of the seventh seal, which as we said is the restoration of God's kingdom, will be
gradually completed and revealed further down, towards the end of the book of Revelation.
A similar historical parallelism that will help readers to understand the meaning of the seventh seal
with the seven trumpets better, is the Old Testament’s story of the ten plagues that God sent to
Pharaoh to free the Israelites from their slavery.
This incident with Pharaoh in the Old Testament, is a parallel and analogical event of history with the
seventh seal of Revelation, which is a pre-symbolism of God’s interventions on earth during the era
of the antichrist.
In this chapter we will see the first four soundings of the angels’ trumpets and God’s warning to the
earth for the three next ones.
The results of the first four soundings of the trumpets have already appeared on earth, but their
consequences will escalate more and more as we approach the era of the worldwide dominance of
the antichrist.

1. Silence for the shocking and thundering events that were revealed and shall follow.

2. The forces of heaven commanded and lined up for action.
The trumpet is a heavenly sound, a command from above, an activated and coordinated sequence of
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processes and events, for the bringing and achievement of a specific result. Command for movement
and activation of the forces of heaven.

3. Along with the seven other angels, another angel prepares before the golden altar to present the
prayers of Saints to God.
The golden altar refers to God’s procedures and sacrifices of atonement. Sacrifices of faithful
martyrs, small or bigger disasters, God's mortal acts, such as earthquakes, wars and others.

4. The prayers of Saints are presented to God, shortly before the events take place on earth.
The final outcome of many events on earth is regulated by the prayers of the righteous and faithful
people of God.

5. Many disastrous and mortal events that take place on earth are directly associated to the spiritual
law of God’s atonement.

6. Diachronic preparation of the relevant mechanism and procedure for the achievement, emergence
and materialization of a specific result.
The preparation for the outbreak of the war between heavenly forces and the satan-ruled earth.

7. The trumpets are God’s punishments to earth and refer to events of global impact that will take
place and escalate as time goes by and we approach the era of the antichrist.
Simultaneously, as the signs of times and the messages towards humanity are clearly showing the
steps and warnings of God that approaches earth with heavenly forces.
The first trumpet is punishments to earth and the destruction of the natural environment.

8. The second trumpet is the pollution of sea with oil, which has already begun and will not stop.
Huge mountain means a great quantity, like a mountain. “burns in fire" means: something that ignites
in fire, as fuel, as oil.
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The oil polluted sea is compared to blood.

9. The destruction of many ships during the upcoming events (third world war), will pollute sea even
more and impair sea life even further.
At this point sea pollution is connected to destructions of ships and this is another reason that
indicates and confirms the oil interpretation.

10. The third trumpet refers to potable water pollution with radioactivity.
“Huge star burning like a lamp” clearly resembles the nuclear reactors that operate with incandescent
bars of uranium and are shaped like a lamp.
“Fell from heaven” resembles a nuclear war, bombing, radioactive clouds, rain etc.

11.

Wormwood (Greek Άψινθος = Apsinthos) is the Greek translation of the Russian toponym

Chernobyl, where the well known nuclear accident took place. Apsinthos and Chernobyl are the
names of the same plant in Greek and Russian respectively.
So it specifies that 1/3 of the earth’s potable water will be polluted in the next years with Chernobyl,
meaning radioactivity that will cause numerous deaths.

12. The fourth trumpet refers to the familiar and nowadays permanent cloud, that covers the skies of
big cities day and night.

13. At this point, Revelation predicts its interpretation that will spread on earth like a warning, shortly
before the start of the next three punishments.
The eagle is the interpreted revelation that will warn humanity for the upcoming three soundings of
the trumpets.
So this book's release, following the appearance of the first four punishments and before the next
three take place, is a warning and a message from God towards humanity, as well as the
materialization of one more prophetic sign of the times and a confirmation and realization of the
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contents of Revelation.
The eagle flying in midheaven refers to the cover and the content of this book.
“I looked and I heard” refers to the pictures and text of this book.

The writer never arose to heaven to explain Revelation, but simply using common logic after a clearly
personal and individual course seeking the truth and understanding the current reality on earth, was
given to interpret the Revelation.
He never intended to become a writer, but he finally wrote this book after a command from above and
after almost ten years of avoiding, delaying and postponing its materialization, waiting for others,
maybe more suitable or appropriate people to do so, but in the end, he feared the responsibility of
disobedience and withholding the truth and knowledge and went ahead to write the present book.
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REVELATION CHAPTER 9

1

And the fifth angel blew his trumpet, and I saw a star fallen from heaven to earth, and he was given

the key of the shaft of the abyss;

2

and he opened the shaft of the abyss, and from the shaft rose smoke like the smoke of a burning

furnace, and the sun and the air darkened with the smoke from the shaft.

3

Then from the smoke came locusts on earth, and they were given power like the power of scorpions

of the earth;

4

they were told not to harm the grass of earth, or any green growth, or any tree, but only those of

people who have not the seal of God upon their foreheads;

5

they were not allowed to kill them, but torture them for five months, and their torture was like the

torture of a scorpion, when it stings a man.

6

And in those days men will seek death and will not find it; they will long to die, and death will fly

away from them.

7

In appearance the locusts were like horses prepared for battle; on their heads were what looked like

crowns of gold; their faces like human faces,

8

their hair like women's hair, and their teeth like lions' teeth;

9

they had chests like iron breastplates, and the noise of their wings was like the noise of chariots

with many horses rushing into battle.
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They have tails like scorpions, and stings, and in their tails lies their power of hurting men for five

months.

11

They have as their king the angel of abyss; his name in Hebrew is Abaddon, and in Greek he is

called Apollyon.

12

The first woe has passed; behold, two woes are still to come.

13

Then the sixth angel blew his trumpet, and I heard a voice from the four horns of the golden altar

before God,

14

saying to the sixth angel who had the trumpet, release the four angels who are bound at the great

river Euphrates.

15

So the four angels were released, who had been held ready for the hour, the day, the month, and

the year, to kill one third of humanity.

16

The number of the troops of cavalry was two ten thousand times ten thousand; I heard their

number.

17

And this was how I saw the horses in my vision: the riders on them wore breastplates of fire and of

jacinth and of sulphur, and the heads of the horses were like lions' heads, and fire and smoke and
sulphur issued from their mouths.

18

By these three plagues a third of humanity was killed, by the fire and smoke and sulphur issuing

from their mouths.

19

For the power of the horses is in their mouths, in their tails; their tails are like snakes, with heads,
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and with them they wound.

20

The rest of humanity, who were not killed by these plagues, did not repent of the works of their

hands nor give up worshiping demons and idols of gold and silver and bronze and stone and wood,
which cannot either see, hear, or walk;

21

nor did they repent of their murders, their sorceries, their immorality, or their thefts.
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REVELATION CHAPTER 9 INTERPRETATION

In this chapter we have the punishments of the fifth and sixth trumpet, which follow the warning of the
eagle that flies in midheaven. So these facts are oncoming and will follow the opening and
interpretation of Revelation.
Therefore their exact explanation will take place in the future, after their realization. Currently, we can
only give a rational and possible estimation and approach, while waiting for their upcoming
confirmation.

1-2. This point seems to describe the inflammation of oil wells or the activation of a volcano after a
nuclear bombing.

3-6. This description seems to refer to the use of chemical or biological weapons on non-Christian
populations, who are not baptized and therefore do not carry the seal of God upon them.

7-10. This description of locusts resembles martial helicopters and airplanes, which will probably
spray chemical poisons from their tails, but also highly resembles the well-known but unexplained
airplanes of long-lasting and systematic chemical aerial spraying on people, with the chemical white
trails - clouds they leave behind them in the sky.

11. Most likely this point of the Revelation indicates to humanity the impersonal and hidden power
system of masonry, which is governed by satan and arranges the chemical and biological spraying of
people, or we will see the appearance of a satanic emblem – a symbol of a military or political
commander with a relatively satanic name, who will lead a future operation of chemical poisonous
spraying on people.

12. Here it clarifies, firstly that the fifth trumpet that was just mentioned, will be a specific event that
will not have diachronic force because it expires and secondly, that the sixth and seventh trumpet,
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are future events that will be materialized on specific tides of the future, something that does not
stand for the first four trumpets that have diachronic force and their expiration is not mentioned.

13-19. The sixth trumpet refers to the Euphrates area with an army of two-hundred million men and
the killing of one third of the population in a specific year, month, day and time. That is, the use of
nuclear weapons at a specific moment.
In prophecies of Saint Methodius for Constantinople, he mentions that after the third world war, a
Chinese army of two-hundred million men will campaign against the holy Greek king John, whose
prayer will be heard by God and the oncoming against him Chinese army will burn.

16. Myriad is the number ten thousand, so 2 times ten thousand times ten thousand equals twohundred million.

17. Description of the army

18. Description of a rather big nuclear disaster.

19. Description of martial tanks.

20. The greed of man and his attachment to material things is so powerful, that not even the trumpets
of Revelation will be enough to reason with him.

21. So humanity will continue its turn for the worst, because people despite all this will not repent.
Murders, sorceries, immorality and thefts will continue.
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REVELATION CHAPTER 10

1

Then I saw another mighty angel coming down from heaven, surrounded with a cloud, with a

rainbow over his head, and his face was like the sun, and his legs like pillars of fire.

2

He had an open book in his hand. And he set his right foot on the sea, and his left foot on the land,

3

and called out with a loud voice, like a lion roaring; when he called out, the seven thunders called in

their own voices.

4

And when the seven thunders had sounded, I was about to write, but I heard a voice from heaven

saying, seal up what the seven thunders have said, and do not write it down.

5

And the angel whom I saw standing on sea and land lifted up his right hand to heaven

6

and swore by him who lives for ever and ever, who created heaven and what is in it, the earth and

what is in it, and the sea and what is in it, that there is not any more time,

7

but in the days of the trumpet call to be sounded by the seventh angel, the mystery of God, as he

evangelized (good announcement) to his servants the prophets, should be fulfilled.

8

Then the voice which I had heard from heaven spoke to me again, saying, go, take the little book

which is open in the hand of the angel who is standing on the sea and on the land.

9

So I went to the angel and told him to give me the little book; and he said to me, take it and eat; it

will be bitter to your stomach, but sweet as honey in your mouth.

10

And I took the book from the hand of the angel and ate it; it was sweet as honey in my mouth, but
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when I had eaten it, my stomach was bitter.

11

And I was told, you must again prophesy before many peoples and nations and languages and

kings.
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CHAPTER 10 INTERPRETATION

In chapter 7 of Daniel, we saw that because of the antichrist's blasphemies, God intervenes, a court
is composed, books are opened and a verdict against the beast of worldwide masonic power and the
antichrist, is reached.
In this chapter we have the announcement of God's decision to earth, which is the changing of
earth's spiritual law, through an angel.

1. A powerful angel surrounded by God's honor descends to earth.

2. In his hands, he holds God's decision for all earth. He is very powerful and all earth is beneath his
feet.

3. The angel, like a lion that has no opponent, cries out to all earth and when he does this, the
commandment of the Holy Spirit, the decision of God, follows.
The angel's descent to earth is of high spiritual importance, which at this point is being given to us
symbolically and veiled. Further on in Revelation, it becomes clear that it refers to the end of the
world-ruler's (devil) reign on earth.

4. The commands and decisions of the Holy Spirit of God are withheld from Revelation.

5-7. The angel swears to the Creator that there shall be no more time and at the next and seventh
trumpet the completion of the mystery of the good announcement of God will take place, as He had
promised to the prophets. So, as we will clarify below and as we mentioned before, it refers to the
end of devil's power over the earth.

8. God commands John to receive the concealed book from the angel.
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9. For understanding this paragraph, we will once again be assisted by the Old Testament and
specifically from chapters B and C of Ezekiel's prophecies.
There, God gives Ezekiel to eat a book, which is his prophecies (Ezekiel) and is sweet like honey in
his mouth and fills his stomach. Honey is the spiritual sweetness of God's words and the filling of the
stomach is the fulfillment of the mind, which means the completion of Ezekiel's spirit with knowledge
and comprehension of the divine book.
In chapters B and C of Ezekiel, it is many times mentioned that the Israelites grieve God too much
and that bitterness is the feeling that derives from the sight of committed sins.
Therefore, the meanings "honey", "stomach" and "bitterness" become completely clear in the two
aforementioned chapters of Ezekiel.
The angel gives the book to John telling him to devour it, which means to understand it, and explains
to him that he will sense spiritual sweetness from God's words and decision, but also a bitter feeling
when he understands the committed, judged and convicted sins of earth.

10. John devours the book, which means he comprehends and assimilates it, is spiritually sweetened
by the words of God and the service of Justice and at the same time is chagrined when
comprehending the total sins of earth's reign, which were condemned.

11. As it is also mentioned in the tradition of church and in other prophecies of Saints, at this point of
the Revelation and further on, it is clear that John is going to reappear on earth during the era of the
antichrist and complete Revelation, that is a book from God to all humanity across the centuries.
So the book which John devoured and concealed will be completed when he comes back to earth.
Humanity isn't ready yet and hasn't understood the satanic spiritual law of power on earth, which
during the era of the antichrist and when John reappears, will be clear and obvious to most people.
John, will also clear issues that may have risen through different other false meanings, interpretations
and misapprehensions of Revelation.
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REVELATION CHAPTER 11

1

Then I was given a measuring rod like a staff, and I was told: rise and measure the temple of God

and the altar and those who worship there,

2

and do not measure the court outside the temple; leave that out, for it is given over to the nations,

and they will trample over the holy city for forty-two months.

3

And I will grant my two witnesses power to prophesy for one thousand two hundred and sixty days,

clothed in sackcloth.

4

These are the two olive trees and the two lamp stands which stand before the Lord of the earth.

5

And if any one would harm them, fire pours out from their mouth and consumes their foes; if any

one would harm them, thus he is doomed to be killed.

6

They have the power to shut the sky, that no rain may fall during the days of their prophesying, and

they have power over the waters to turn them into blood, and to smite earth with every plague, as
often as they desire.

7

And when they have finished their testimony, the beast that ascends from the abyss will make war

with them and conquer them and kill them,

8

and their dead bodies will lie in the square of the great city which is spiritually called Sodom and

Egypt, where their Lord was crucified.

9

For three days and a half, men from the peoples and tribes and languages and nations gaze at their

dead bodies and refuse to let them be placed in a tomb,
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10

and those who dwell on earth will rejoice over them and make merry and exchange presents,

because these two prophets had been a torment for those who dwell on earth.

11

And after the three and a half days, a spirit of life from God entered them, and they stood up on

their feet, and great fear fell on those who saw them.

12

Then they heard a loud voice from heaven saying to them, come up hither! and they ascended to

heaven in a cloud and their foes saw them.

13

And on that day there was a great earthquake, and a tenth of the city fell; seven thousand people

were killed in the earthquake, and the rest were terrified and gave glory to the God of heaven.

14

The second woe has passed; behold, the third woe is soon to come.

15

Then the seventh angel blew his trumpet, and there were loud voices in heaven, saying, the

kingdom of the world has become the kingdom of our Lord and of his Christ, and he shall reign for
ever and ever.

16

And the twenty-four elders who sit on their thrones before God, fell on their faces and worshiped

Him,

17

saying, we give thanks to you, Lord God Almighty, which are, and was, and are to come, for you

have taken the great power and reigned.

18

The nations raged, and your wrath came, and the time for the nations to be judged, your servants,

the prophets and saints to be rewarded, those who fear your name, both small and great, and for
corrupting the corrupters of the earth.
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Then God's temple in heaven was opened, and the ark of his will (covenant) was seen within his

temple; and there were flashes of lightning, voices, peals of thunder, earthquakes, and heavy hail.
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CHAPTER 11 INTERPRETATION

This chapter refers to the mission of John the Evangelist, the prophet Elijah and the prophet Enoch
on earth for a specific period of time, during the era of the antichrist.

1. The command and the mission of John
When John comes again and completes Revelation, he will have the command, the measures, the
criterion, the rule and the power to clear the matters of Ecclesiastic regularity and priesthood and the
distinction of the faithful from the cosmic people.
He will measure the temple of God, the altar and those worshiping it. So he will clear out the matters
of the church, the priests and the faithful people that participate.

2. The court of the temple is the people who are linked to and surround the church, confess and
recognize matters of faith, but do not actively participate in ecclesiastic life.
They are rejected by God, are left out of the church and are deal with as non-Christians.
At this point, the reappearance of John is chronically linked to the forty-two months of the antichrist's
reign, during which, ecclesiastic services will be banned from everywhere, including Jerusalem.

3. The missions of prophet Elijah and Enoch on earth.
At that difficult time of pogroms of the church, prophet Elijah and prophet Enoch will also reappear on
earth, along with John.
Their garments won't be normal, but from scratchy sackcloth which reveals their mourning, protest
and denial towards every cosmic attitude, which is also the ground on which the system of the
antichrist's reign was built on, and the spiritual enslavement, captivity, sealing and loss of humanity
through materialism.
To the prophets Elijah and Enoch, God gives 1260 days of earthly action, while the antichrist's days
will be some more (42 months, so 18 days more, the most).
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4-6. These are chosen people that stand beside Christ, have charismas and protection from God
and power over the natural laws of earth.
The patristic texts of church, mention that during the era of the antichrist, prophet Enoch will
represent the humanity before the Mosaic Law, prophet Elijah the humanity after the Mosaic Law and
John the humanity after Christ. Also, according to the Holy Bible and the tradition of church, the
bodies of these three prophets remained unaltered by God (they weren't perished by death like other
people's) and will reappear to confront the antichrist and support the faithful people.

7-9. The two prophets will be killed by instruments of the antichrist's power and their bodies will
remain unburied in the square of Jerusalem, which will spiritually be the centre of salaciousness and
satanism and the headquarters of the antichrist.

10. The people with cosmic attitudes at the time of the antichrist, will celebrate the killing of the
prophets because they disturbed their consciousness, upset their spiritual sleep and shook their
cosmic and material devotion.

11-12. The first visible intervention of God on earth.

13-14. In these paragraphs we are given the specific expiration time of the sixth trumpet, which is the
second "woe" and includes the killing of one third of the earth's population and the Chinese army of
200,000,000 at a specific place and time.
The earthquake at Jerusalem determines the end of the tide that is the sixth trumpet and therefore
the beginning of the seventh trumpet.
The next trumpet, the seventh, comes very quickly.

15. God created the world in six days and on the seventh he rested, blessed and sanctified it.
The seventh seal of Revelation refers to eternal life and the kingdom of heaven.
The seven trumpets of Revelation that are included in the seventh seal, refer to the procedure of
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restoration of God's kingdom on earth.
In the seventh seal, there is a big celebration in heaven because God restored His power on earth.
With the seventh seal we have the end and the overthrowing of devil's reign on earth and the power
restoration from the Saints of God.
Devil, the world-ruler, is abolished and the spiritual law of earth changes.

16-17. This will happen with the intervention of the power of God.

18. Meritocracy is now applied on earth, elimination of corruption and extermination of corrupters. (a
more analytical explanation is provided below)

19. The temple of God opened in heaven and we see that the central and main content of the temple
is the hoarding of the will of Christ, which is his work along the centuries, the diachronic course of his
church, as it is saved in heaven and corresponds to the souls of the faithful Christians that gather in
the other life number of faithful Christians in the other life.
It's important at this point to underline that the temple of God in heaven is one, a property of Christ
and not any other religion. Temple of God = Temple of Lord.
With the opening of this temple the heavenly world is shaken.
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REVELATION CHAPTER 12

1

And a great sign appeared in heaven, a woman clothed with the sun, with the moon under her feet,

and on her head a crown of twelve stars;

2

she was with child and she cried out in her pangs of birth, in anguish for delivery.

3

And another sign appeared in heaven; behold, a great fiery dragon, with seven heads and ten

horns, and seven diadems upon his heads.

4

His tail swept down a third of the stars of heaven, and cast them to earth. And the dragon stood

before the woman who was about to bear a child, that he might devour her child when she brought it
to life;

5

she brought forth a male child, one who is to rule all nations with an iron rod, but her child was

caught up to God and to his throne,

6

and the woman fled into the wilderness, where she has a place prepared by God, in which to be

nourished for one thousand two hundred and sixty days.

7

Now war arose in heaven, Michael and his angels fighting against the dragon; and the dragon and

his angels fought,

8

but they were defeated and there was no longer any place for them in heaven.

9

And the great dragon was thrown down, the great ancient serpent, who is called the Devil and

Satan, the deceiver of the whole world, he was thrown down to earth, and his angels were thrown
down with him.
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10

And I heard a loud voice in heaven, saying, now the salvation and power and the kingdom of our

God and the authority of his Christ have come, for the accuser of our brethren has been thrown
down, who accuses them day and night before our God.

11

And they have conquered him by the blood of the lamb and by the word of their testimony, for they

loved not their lives, even unto death.

12

Rejoice then, O heaven and you that dwell therein! But woe to you, O earth and sea, for the devil

has come down to you in great wrath, because he knows that his time is short.

13

And when the dragon saw that he had been thrown down to earth, he pursued the woman who had

borne the male child.

14

But the woman was given the two wings of the great eagle that she might fly from the serpent's

face into the wilderness, to the place where she is to be nourished for a time, and times, and half a
time.

15

The serpent poured water like a river out of his mouth after the woman, to sweep her away with the

flood.

16

But the earth came to the help of the woman, and the earth opened its mouth and swallowed the

river which the dragon had poured from his mouth.

17

Then the dragon was angry with the woman, and went off to make war with the rest of her

offsprings, on those who keep the commandments of God and bear testimony to Jesus.
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CHAPTER 12 INTERPRETATION

In this chapter we have the symbolical description of the eternal war between light and darkness.
We are given in a symbolic and practical way, the apprehension of the eternal war in heaven and
earth for predomination, leadership and commandment between the two opposite choices of
existential freedom of independent will.
Meaning, between yes and no to our creator, father and God, or even better between the sacrifice of I
over the whole creation on one hand, on the other between the sacrifice of the whole creation over I.

1. “A woman clothed in the sun” is the church created, committed to, dedicated and turned towards
Christ, which is symbolized with the sun, a self-luminous body.
The church is by definition zealous and turned only towards Christ (sun) and does not care for or hold
any other body that does not emit its own light (moon), which it places beneath its feet.
The moon may symbolize any other anthropocentric truth, science, philosophy, knowledge or
initiation.
The church is symbolized as a woman because it obeys, submits to, accepts and follows the Spirit
and the Word of God.
The crown of twelve stars on her head, symbolizes the twelve apostles through whom it was firstly
created and formed and also its development and consecution through the apostolic succession.

2. Her pregnancy with the anguish symbolizes the difficulties and excruciating spiritual work of the
church, which is the spiritual rebirth of faithful people.

3. The fiery dragon refers to devil and the work and system he created on earth. We should remind
here that the horse of the second seal (evil and devil) which generally symbolized the people that
belonged in his jurisdiction, was also a fiery horse.
Here the fiery dragon symbolizes the church and the followers of satan on earth, along with the
organized universal masonic system of power and the form it will take.
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When the fourth beast of Daniel, which is masonry and globalization, dominates and imposes itself
on earth when the era of the antichrist approaches, then all the countries will integrate in a universal
system of power and governance.
So from the integration of the three beasts of Daniel to the fourth; that eats them, a beast with seven
heads will result and will be under the command of the masonic leadership of the ten people which
correspond to the ten horns of the beast.
The seven heads are the total of heads of the beasts in Daniel’s vision, which are America, Russia,
England, France, Germany, Italy and Israel = masonry.
Japan, China and other Muslim countries don’t enter the symbolism of Revelation, even though they
are subsumed in globalization, because there is no visible Christian history and tradition in these
countries.
So the dragon with the seven heads and ten horns opposite the woman, symbolizes the final form of
satanic globalization during the era of the antichrist over the Christian populations of earth.
The seven diadems are symbols of local government powers that are integrated in the beast.

4. The stars that the dragon’s tail pulls and places on earth may not only be the total demons that
cooperate with and assist the devil with setting up the universal power on the earth, but also the sum
of the scientific world that works ideologically and spiritually enslaved for the scientific support and
technological evolution of the system of masonic power on earth.
We see at this point, that the dragon’s job is to stand before the woman and eat the child that is to be
born. For this point to be comprehensible to most people, we should once again remind the way that
the invisible masonic backstage operates and acts.
The guilty thief and his gang don’t mind or consider a simple citizen, but only the police from which
they are at danger. Likewise, the scholars and Pharisees didn’t consider the simple and under control
faithful people of the synagogue of the time, but lethally hated Christ because he controlled and
unveiled them and that is why they crucified Him.
Likewise the masons hate and are afraid of those who can see and perceive them, unveil and reveal
them. The essence of masonry is worshiping the devil and the infernal, organized, classified and
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concealed cooperation of masons with satan for the enforcement of his universal power over the
earth. However, this reality is beyond any suspicion, logic and perceptual ability of many simple
everyday, even faithful people. So masonry is protected by the ignorance of public opinion which it
controls and directs, so as it stays untouched, but always fears and dreads the prospect of its
revelation and the awakening of public opinion. So for their self-protection, satan and masons are
obliged to keep an eye on, observe and totally control in every way the grounds out of which the
dangerous and revealing knowledge, appearance and spreading of the truth could emerge out of.
The church of Christ is by definition and by position, the place out of which masonry should be
unveiled, revealed, excommunicated and removed. Christ in practice, during his life on earth unveiled
and revealed the mason scholars and Pharisees and in his indications and directions to the
representatives of the churches of all centuries and times, that he sends through Revelation,
indicates and unveils the synagogues of Jews with satan, which is masonry.
Therefore, it is not possible for satan and masonry to exist, stand and act towards any direction, if
don't firstly eliminate all chances and prospects of the church being commanded by a spiritually
awake opponent.
So churches of all dogmas, heretic or not, are not permitted to awaken faithful people, deal with,
unveil, reveal and fight devil and his synagogues. The insidious and sneaky way with which the
mason-governed churches plan the hypnosis of faithful people, their spiritual castration and
disorientation and their socio-political hibernation, so that they never threaten the satanic plans and
actions of the universal system of governing, was seen in a previous separate reference.
Under these circumstances, in church even though gifted people and Saints can emerge from nonheretic churches to which holy grace is given, however, in no circumstances can spiritual leaders and
commanders emerge who are not controlled by masonry.
So the awakening of church is the constant nightmare of masonry and devil and for that reason the
ecclesiastic becoming operates under continuous, sleepless masonic surveillance. So every root,
seed, or suspicion of disturbing spirituality that appears on the horizon, is immediately destroyed
through infernal and backstage procedures.
So the symbolism in Revelation with the dragon waiting opposite the pregnant woman to eat her
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unborn boy, meaning any candidate for spiritual leader or commander, perfectly and clearly ascribes
the infernal reality of the masonic backstage towards church, which however is unknown to many
people.

5. Despite the system totally excluding the emergence of a faithful Christian leader or commander,
God will present the suitable man on earth, who with divine authority and power will guide humanity
to the truth. For this anticipated emissary Saint of God, many pages of prophesies exist, mostly of
Saints of the Byzantine Empire.
Whoever wants to learn all relevant information about the third world war as well as the works of this
leader who will appear on earth straight after, must read our first book "The Warning", in which we
have concentrated all relevant prophecies, which clear and reveal to us all the facts of the third world
war. What will precede, what will happen and what will follow.
These prophecies describe in great detail, not only the third world war but also, the admirable raise
and appearance, the exceptional spiritual gifts, the universal work and action, the physical features
and the name of this anticipated spiritual leader and commander.
According to these prophecies, after the third world war, Constantinople (Istanbul) will be relinquished
to Greece from where and in an admirable way this saint and emissary of God will be declared, with
the name John.
With him a new era of Christian gleam will come to whatever humanity is left over from the war.
These prophecies also explain that he will spread the true Christian faith to all earth and that as John
the Evangelist, Prophet Elijah and Prophet Enoch will reappear, so will he even though he lived in
past times as they did. So the taking of the church’s child by God is explained by the prophecies and
the taking towards the throne of God simultaneously means the divine power and command of
governance that issues from the throne of God as well as his high spiritual level.
At this point we must comment that Revelation gives the title of a man to a Christian leader and
commander who will appear. Even though many Saints came out of church, there never came out
(except a few exceptions) leaders and commanders, meaning men in Revelation's spiritual concept.
So the interpretation of Revelation faces the two-thousand years of the church's history, from a more
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substantial spiritual basis and symbolically and discretely sets a matter of unmanliness (and
symbolically sets a matter of cowardliness) of the church which besides, is symbolized as a woman
and by this meaning it also sets a matter of responsibility of the church for the predominance and
power of devil on earth. The woman does not pursue the dragon as she should, on the contrary the
dragon does not allow her to give birth to male children.
Also, Revelation and before all humanity, unveils and opens the matter of devil’s power on earth, a
matter that the church never wanted to raise or face seriously.

6. After John and his successors a great spiritual downfall will follow for humanity, which will peak
with the emergence of antichrist and the official persecution and abolition of Christianity on the earth.
Then the faithful people will be forced to take shelter in the mountains for the specific time of the
reign of antichrist.

7. Here Revelation reveals us what happened in heaven and we see that a war between angels and
demons occurred.

8. In this war, the angels prevailed and they finally fully reigned in the heavenly area.

9. So the devil and his following demons were excluded from heaven and thrown down to earth. The
way with which the devil deceives the entire world is a big matter for which we have only mentioned
the basics.

10. We see here that after the eviction of devil from heaven, the kingdom of God was restored and
Christ now governs without the opposition of devil who unstoppably dispersed dispute before God.

11. Here Revelation clearly confirms the spiritual law and reason of Christ’s crucifixion which we
analyzed in the relevant chapter. So through the crucifixion of Christ, the devil is evicted from the
kingdom of heaven, in which he can no longer stand and has no position in.
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The spiritual law of the heavenly victory of the martyrs and Saints is the self-denial of their souls until
death for God, which eliminates, abolishes, nullifies and factually and eternally stops the diabolic
accusations against them.
So here we understand the spiritual advisability and meaning of the Saints’, martyrs’ and most of all
Christ’s confessions until death.

12. The devil, now trapped on earth knows he has only a little time. Revelation will clear this point
better, later on. But during this historically brief amount of time that is characterized as the era of the
antichrist, great disasters will strike earth.

13. After the appearance and action of King John on earth, the system of universal masonic power
will reform again, which after the third world war and during his days, will temporarily dissolve. Then
Christianity and church will be persecuted by the official universal power of the devil-antichrist, which
by then will have already prevailed.

14. In the three and a half years of that persecution of church by the antichrist, this book which is the
explained and by then almost completely confirmed revelation, completed and confirmed by John the
Evangelist who will have reappeared, will offer the great spiritual reliance and spiritual food, for their
given from above, consideration and comprehension of events and their encouragement.
The two wings of the eagle have to be the right and left spiritual vision and thorough examination,
meaning the substantial knowledge about God and devil.

15. The massive mediums of subjection and misinformation of the era of the antichrist, along with the
cosmic-materialistic and immoral attitude which will have been created and will prevail in humanity at
that time, will constitute a great risk of spiritual vitiation for the faithful people of that time.

16. The flight from urban centers to the countryside and mountains will protect faithful people from
the satanic methods of massive subjection, psychobiological mutation and spiritual vitiation of people
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that the antichrist’s system of power will employ at the time.

17. The official pogrom of the Christians of that time.
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REVELATION CHAPTER 13

1

And I stood on the sand of the sea; and I saw a beast rising out of the sea, with ten horns and

seven heads, with ten diadems upon its horns and a blasphemous name upon its heads.

2

And the beast that I saw was like a leopard, its feet were like a bear's, and its mouth was like a

lion's mouth. And to it the dragon gave his power and his throne and great authority.

3

One of its heads seemed to be slaughtered for death, but its wound of death was healed, and the

whole earth admired behind the beast.

4

Men worshiped the dragon, for he had given his authority to the beast, and they worshiped the

beast, saying, "Who is like the beast, and who can fight against it?"

5

And the beast was given a mouth uttering haughty and blasphemous words, and it given the

authority to wage war for forty-two months;

6

it opened its mouth to utter blasphemies against God, blaspheming his name and his dwelling, that

is, those who dwell in heaven.

7

Also it was allowed to wage war against the Saints and to conquer them. And authority was given

to it, over every tribe and people and language and nation,

8

and all who dwell on earth will worship it, everyone whose name has not been written in the book of

life of the lamb slain, before the foundation of the world.

9

If any one has an ear, let him hear:
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If any one is to be taken captive, to captivity he goes; if any one slays with the knife, with the knife

must be slain. Here is a call for the endurance and faith of the Saints.

11

Then I saw another beast which rose out of the earth; it had two horns like a lamb and it spoke like

a dragon.

12

It exercises all the authority of the first beast in its presence, and makes the earth and its

inhabitants worship the first beast, whose wound of death was healed.

13

It works great signs, even making fire come down from heaven to earth in the sight of men;

14

and with the signs which it is allowed to work in the presence of the beast, it deceives those who

dwell on earth, telling them to make an image for the beast which was wounded by the knife and yet
lived;

15

and spirit was given to it to make the image of the beast so that the image of the beast should even

speak, and to cause those who would not worship the image of the beast to be killed.

16

Also it makes all, both small and great, both rich and poor, both free and slave, to be engraved on

their right hand or their forehead,

17

so that no one can buy or sell unless he has the engraving, that is, the name of the beast or the

number of its name.

18

Here lies the wisdom: let him who has understanding reckon the number of the beast, for it is a

human number, its number is six hundred and sixty-six.
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CHAPTER 13 INTERPRETATION

In this chapter we will see the predominance of satan on earth, with God’s concession, the final form
of the universal satanic system of power and governance during the era of the antichrist and the
obligatory satanic engraving or marking, or stamping of people, which will be enforced on humanity at
the time.

1. The sea is the human populations of earth, as we saw in Daniel’s vision.
John stands on sand, meaning out of the sea because he metastasized, and observes through the
human populations the appearance of the blasphemous system of universal power.
Here John sees the continuance of Daniel’s vision, the continuance and development of Daniel’s
beasts and the continuance and development of earth’s history. So Daniel’s vision continues and is
completed.
The beast, the heads and the horns have been explained.
Diadems now appear in the horns, which are symbols of royal power. This indicates that at the time
when globalization has been completed, the ten leaders of masonry will be renowned functionaries of
the universal system of power and not a secret government as they are now.
The names of blasphemy on the heads, which firstly had crowns, reveal that at that time the countries
will lose their independence and be transformed into masonic branches of the blasphemous satanic
system of power, which they will acknowledge.

2. Here it is revealed that this one beast integrates all the individual characteristics of Daniel’s beasts
and symbolizes the union (leopard = παρδαλις, in Greek meaning variation and multifariousness) of
all aforementioned countries with the universal masonic system of governance.
So the devil through masonry completely governs the universal system of power, with which he is
joined and which is his throne.
It goes without saying, that all positions of power and commandment of all countries, as well as the
entire system of administration and enforcement of this power will be completely controlled by the
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devil and his instruments, meaning masonry.

3. In the third world war, Russia will turn against the system of globalization, which after this war will
temporarily dissolve.
During this period of the temporary killing of the beast of globalization, the universal gleam of
Christianity will take place through King John.
But after this period the beast of globalization will reform and reshape, with the integration of Russia
too, to earth’s surprise and admiration.

4. Acceptance and worshiping the devil who gives power, and acceptance and worshiping the system
of universal satanic power through the simple phrase "who can fight against the system".
At this point we have to note that just the phrase "who can fight against the system” is considered by
God as worshiping the beast.
So we see that not only the cooperation and participation but also the passiveness and non-reaction
towards the universal satanic power are considered by God as worshiping the beast.
So at this point each one may draw their own conclusions for the total stance and attitude of the
settled and non-reacting spiritual and ecclesiastic representatives of our times, as well as their
followers who acknowledge and follow them.

5. The antichrist and the persecution of church for three and a half years.

6-7. The revelation of the ideology of the universal power system. The diabolic hatred of the system
towards God now reaches its peak. The veiled for centuries spiritual law of power administration of
the earth by the instruments of the devil, is obviously expressed, revealed and recorded in earth’s
history.
With this concession, God unveils to the history of humanity, the spiritual identity and dark roots of
the diachronic systems of power of earth.
So factually the entire work of devil on earth, his church, throne, system, participants, people that are
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involved in, people that profit from, his friends and enemies are unveiled and revealed in history.
So for history to be completed and for each man to be judged by the result, by who he worked for and
by where he belongs on earth, in whatever period he might have lived in.

7. God gave his concession and allowed for Christ to be crucified and for the Saints to be conquered
by the universal organized satanic system of power which will govern with unification on all earth, as
it did in previous times with one difference, being locally allocated and shattered.
Here hides God's secret for the eternal extermination of evil.
Because as we explained, God wants to create an eternal kingdom which is impervious, meaning
without the opposition of evil, He allows evil to easily prevail against, dominate and kill good during
the temporary life, so that good will later have the right to permanently and eternally kill evil.
So we see that Christianity through its sacrifice saves eternal rights for the killing, destruction,
captivation and homage to evil.

8. We said that the power of the earth was granted to devil from start, and that the devil shares it with
his people across the centuries.
By this concept, the worshiping of devil and the system represents a diachronic reality of the guilt of
people from the foundation of the world, with the revelatory peak being the universal dictatorship of
the antichrist.
For this result which is only the tip of the pyramid of the diabolic work on earth across the centuries, it
goes without saying that the responsibility and complicity lies diachronically upon all the people that
have cooperated with the devil across the centuries, as well as the indifferent, non-reacting, passive
people that worship him, people that think "who can mess with the system".
We shouldn’t forget that a crime by negligence is also punished in human courts and therefore the
passive recipients of the satanic system of power on earth, are incriminated before the eyes of God
and His upcoming kingship.

9. The context of the previous paragraph is so important for the eternal life and salvation of souls and
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has such a deep spiritual importance for the psychic responsibility and charging of the settled and
non-reacting people to the satanic forms of power, that this point is separately highlighted again with
the phrase “If anyone has an ear, hear”
In short, God placed the devil on earth with money and power, so He can judge people in practice
through their works and see which of them will worship him and which will fight against him.

10. The spiritual law of divine justice and repayment for works and attitudes.
Double warning.
Here God warns those who as instruments of enforcement of the antichrist’s power will force people
to worship the system and therefore lead them to eternal captivation.
God also warns the faithful people that they will have to equip themselves with the faith and
endurance of the Saints to withstand the upcoming difficult trials and examinations.

11-12. The antichrist with his close staff and whichever leading flexible administrative mechanism
and system of universal governing he forms at that time, which will operate with a clearly satanic
spirit, even though it will be presented to people as well-intentioned.

12. He will concentrate the universal power on him and force humanity to worship the system of
universal power. So the least he will do is to enforce an obligatory salutation and honorary award of
any emblems, flags, hymns and symbols of the universal satanic power.
Eventually, the obligatory worshiping of the diabolic system of universal power will be enforced.

13. The authority of the time will be served and supported by advanced and developed space
technology which will accomplish astonishing phenomena that will impress humanity.

14. By exploiting the technological achievements, in the name of scientific progress, in the name of a
unified humanity, or in the name of a supposedly universal democracy or universal peace, progress,
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evolution and freedom, it will enforce on humanity the creation and acceptance of a universal symbol
of his prevailing power.

15. Whoever does not salute and award honor to, meaning the worshiping of whatever technological
modernized emblems, hymns, flags or symbols of the universal satanic dictatorship of the time, will
be sentenced to death.

16. The nowadays well known bar code that for many years is recorded on all products so they are
identified and read by the cash machines of super markets.
This same way of numerical marking of products has been applied for decades in America for the
marking of people, so they are identified by the cash machines of banks during their transactions.
The engraving of the marking with the bar code is actualized with laser beams on the right hand or
forehead of people – clients of banks; it is invisible to the human eye, but visible to cash machines.
The relevant commercial for decades was “THE NEW MONEY SYSTEM 666" and showed people
with the bar code on their right hand and forehead.
During the era of antichrist this marking system on people will be obligatory to everyone without
exception.

17. All transactions during the era of the antichrist will obligatory take place through this system and
without this marking no one will be able to sell or buy anything.
The bar code with which all products and people are marked today, as we saw comprises of three
numbers; the central number 666 which never changes, always exists and demarcates the other two
six-figure numbers that vary on occasion and are included in the two intervals of the three sixes
[ 6……....6……….6 ].

18. According to the system of ancient greek numbering which we pre-mentioned and with which the
Holy Bible is mostly written in and numbered with, we have: χ = 600 , ξ = 60, and ς = 6 so χξς =
666.
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So we see the completely, amazing and precise confirmation of Revelation and at this point today,
even two thousand years after.
Here we have to note that Revelation itself indicates the way of its interpretation and reveals at this
point and further on as we will see, that its unlocking and interpretation is mainly a matter of logic and
intellectual processing.
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REVELATION CHAPTER 14

1

Then I looked, and lo, on Mount Zion stood the Lamb, and with him a hundred and forty-four

thousand who had his name and his Father's name written on their foreheads.

2

And I heard a voice from heaven like the sound of many waters and like the sound of loud thunder;

the voice I heard was like the sound of guitarists on their guitars,

3

and they sing a new song before the throne, the four animals and the elders. No one could learn

that song except the hundred and forty-four thousand who had been bought from the earth.

4

It is these who have not defiled themselves with women, for they are chaste; it is these who follow

the lamb wherever he goes; these have been bought from humanity primary for God and the lamb,

5

and in their mouth no lie was found, for they are spotless.

6

Then I saw another angel flying in mid-heaven, with an eternal gospel to proclaim to those who

dwell on earth, to every nation and tribe and language and people;

7

and he said with a loud voice, fear God and give him glory, for the hour of his judgment has come;

and worship him who made heaven and earth, the sea and the fountains of water.

8

Another angel, a second one, followed, saying, fallen, fallen is Babylon the great, she who made all

nations drink the wine of her prostitution's mania.

9

And another angel, a third one, followed them, saying with a loud voice, if any one worships the

beast and its image, and receives an engraving on his forehead, or on his hand,
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he also shall drink the wine of God's wrath, treated unmixed into the cup of his anger, and he shall

be tormented with fire and sulphur in the presence of the holy angels and in the presence of the
lamb.

11

And the smoke of their torment goes up for ever and ever; and they have no rest, day or night,

these worshipers of the beast and its image, and whoever receives the engraving of its name.

12

Here is the endurance of Saints, those who keep the commandments of God and the faith of

Jesus.

13

And I heard a voice from heaven saying, write this: Blessed are the dead who die in the Lord

henceforth. Blessed indeed, says the Spirit, so they rest from their labours; for their deeds follow
them.

14

Then I looked, and lo, a white cloud, and seated on the cloud like a son of man, with a golden

crown on his head, and a sharp sickle in his hand.

15

And another angel came out of the temple, calling with a loud voice to him who sat upon the cloud,

put in your sickle, and reap, for the hour to reap has come, for the harvest of the earth is fully ripe.

16

So he who sat upon the cloud swung his sickle on earth, and the earth was reaped.

17

And another angel came out of the temple in heaven, and he too, had a sharp sickle.

18

Then another angel came out from the altar, the angel who has power over fire, and he called with

a loud voice to him who had the sharp sickle, put in your sickle, and gather the clusters of the earth's
vine, for its grapes are ripe.
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So the angel swung his sickle on earth and gathered the vine of earth, and threw it into the great

wine press of God's wrath;

20

and the wine press was trodden outside the city, and blood flowed from the wine press, as high as

a horse's bridle, for one thousand six hundred stadiums.
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CHAPTER 14 INTERPRETATION

In the previous chapter we saw the situation on earth during the era of the antichrist and the spiritual
enslavement, captivity and marking of humanity.
In this chapter we will see the heavenly army, the emissaries to earth to warn people and the
interventions of the heavenly army on earth.

1. Mount Zion is the holy mount of God and the pyramid of holiness. So at the peak of holiness we
see Christ with the chosen ones of earth, who bear the name of Christ and God on their foreheads.

2. The doxology and hymn of the perfect ones to God.

3. The especially high gift of harmony and perfection of these souls.

4-5. The spiritual law of the perfect souls and their heavenly distinction.

6. As we saw, the present interpretation of John's Revelation is symbolized with an eagle flying in
midheaven. Therefore, when John reappears he will be an angel flying in midheaven with the then
explained Revelation, and at the same time an Evangelist because he wrote one of the four Gospels.
This point shows that the present interpretation of Revelation, will be accepted and confirmed by
John when he reappears, during the era of the antichrist.

7. John, according to the main meaning of the Revelation, will ask people to honor and praise God
and not the dictatorship of the antichrist, but also to worship the Creator, meaning to follow the
spiritual and not the materialistic way of life, because if they don’t they won’t be able to avoid the
beast worshiping and marking.

8. Prophet Elijah, who will reappear with John, will announce the end of masonry which with the spirit
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and mania of worshiping the devil and sorcery that has irrigated all humanity.

9-10-11. Prophet Enoch warns people for the eternal consequences and punishments of those who
will accept globalization, acknowledge and worship whichever emblems and signs, the universal
satanic power will have, and those who will accept the engraving and marking with 666.

12. Pointing out that during those difficult years Christians will have to equip themselves with the
endurance of Saints, with obedience to the commands of God and with faith so as to cope.

13. At this point for the weightiness of this matter, besides the warnings of the three angels, a voice
follows from the sky, meaning from God and the Holy Spirit, encouraging the faithful people to resist
the satanic power until death.
We once again ascertain at this point the full opposition of the spirit of God, the Revelation and the
three angels with the spirit of the ecclesiastic hierarchy and commandment of all Christian churches
of present times, which not only do not resist current globalization, but assiduously disorientate the
spirit of the faithful people and are mainly the ones who have the inconceivable and
tremendous responsibility of enslaving all humanity to satan.

14. Christ, the head of the angelic forces, is symbolized with a white cloud.
The golden crown symbolizes spiritual perfection and holiness.
The sharp sickle means that the angelic forces which are under the authority and commandment of
Christ are armed for intervening and reaping the people of the satan-ruled earth.

15. The time has come for God’s intervention on earth. The angel that calls out came out of the
heavenly temple where the ark of the Lord’s will is kept. There we saw the woman and the dragon
opposite her. In the heavenly temple the matter of the Christ's church, as well as the dangers that
threaten it from the devil’s side, are being monitored. So once again the conclusion is reached that
the course of the ecclesiastic spiritual matters on earth, regulates the interventions of God.
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The reaping of earth means massive killings of populations on earth.

16. Intervention of the heavenly army on earth and reaping of earth during the era of the antichrist.

17. The angel that will concentrate the army of Armageddon, meaning the troops that will defend the
antichrist. Because the angel comes out of the temple of heaven holding a sickle, this means that the
criterion of reaping will be the lack of Christian, religious, spiritual consciousness which will then allow
people to act against God, under the orders and the satanic emblems of the antichrist, as we will see
in following chapters.

18. The angel of fire from the altar calls out to the mobilization angel from the temple, to recruit the
universal multinational army of the antichrist, as a sacrifice to God.
The army is created by the recruitment of mostly young people, who here are symbolized as vine
clusters grapes.

19. Recruitment of the whole earth and the dressing of troops with uniforms which will bear the
satanic emblems of universal power.
This army which will comprise of people sealed with the engraving 666 and dressed in uniforms of
the antichrist, will cause God's wrath.
They will all concentrate in one place.

20. All this army will concentrate outside Jerusalem and will be destroyed by the angel with the
authority over fire, meaning by some military weapon.
The blood taxation of humanity due to disobedience to God and submission to satan, is
inconceivable.
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REVELATION CHAPTER 15

1

Then I saw another sign in heaven, great and wonderful, seven angels with seven plagues, which

are the last, for with them God's wrath is ended.

2

And I saw what appeared to be a sea of glass mingled with fire, and those who had conquered the

beast and its image and the number of its name, standing on the sea of glass having guitars of God
in their hands.

3

And they sing the song of Moses, the servant of God, and the song of the lamb, saying, great and

wonderful are your deeds, O Lord God the Almighty. Just and true are your ways, O King of the ages.

4

Who shall not fear and glorify your name, O Lord? For you alone are holy. All nations shall come

and worship you, for your rights have been revealed.

5

After this I looked, and the temple of the tent of witness in heaven was opened,

6

and out of the temple came the seven angels with the seven plagues, robed in pure bright linen,

and their breasts girded with golden girdles.

7

And one of the four animals gave the seven angels seven golden bowls full of the wrath of God who

lives for ever and ever;

8

and the temple was filled with smoke from the glory of God and his power,

9

and no one could enter the temple, until the seven plagues of the seven angels were ended.
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CHAPTER 15 INTERPRETATION

The accumulated wrath of God during the era of the antichrist.
The spiritual law of nations' salvation, the third category of extant souls, the bloody road towards their
salvation.

1. During the years of the antichrist we will have the peak of God’s wrath towards the earth, as well
as the end of this era and wrath.

2. The third category of extant souls and their spiritual law. The sea of glass symbolizes the souls of
people that will be saved from all nations, longitudes and latitudes of the earth, whose souls have
some clarity and who suffered torments, pain and sorrows (mixed with fire).
Whoever defeats the beast of universal satanic power and fights against it and does not worship it,
nor its flags or emblems, and doesn’t accept the sealing, that is, the martyrs of the era of the
antichrist, will be in the after life functionaries, chiefs and commanders of the saved people from all
nations and have the gift of harmony, perfection and doxology of God.
At this point we have to note that as Revelation states here and as the tradition of church confirms,
those who will resist and defeat the universal power of the antichrist will receive a respective gift as
the 144,000 perfect and chosen ones of the earth, meaning the guitars.
We should also note that although the martyrs of generally all times who we saw in the fifth seal, are
in a situation of expectance and protest, here the martyrs of the era of the antichrist are in a situation
of ode and doxology.
The ode of Moses means the victory, liberation and transition from the demonic and cosmic power,
commandment, captivity and tyranny to God’s power and commandment.

3-4. As Moses and Christ will lead the masses of saved people from all nations of the earth, to the
true God, whose will and spiritual law have been revealed to humanity.
They will be the spiritual leaders and guides of people of all nations to eternity.
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The interpreted Revelation, as well as the era of the antichrist, will reveal to humanity the rights of
God in governing people who are now in a lobbying, dark, sneaky, oblique, illegal and insidious way
possessed and controlled by masonry and the devil.
Great responsibility lies in all Christian churches that never fought for the predominance of universal
justice and for the unveiling of the infernal satanic masonry, which destroyed earth and people and
will continue to destroy due to the unmanly and coward churches.
The course of history will finally reveal and prove to humanity that the rights of power and
commandment of mankind belong to God and only to Him.

5. A temple where the procedure of atonement sacrifices of the Holy Spirit of God takes place. The
preconditional sacrifice which is necessary and precedes the descent of the charm of the Holy Spirit,
the grace, justice and coming of God to humanity.
There, the rage of the Holy Spirit of God is surrendered, which activates His atonement sacrifices for
the restoration and awarding of His justice.

6. Atonement ministrants of the Holy Spirit of God.

7. The first animal with the form of a lion, a symbol of power and enforcement of royal authority and
force.
The accumulated wrath of God's justice and the Holy Spirit, from the satanic derailment of the course
of humanity.

8. Procedure of awarding divine justice with punishments towards earth, for God's atonement.

9. The wrath of God is unapproachable, tremendous and unbearable.
It is necessary for the course of humanity to pass through punishments and atonement sacrifices of
God, before the subsequent arrival of His grace and justice.
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REVELATION CHAPTER 16

1

Then I heard a loud voice from the temple telling the seven angels, go and pour out on earth the

seven bowls of the wrath of God.

2

So the first angel went and poured his bowl on earth, and foul and evil sores came upon the men

who bore the engraving of the beast and worshiped its image.

3

The second angel poured his bowl into the sea, and it became like the blood of a dead man, and

every living soul died that was in the sea.

4

The third angel poured his bowl into the rivers and water fountains and they became blood.

5

And I heard the angel of water say, righteous are you, who are and who were; the Holy One for

what you've therefore judged.

6

For men have shed the blood of Saints and prophets, and you have given them blood to drink. They

deserve it.

7

And I heard the altar cry, yea, Lord God the Almighty, true and just are your judgments.

8

The fourth angel poured his bowl onto the sun, and he was given to scorch men with fire;

9

men were scorched by the fierce heat, and they cursed the name of God who had power over these

plagues, and they did not repent and give Him glory.

10

The fifth angel poured his bowl on the throne of the beast, and its kingdom became as killed; men

gnawed their tongues in anguish,
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11

and cursed the God of heaven for their pain and sores, and did not repent of their deeds.

12

The sixth angel poured his bowl on the great river Euphrates, and its water was dried up, to

prepare the way for the kings from the east.

13

And I saw, issuing from the mouth of the dragon and from the mouth of the beast and from the

mouth of the false prophet, three foul spirits like frogs;

14

for they are demonic spirits, performing signs, who go abroad to the kings of the whole world, to

assemble them for war on the great day of God the Almighty.

15

Lo, I am coming like a thief. Blessed is he who is awake, keeping his garments that he may not

walk around naked and his ugliness is exposed.

16

And he assembled them at the place which in Hebrew is called Armageddon.

17

The seventh angel poured his bowl into the air, and a loud voice came out of the temple, from the

throne, saying, it is done.

18

And there were flashes of lightning, voices, peals of thunder, and a great earthquake, such as had

never been since men were on earth, so great was that earthquake.

19

The great city was split into three parts, and the cities of the nations fell, and before God the great

Babylon, was remembered to give the wine's cup of his wrath's fury.

20

And every island fled away, and no mountains were to be found;
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and great hailstones, heavy as a talant, drops on men from heaven, till men cursed God for the

plague of hail, for that plague was very fearful.
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CHAPTER 16 INTERPRETATION

In this chapter we have the completion of God’s rage with the seven last vials of wrath which are
poured on earth.
We analytically have the punishments of the seven vials of God's wrath, which act parallel to and
along with the seven trumpets towards the same direction and will aggravate the punishments of the
seven trumpets during the time of the antichrist’s appearance.

1. The uttermost predicament of an overall injudicious, possessed by demons and demonically
governed humanity that causes the wrath of God.
The era of the antichrist, whose attitude we have been living in for years, will be the uttermost
spiritual predicament of humanity, which will cause the peak of the wrath of God.

2. Here a spiritual truth and a spiritual law are hidden, that some diseases are caused by the wrath of
God to people existentially indifferent or even ungrateful to their Creator, and whose deeper
psychokinesis is material-friendly, cosmic-friendly, superficial and indifferent or even insensitive
towards the deeper spiritual essence of the soul.

3. Total destruction of sea life.

4. Contamination of all waters.

5-7. Satisfaction of the sense of justice in the heavenly world, by the judgments of God.

6. The results of the masonic power’s hatred towards God and towards His people.

8. Either the solar radiation will become very scorched or dangerous, either an unprecedented heat
wave will be caused with an unbearable raise of the temperature, either both will occur at the same
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time.

9. Here the spiritual law of these punishments is revealed and is cleared once again. Firstly, that
these punishments underlie in the authority and will of God and secondly, that they can be retracted if
humanity repents and gives the authority to God and Saints and not to satan – masonry – antichrist.

10-11. Excruciating punishment to the chief functionaries of the universal power of the antichrist.
At this point through the parallelism of the vials with the trumpets, it is once more evident that the
third world war (fifth trumpet) will temporarily dissolve the current globalization. Besides, the same
conclusion is drawn by the cutting of one head of the beast of globalization, which we saw, and that
its wound heals later on. (chapter. 13/3)

12. The drying up of Euphrates, point of the consequent exit of the innumerable Chinese army.

13. Fear, terror and panic strike satan, the functionaries that cooperate with him in the universal
power and antichrist because they know that their end is coming with the upcoming seventh trumpet.

14. Fear strikes the world of demonic forces, which with the descent of demonic energy and signs
towards the functionaries of globalization, will order a universal mobilization so the demons and head
satanists can take cover behind the human rampart before the upcoming divine power and
intervention.

15. The time of divine intervention and death for many is really close. At that time, blessed will be
those who knowing the prophecies and warnings of God will guard their garments, which are the
apperception of God and modesty so they don’t find themselves naked before God’s eyes at that
critical time.
The denudation from the grace of God and the appearance of their nakedness and ugliness befalls
on people when they either clothe with abusive to God military uniforms, signs, emblems and
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engravings of the antichrist, either when motivated by physical desires they live, dress, move and
behave immodestly, unbecomingly and disrespectfully.
Blessed are those who will walk under the sky, carefully dressed, with precaution and avoiding the
ugliness and abuse of the satanic sealing and any other disrespectful choice of living.

16. The gathering of the universal army of the antichrist in the valley of Armageddon.
The human rampart of coward and unmanly demons, satanists and the antichrist, in front of God.

17. The last vial of wrath of God which will bring the end of the power of the antichrist on earth and
the extermination of his army.
Command from the throne of God, meaning the power of God, meaning a command of Christ as it
will be clarified further down.
The turning point and transition of earth's history.

18. The greatest earthquake that has ever happened on earth. The most powerful weapons ever
used on earth.

19. The structured system of leadership and commandment and the capitals of countries are
destroyed.
Masonry will use weapons of great power.

20. The map and geography of earth will change due to the power of these weapons.

21. Possibly, the power of the explosions will hurl fragments of whole mountains and rocks in huge
distances.
Talent is a weight measurement unit, which in different eras, ranged from 26 kg to 32,3 kg, whereas,
in the era of the New Testament it was equal with 58.9 kg.
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REVELATION CHAPTER 17

1

Then one of the seven angels who had the seven bowls came and said to me, come, I will show

you the judgment of the great harlot who is seated upon many waters,

2

with whom the kings of the earth have committed harlotry, and with the wine of whose harlotry the

dwellers on earth have become drunk.

3

And he carried me away in the spirit into the wilderness, and I saw a woman sitting on a scarlet

beast which was full of blasphemous names, and it had seven heads and ten horns.

4

The woman was arrayed in purple and scarlet, and bedecked with gold and jewels and pearls,

holding in her hand a golden cup full of the abominations and impurities of earth's harlotry;

5

and on her forehead was written a name of mystery: Babylon the great, mother of harlots and of

earth's abominations.

6

And I saw the woman, drunk with the blood of the Saints and the blood of the martyrs of Jesus.

When I saw her I marvelled greatly.

7

But the angel said to me, why marvel? I will tell you the mystery of the woman, and of the beast with

seven heads and ten horns that carries her.

8

The beast that you saw was, and is not, and is to ascend from the abyss and go to perdition; and

the dwellers on earth whose names have not been written in the book of life from the foundation of
the world, will marvel to behold the beast, because it was and is not and is to come.

9

Here is the mind that has wisdom: the seven heads are seven mountains on which the woman is
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seated;

10

they are also seven kings, five of whom have fallen, one is, the other has not yet come, and when

he comes he must remain only a little while.

11

As for the beast that was and is not, it is an eighth but it comes from the seven, and it goes to

perdition.

12

And the ten horns that you saw are ten kings who have not yet received royal power, but they are

to receive authority as kings for one hour, together with the beast.

13

These are of one mind and give over their power and authority to the beast;

14

they will make war with the lamb, and the lamb will conquer them, for he is Lord of lords and King

of kings, and those with him are called and chosen and faithful.

15

And he said to me, the waters that you saw, where the harlot is seated, are peoples and multitudes

and nations and languages.

16

And the ten horns that you saw, they and the beast will hate the harlot; they will make her desolate

and naked, and devour her flesh and burn her up with fire,

17

for God has put it into their hearts to carry out his purpose by being of one mind and giving over

their royal power to the beast, until the words of God shall be fulfilled.

18

And the woman that you saw is the great city which has dominion over the kings of the earth.
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CHAPTER 17 INTERPRETATION

This chapter refers to masonry and its end.

1. Prostitution in spiritual matters is to be unfaithful to God and cooperate with the devil. The great
prostitute who sits on many waters, meaning on many nations, is masonry. The judgment is a
decision of judgment. The judgment of the great prostitute is the consideration and judgment of
masonry by God.

2. The rulers of earth in cooperation (spiritual prostitution) with masonry. The wine of fornication is the
demonic spirit which is promoted, prevails and saturates people.

3. The spiritual wilderness is an area with total absence of God's spirit.
The scarlet beast is the sinful and blasphemous system of universal power on which masonry
(woman) sits on, meaning leads, predominates and governs. The heads and horns have been
interpreted.

4. The wealth of masonry and the communion of the demonic spirit by masons. Participation in
satanic rites, sacrifices and adorations.

5. The mystic and mysteriousness of masonic lodges and masonry which are the source and
headquarters of demonism and satan-worshiping on earth.

6.Revelation penetrates the depth of the backstage and reality on earth and shows and reveals truths
which many don't even suspect that might occur. With great pleasure, satanists and masons murder
and vanish any voice of truth, spirit and justice which appears anywhere.

7. An explanation from above follows.
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8. The beast of universal masonry had already made its appearance on earth today. In the swiftly
upcoming third world war and after, globalization will dissolve for a substantial amount of time, after
which, it will be reestablished. That is why Revelation says that it was, it is not now and it will be in
the future. At this point Revelation, using the present tense shows us the period of its opening,
unlocking and interpretation. So Revelation defines the period of the great spread and circulation of
its interpretation after the third world war. Globalization will have dissolved by then and that is why it
uses the present tense for that time when it will be mostly read. Meaning that the beast was, and is
not now when Revelation is opened, interpreted and dispersed, but will come later.
The admirers of universal governance are possessed by an attitude and spirit totally foreign and
incompatible with the eternal life and the kingdom of heaven, in which they are not naturalized.

9. At this point, Revelation once again indicates that its interpretation and unlocking are a matter of
logic and intellectual processing and not a matter of virtue or holiness etc., as many claim.

9-10. The symbolism of the beast with the seven heads has already been explained. The kingships of
America and Europe, which are the five heads, will firstly succumb to globalization, something that
has already happened. Russia still resists and has not been integrated in globalization until now. The
antichrist of Zionists of Israel has not come yet, but even when he comes he will only stay for a while.
Again, at this point Revelation shows us the period of its interpretation in the present tense which
shows us exactly Russia in our days.

11. The beast of universal power which appeared and will not exist because it will temporarily
dissolve, will be the eighth government when it reappears, the universal one, which will result from
one of the seven local governments (Israel).
The globalization of the antichrist will be destroyed, dissolved and perished eternally.
At this point in the same way, once again using the present tense, Revelation confirms and shows
the time of its interpretation.
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12. Definition of the leaders of masonry, who constitute the universal government.
The leaders of masonry don’t have a specific kingdom, but they have authority like kings during their
term in the secret government and later on, in the obvious universal government.

13. They all cooperate to strengthen the beast of universal governance.

14. Christ will defeat masonry and its leaders and will prevail along with His chosen ones.

15. Masonry universally spread over many nations.

16. In the end, masonry will be hated both from its subordinates, meaning the universal system of
power and commandment, and from its leaders themselves who will denude it, meaning they will
reveal and burn it. In the end, masons will burn in fire.

17. God granted power, consultation and cooperation to the leaders of masonry and the devil, in
order to fulfill His plans and for the selection and trial of His people to be done in practice in a nonneutral, but negatively charged and polarized environment.

18. The universally spread masonry which governs the rulers of earth.
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REVELATION CHAPTER 18

1

After this I saw another angel coming down from heaven, having great authority; and earth was

made bright with his splendour.

2

And he called out with a mighty voice, fallen, fallen is Babylon the great! It has become a dwelling

place of demons, a haunt of every foul spirit, a haunt of every foul and hateful bird;

3

for all nations have drunk the wine of the wrath of her harlotry, and the kings of earth have

committed harlotry with her, and the merchants of earth have grown rich with the power of her mania.

4

Then I heard another voice from heaven saying, come out of her, my people, so you don't take part

in her sins, so you don't share her plagues;

5

for her sins are heaped high as heaven, and God has remembered her iniquities.

6

Render to her as she herself has rendered, and repay her double for her deeds; and with the cup

she treated you with, treat her double.

7

As she glorified herself and behaved with furore, so give her torment and mourning. Since in her

heart she says, like a queen I sit, I am no widow, mourning I shall never see,

8

so shall her plagues come in a single day, death and mourning and famine, and she shall be burned

with fire; for mighty is the Lord God who judged her.

9

And the kings of earth, who committed harlotry and were manic with her, will weep and wail over

her when they see the smoke of her burning;
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they will stand far off, in fear of her torment, and say, alas! alas! you great city Babylon, you mighty

city! In one hour has your judgment come.

11

And the merchants of earth weep and mourn for her, since no one buys their cargo any more,

12

cargo of gold, silver, jewels and pearls, fine linen, purple, silk and scarlet, all kinds of scented

wood, all articles of ivory, all articles of costly wood, bronze, iron and marble,

13

cinnamon, spice, incense, myrrh, frankincense, wine, oil, fine flour and wheat, cattle and sheep,

horses and chariots, and slaves, and human souls.

14

The fruit for which your soul longed has gone from you, and all your dainties and your splendour

have left you, and you shall never find them again.

15

The merchants of these wares, who gained wealth from her, will stand far off, in fear of her

torment, weeping and mourning aloud,

16

Saying alas, alas, the great city that was clothed in fine linen, in purple and scarlet, bedecked with

gold, with jewels, and with pearls, for in one hour, all this wealth has been laid waste.

17

And all shipmasters and seafaring men, sailors and all whose trade is on the sea, stood far off

18

and cried out as they saw the smoke of her burning and said what city was like the great city?

19

And they threw dust on their heads, and crying out weeping and mourning, said, alas, alas, for the

great city where all who had ships at sea grew rich thanks to her. In one hour she has been laid
waste.
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Rejoice over her, O heaven, O Saints and apostles and prophets, for God has given judgment for

you against her.

21

Then a mighty angel took up a stone like a great millstone and threw it into the sea, saying, with

such violence shall Babylon the great city, be thrown down and shall be found no more;

22

and the sound of guitar-players and minstrels, of flute players and trumpeters, shall be heard in you

no more; and a craftsman of any craft shall be found in you no more; and the sound of the millstone
shall be heard in you no more;

23

and the light of a lamp shall shine in you no more; and the voice of bridegroom and bride shall be

heard in you no more; for your merchants were the great men of earth, and all nations were deceived
by your sorcery.

24

And in her was found the blood of prophets and of Saints, and of all who have been slain on earth.
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CHAPTER 18 INTERPRETATION

The descent of the angelic forces, the decision of God, the end of masonry, the consequences for
masons and masonry’s mortuary.

1. The change of the spiritual law on earth, positive energy on earth and a change of the situation.
The end of the world-ruler’s reign on earth, who as we will see in the next chapters is tied up in
chains and incarcerated. This concept will continue to get more and more clear and bright in the next
chapters.
The descent of angelic forces to earth, which we had seen from chapter 10 continues. The earth
made bright means that the demonic forces and the devil have finally been banished from earth as
they had been banished from heaven. The angel comes down with great authority and earth is made
bright, the earth is de-demonized. The angel now with great authority settles the matters on earth.

2-8. God’s decision.

2. The angel announces God’s decision, the end of masonic power on earth and its punishment from
God.
The masons are eternally incarcerated and are roommates with demons and all the unclean spirits
which they worshiped and served.

3. The guiltiness of masonry. Masonry, with its demonic fanaticism, zeal and mania which defines it
and with the unsleeping demonic energy which all the possessed people and servants of the devil
have, has irrigated the entire earth with the satanic spirit.
All the positions of power and commerce on earth are now totally controlled by masonry. This reality
is also confirmed by the satanic symbols which we saw and which almost every company uses in
their trademark.
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4. God clearly forbids His people to cooperate with the masonic system, warning them that anyone
who collaborates with masonry will be punished.

5.

Here we see that God finally fulfilled his plan and brought things exactly where He wanted to,

meaning He charged His enemies with eternal mountains of debts. The crimes and sins of masons
aren't erased and they are not called to repent, instead they are led to eternal hell through overindebtedness.
God, with a well set up trap here on earth, giving power and money to devil, accomplished to
eternally clear His kingdom from all the greedy, ruthless, pitiless, dark, blasphemous, sneaky and
undesirable criminals and satanists. So he packed them from here with aggregation of universal
debts and crimes against the whole humanity.
In this way he eternally condemns and vanishes them forever from His eternal kingdom, in which He
neither wants them, nor can He tolerate them.

6.

The punishment of masonry. The repayment of all it did and how it behaved is double. Special

command from God for the punishment of masonry.

7.

Masons, with their spiritual flummery and arrogance, believe that they have ruled earth

indefinitely and that nothing can overthrow them. The vanity of masons who depend on the devil will
be converted to torture, mourning and sorrow, again with a special command from God.
“I am no widow” means that masonry depends on its guardian, the devil, to whom it is married and
embraced and who protects it. Masons never realized that the devil’s power on earth is temporary;
they believe that they will always have the power, meaning that they will never mourn.

8.

In a single day masonry will be vanished and masons will be burnt, because God’s intervention

will be very powerful. Death, mourning, famine and burning will be the punishments of masons.

9-19. The mortuary of masonry, grief, mourning and terror of masons and the people involved.
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9. Shift of power on earth. Overthrowing of masonic power, declaration of masonry as an illegal
satanic criminal and outlaw organization and torturing of masons. Grief of all the functionaries of the
earth who were involved, at the sight of the tortures of masons.

10. Now the former cooperators stand at a distance from it, scared for their own persecution and
mourning for the elimination of the satanic mafia which made them wealthy from crimes.

11. Likewise, weeping and mourning of the great merchants of earth who were involved, who are now
outlaws and have lost their commercial rights because they were found illegal.

12-13. Here Revelation shows us the great dimension and extent of masonry and that all of the
earth’s commerce lies in masonic hands.

14. The end of the wealth and luxury of masons, confiscation and seizure of their fortunes and the
final bankruptcy of masonry.

15-19. Change of the economic and commercial system on earth and grief of all the cooperators with
the old satanic system, which is now persecuted and the guilty ones are being punished. Mourning,
grief and supersession of masons and their cooperators.

20. Exhilaration in heaven for the reversal of the situation and for God's decision to vindicate the
Saints, who were being persecuted by the satanic system until then.

21. The sign from God which will precede the end of masonry.
In the prophecies about Constantinople, its sinking in the sea is mentioned when a little bit after the
successors of King John, a short and ugly woman reigns in Constantinople and publicly curses God.
From these blasphemies which will be publically uttered, the sinking in the sea of the entire
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Constantinople will occur at that precise moment. (Prophecies of Saint Andrew fool-for-Christ about
the end of Constantinople)
Precisely in the exact and parallel way, which reveals the urge, rage and power of God, the end of
the antichrist and the entire masonry will come.

When antichrist sits in Solomon's temple in

Jerusalem and before the whole humanity blasphemously demonstrates himself as a God, at that
exact moment the earth will swallow him alive in a big earthquake.
This is the exact moment for which Christ warns, in the Gospel of Mathew (24/15), those in Judea to
flee to the mountains when they see the abomination of desolation (antichrist) sitting on a holy place.
So the sinking of Constantinople in the sea at the moment of blasphemy, will be another message
from God towards humanity which will confirm His strength, as well as the upcoming end of masonry
in a similar way.
So here we have a parallelism and a simulation of the end of masonry and the antichrist, through the
decisive intervention of God.

22-23. Indefinite end of the lives and luxuries of masonic circuits. The commerce of the whole world
and factories (sound of a millstone = sound of a factory) lied in the hands of masons.
Through sorceries, satanic methods and substances, they have poisoned and irrigated the earth with
satanic spirit and have spiritually seduced all people.

24. In the end, the guiltiness of masonry for all the crimes of earth will be revealed and proved.
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REVELATION CHAPTER 19

1

After this I heard what seemed to be the loud voice of a great multitude in heaven, crying,

hallelujah! Salvation and glory and power belong to our God,

2

for his judgments are true and just; he has judged the great harlot who corrupted the earth with her

harlotry, and he has avenged on her the blood of his servants.

3

Once more they cried, hallelujah! The smoke from her goes up for ever and ever.

4

And the twenty-four elders and the four animals fell down and worshiped God, who is seated on the

throne, saying, Amen. Hallelujah.

5

And from the throne came a voice crying, praise our God, all you his servants, you who fear him,

small and great.

6

Then I heard what seemed to be the voice of a great multitude, like the sound of many waters and

like the sound of mighty thunder peals, crying, hallelujah! For the Lord; our God the Almighty reigns.

7

Let us rejoice and exult and give him the glory, for the marriage of the lamb has come, and his bride

has made herself ready;

8

it was granted to her to be clothed with purple, bright and pure, for purple is the righteous deeds of

Saints.

9

And the angel said to me, write this: blessed are those who are invited to the marriage supper of the

lamb. And he said to me, these are true words of God.
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Then I fell down at his feet to worship him, but he said to me, look out for I am a fellow servant with

you and your brethren who hold the testimony of Jesus. Worship God. For the testimony of Jesus is
the spirit of the prophecy.

11

Then I saw heaven opened, and behold, a white horse. He who sat upon it is called faithful and

true, and in righteousness he judges and makes war.

12

His eyes are like a flame of fire, and on his head are many diadems; and he has a name inscribed

which no one knows but himself.

13

He is clad in a robe dipped in blood, and the name by which he is called is the Word of God.

14

And the armies of heaven, arrayed in fine linen, white and pure, followed him on white horses.

15

From his mouth issues a sharp sword with which to smite the nations, and he will rule them with a

rod of iron; he will tread the wine press of the God's wrath fury, the Almighty.

16

On his robe and on his thigh he has a name inscribed, King of kings and Lord of lords.

17

Then I saw an angel standing in the sun, and with a loud voice he called to all the birds that fly mid-

heaven, come, gather for the great supper of God,

18

to eat the flesh of kings, the flesh of captains, the flesh of mighty men, the flesh of horses and their

riders, and the flesh of all men, both free and slave, both small and great.

19

And I saw the beast and the kings of the earth with their armies gathered to make war against him

who sits upon the horse and against his army.
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And the beast was captured, and with it the false prophet who in its presence had worked the signs

by which he deceived those who had received the engraving of the beast and those who worshiped
its image. These two were thrown alive into the lake of fire that burns with sulphur.

21

And the rest were slain by the sword of him who sits upon the horse, the sword that issues from his

mouth; and all the vultures were gorged with their flesh.
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CHAPTER 19 INTERPRETATION

Celebration in heaven for the judgment of masonry by God and for the celebratory descent and
intervention of the heavenly armies on earth.
The crush and ending of the antichrist, his universal power and his troops.

1. Hallelujah = hymn God. Large celebration of the heavenly world and doxology of God in a festive
atmosphere.

2. A celebration because satanic masonry and its power on earth was judged and condemned by
God and because God took revenge for the killings of all of His people.
At this point the meaning of Daniel’s vision about the court of God from the blasphemies of the horn,
meaning the antichrist, is completed.

3. Doxology for the execution of the decision. Masonry surrendered to eternal tortures.

4. Thanksgiving worshiping to God.

5.

Acceptance from God. The beginning of a period of joy and doxology in heaven. The

characteristics of the eternal kingdom appear. Doxology of God and respect and fear of God.

6. Joy because God has finally reigned and ruled everywhere, which means on the earth too. We had
seen that the devil who was banished from heaven knew that he had little time on earth.
As we said, Revelation slowly completes its meanings and further on it will clear them even better,
and for this reason, the apprehension of Revelation requires repeated and careful readings for the
assembling of its disguised meanings.

7. Christ will formally receive power along with Saints and faithful people, who will now co-govern
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with him. (Church has been prepared as a bride, to receive rights of power from Christ).

8. The rights of Saints and God's people are acknowledged and awarded in the distribution of
authority. The position and power of the earth which were in the hands of devil and masonry, are now
entitled to Christ and Saints.

9. Beatitude for all those who are invited by God to the distribution and receiving of authority. God
himself points out and certifies the glory and joy of these axioms.

10. The new meritocracy appears. The heavenly forces and the functionaries of God indicate that
God should be worshiped and not themselves, as the antichrist and the devil did.
The spirit of this whole prophetic book is the confession, acknowledgement and worshiping of Christ,
the eternal king of the entire creation.

11. Heaven opens, connection now exists between heaven and earth, unification of the kingship and
descent of the heavenly troops to earth. The white horse is the heavenly army which is governed by
Christ.

12. The spiritual sublimity and perfection of Christ, which no one else can reach and comprehend his
relationship with God.

13. Honorary distinction of Christ for his obedience to God until death. He is called and is and
represents the Word of God and that is why he is the eternal king, ruler and master of creation.

14. The heavenly armies with the heads of their divisions and with the acknowledged rights of power.
They are coming to receive the power of earth which was given to the devil.

15. The new legislative principle, power and commandment. Absolute legislative power of Christ over
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all nations. He will govern all nations with God's power of enforcing authority.
Christ has the general command of detonating the wrath of God, meaning the killing of all hostile to
God armies of the earth, which the antichrist had mobilized.

16. From the absolute spiritual control of his body, the modesty and holiness of his whole behavior
and his obedience to God until death, he was declared the king of kings and the lord of lords.

17. At this point, the aforementioned in chapter 8/13 meaning of mid-heaven where the eagle flies is
clarified; so mid-heaven is the common sky, the space where birds fly. So it is once again indicated
by Revelation and confirmed by the cover of this book, an eagle that flies mid-heaven, and therefore
the interpretation of Revelation by this book.

18. The troops of the antichrist will be destroyed and killed and their bodies will be given to ravenous
vultures.

19. The devil, masonry and the antichrist panicked and knowing that their end is approaching, with
insecurity and using some excuse will gather all the armies of the earth to defend themselves.
The universal power of earth with all its armies, lined up against the upcoming power of Christ.

20. The power of earth and the antichrist are thrown straightly in lava. Jerusalem with the antichrist
and his crew of universal commandment which will be seated there, will be sunk by earthquake.

21. The universal army of the antichrist will be killed by a single word, a single command from Christ,
and will be fed to ravenous vultures.
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REVELATION CHAPTER 20

1

Then I saw an angel coming down from heaven, holding in his hand the key of the abyss and a

great chain.

2

And he seized the dragon, that ancient serpent, who is the Devil and Satan and manipulates the

whole world, and bound him for a thousand years,

3

and threw him into the abyss, and shut it and sealed it over him, that he should deceive the nations

no more, till the thousand years were ended. After that he must be loosed for a little while.

4

Then I saw thrones, and seated on them were those to whom judgment was committed. Also I saw

the souls of those who had been beheaded for their testimony to Jesus and for the word of God, and
who had not worshiped the beast or its image and had not received its engraving on their foreheads
or their hands. They came to life, and reigned with Christ, a thousand years.

5

The rest of the dead did not come to life until the thousand years were ended. This is the first

resurrection.

6

Blessed and holy is he who shares in the first resurrection. Over such the second death has no

power, but they shall be priests of God and of Christ, and they shall reign with him a thousand years.

7

And when the thousand years end, Satan will be loosen from his prison

8

and will come out to deceive the nations which are at the four corners of the earth, that is, Gog and

Magog, to gather them for war; their number is like the sand of the sea.

9

And they marched up over the broad earth and surrounded the camp of Saints and the beloved city;
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but fire came down from heaven and consumed them,

10

and the devil who had deceived them was thrown into the lake of fire and sulphur, where the beast

and the false prophet were, and they will be tormented day and night, for ever and ever.

11

Then I saw a great white throne and him who sat upon it; from his presence earth and sky fled

away, and no place was found for them.

12

And I saw the dead, great and small, standing before the throne, and books were opened. Also,

another book was opened, which is the book of life. And the dead were judged by what was written in
the books, by what they have done.

13

And the sea gave up the dead in it, Death and Hades gave up the dead in them, and all were

judged by what they have done.

14

Then Death and Hades were thrown into the lake of fire. This is the second death;

15

and if any one's name was not found written in the book of life, he was thrown into the lake of fire.
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CHAPTER 20 INTERPRETATION

This chapter synoptically describes the period on earth after the antichrist and until the Second
Coming and the new spiritual law which will exist on earth at that time.
We also have the definition of the first resurrection which clears the hints of previous chapters even
better, as well as the definition of the second death.

1. We see that the descent of the angelic powers to earth continues.
For the demons that ruled the earth come the abyss and the chain, meaning shackles in their infernal
prison.
We see that Hades as well as the heavenly world, have gates and keys. To clear things out, we can
say that we generally meet three dimensions of existence: The eternal kingdom of God, the world of
Saints, righteous people and angels, secondly, the observable universe, which is the temporary
intermediate world where souls rise in eternity of existence for their first trial meeting with the creation
and fellowmen, and finally Hades, the underworld, the eternally dark warehouses where those who
sacrificed their values and fellowmen for their own sake are stacked.

2-3. The dethronement of the world-ruler, the removal of his power and his incarceration. The devil’s
impact on humanity is underlined.
The devil will be free again on earth, shortly before the Second Coming, after his long period of
incarceration.

4. Shift of power, new power and commandment on earth. Now power is given to those who had
fought against the antichrist and suffered from him. We see that those who resist the antichrist have
high priority in the rights of power, as do martyrs for Christ and God.
Christ and Saints will now regulate the course of earth and will handle the matters of power and
commandment of humanity, meaning they will reign.
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5. The world-ruling devil held the power of earth in his hands for thousands of years. This receiving of
power from the Saints and martyrs for the period until the Second Coming, is considered the first
resurrection of these Saints. In this resurrection and receiving of power, only Saints and martyrs
participate and not all the dead.

6. Clarifications for the first resurrection. The spiritual law of the first resurrection.
The second death is the final eternal death, the loss of souls that will not be saved in the definite
judgment of the Second Coming.

7. At the end of this period we have another change in the spiritual law of earth and the liberation of
the devil, so that he writes in practice, his ending and be judged some time before the Second
Coming.

8. The unrepentant demonic spirit will once again drift people in serving demonic plans of destruction.

9. The organized forces of darkness will attack the authority of Saints and will surround their capital
and centre of power, which will once again be Jerusalem.

God’s intervention will once again

eliminate the forces of evil.

10. The devil will meet his acquaintances after “one thousand” years, meaning the masonic
globalization and the antichrist, in the eternal fire of hell.

11. The Second Coming and the reaping of the whole creation.

12-13. People of all centuries and times with their acts before the one God and Creator.

14. The eternal death of death and non-extant people.
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15. The two situations of life, after the Second Coming.
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REVELATION CHAPTER 21

1

Then I saw a new heaven and a new earth; for the first heaven and the first earth had passed away,

and the sea was no more.

2

And I saw the holy city, new Jerusalem, coming down out of heaven from God, prepared as a bride

adorned for her husband;

3

and I heard a loud voice from the throne saying, behold, the dwelling of God is with men. He will

dwell with them, and they shall be his people, and God himself will be with them;

4

he will wipe away every tear from their eyes, and death shall be no more, neither shall there be

mourning, nor crying, nor pain any more, for the former things have passed away.

5

And he who sat upon the throne said, behold, I make all things new. Also he said, write this, for

these words are trustworthy and true.

6

And he said to me, It is done. I am the Alpha and the Omega, the beginning and the end. To the

thirsty I will give from the fountain of the water of life, for free.

7

He who conquers shall have all these, and I will be his God and he shall be my son.

8

But as for the cowardly, the faithless, the polluted, as for murderers, whore-masters, sorcerers,

idolaters, and all liars, their lot shall be in the lake that burns with fire and sulphur, which is the
second death.

9

Then came one of the seven angels who had the seven bowls full of the seven last plagues, and

spoke to me, saying, come, I will show you the bride, the wife of the lamb.
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10

And in the Spirit he carried me away to a great, high mountain, and showed me the holy city

Jerusalem, coming down from heaven from God,

11

having the glory of God, it is luminary like a most precious jewel, like a jasper, crystal clear.

12

It had a great, high wall, with twelve gates, and at the gates twelve angels, and on the gates the

names of the twelve tribes of the sons of Israel were inscribed;

13

on the east three gates, on the north three gates, on the south three gates, and on the west three

gates.

14

And the wall of the city has twelve foundations, and on them twelve names of the twelve apostles

of the lamb.

15

And he who talked to me had a measuring rod of gold to measure the city and its gates and walls.

16

The city lies foursquare, its length the same as its breadth; and he measured the city with his rod,

twelve thousand stadiums; its length and breadth and height are equal.

17

He also measured its wall, a hundred and forty-four cubits by a man's measure, that is, an angel's.

18

The wall was built of jasper, while the city was pure gold, clear as glass.

19

The foundations of the wall of the city were adorned with every precious jewel; the first was jasper,

the second sapphire, the third chalcedony, the fourth emerald,

20

the fifth sardonyx, the sixth sardius, the seventh chrysolyte, the eighth beryl, the ninth topaz, the
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tenth chrysoprasus, the eleventh jacinth, the twelfth amethyst.

21

And the twelve gates were twelve pearls, each of the gates made of a single pearl, and the city's

square was pure gold, transparent as glass.

22

And I saw no temple in the city, for its temple is the Lord God the Almighty and the lamb.

23

And the city has no need for sun or moon to shine upon it, for the glory of God is its light, and its

lamp is the lamb.

24

By its light shall the nations walk; and the kings of earth shall bring their glory into it,

25

and its gates shall never be shut by day and there shall be no night there;

26

they shall bring into it, the glory and honour of the nations.

27

But nothing unclean shall enter it, nor any one who practices abomination or falsehood, but only

those who are written in the lamb's book of life.
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CHAPTER 21 INTERPRETATION

Reconstruction of the universe, the renovated life, the new meritocracy, upper Jerusalem the ruling
city of new life, the administrative capital of the new kingship and its spiritual law.

1. Recreation of a new universe.

2. The ruling city appears the capital of new life and kingship, New Jerusalem, wholly created and
constructed by God, verging brand-new from heaven.
Upper Jerusalem, fully completed and perfected by God in a way so it is desirable and attractable like
a beautiful bride is in the eyes of her groom.

3. This is the city of perfect and harmonious co-existence and union of God and people. The place
where the chosen ones from humanity of all centuries and times, will live and cohabit with God
himself.

4. Because the road to eternal life and salvation is narrow and afflicted, the dwellers of this city, all of
them people of God, will have been through torments, sorrows, pain and sacrifices. That is why God
says now that He will wipe away every tear from their eyes, meaning every sorrow from their hearts.
The psychic wounds will be healed from torments, pain, bereavements, needs, sorrows, losses,
anguishes, deep nostalgias and unfulfilled dreams, which internally carved people.

5. Promises and reassurances from God, about the full renovation of everything.
Nullification and disappearance of the spiritual law of waste and death that governs the entire known
observable universe, which has already passed by. Now everything is new.

6. The Creator and source of life promises a free supply of life and renovation to anyone who seeks
it.
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Sealing of the promise and clarification for free psychosomatic renovation to those who desire it.
So the wretched and rumpled souls and the worn-out bodies will regain the irresistible angelic grace
from God and the clarity of God’s creations, which here we meet only in whichever cute little children
have it.

7. These are the gifts that God reserves for the winners of this life here.

8. The categories of those who are excluded from eternal life and are surrendered to final, eternal
death and torture.

9. The bride and wife of the lamb, which is Christ, is that with which Christ will be connected and
united with for eternity, meaning New Jerusalem.

10. The angel leads John to a very big spiritual height, meaning that the spiritual level of the city will
be very high, and there he shows him holy Jerusalem, which is created by God.
Coming down from heaven, means that this entire city directly comes under the commands and
guidance of God. So the peak of the pyramid of spiritual meritocracy of eternity, under God. This city
will be the centre of eternal life and kingship and God’s upmost staff and central organ of power and
commandment of eternity.

11. The sun of this city is God himself, meaning the radiance of God himself.

We remind the

description of God in chapter 4, paragraph 2-3.

12. The city is protected by a great wall and has twelve guarded entrances. Which means that the
entrance to the city is not incontrollable. There is a law and an entrance criterion, which is defined by
the sons of Israel. Israel is the one who fought temptations and won and is powerful in the eyes of
God. Therefore, the sons of Israel are those who overcame their temptations and trials and were
proved powerful. Consequently, the entrance to upper Jerusalem presupposes a victorious struggle
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against temptations and trials. Twelve symbolizes the circle of time, meaning people of all kinds,
whom it separates in twelve general categories, types and classifications corresponding to a separate
entrance for each category.

13. The orientation east, west, north, south in general must correspond to four different internal
courses of approaching God. East, the way of direct faith and experiencing of God's truth. West, the
way back to God after a previous indifferent or differentiated life. North, the course towards God
mostly through mental and intellectual work of logical thinking. South, the approach of God by people
who mostly act with sentiment, heart and love.

14. The wall of the city which is founded on the twelve apostles of Christ and separates those in from
those out, symbolizes that the spiritual law of the church of the 12 apostles is the basic criterion of
examining who will dwell in it.

15. The rod of gold to measure the city, symbolizes the perfection of the specifications of the city and
its dwellers.

16. A stadium equals 185 meters in length and is the place where drills, exercises, training and
events take place. A symbol of spaciousness of New Jerusalem. The length, width and height of the
city comprises of 12,000 stadiums like this one. So this city seems to be a superstructure of 12,000
floors, fields, each of which has a height of a 185 meter skyscraper. To the ground plan of the city a
space of 144,000,000 fields corresponds. A number which is associated to the 144,000 chosen ones
and which means there is administrative design.
The length, width and height of the city are about 2,220 kilometers.

17. The forearm is about half a meter and refers to a human arm from the elbow to the finger. The
measurement of the wall in forearms indicates, symbolizes and refers to the works and acts of
people. 144 is the square of 12 (144 = 12 x 12). The first 12 corresponds to the circle of people and
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the other to the circle of time. Their product constitutes the total possible combinations of times and
people, which one can face or better handle, throughout his lifetime. So the number 144 corresponds
to the completeness of life examinations which dwellers of New Jerusalem have been through. They
have successfully been tested in every possible situation in life. So the meters of the dwellers of New
Jerusalem correspond to the meters of angels.

18. Jasper is the divine radiance that symbolizes their internal situation and simultaneously the Godbound course of life of this city's dwellers, which is a presupposition for someone to successfully pass
the 144 possible combinations of this life's examinations. Gold symbolizes the perfection and
holiness with which this city operates. The simile with clear crystal symbolizes the clarity and
transparency of all operations.

19-20. The twelve foundations are adorned with the radiance of gifts which correspond to each type
of person.

21. Each gate comprises of a pearl, meaning there are no points of junction or stitches, a sign of
perfection of the city and its dwellers. Each entrance symbolizes the perfection and spiritual
completeness of each individual corresponding category of incoming people.

22. There is no need for a temple in New Jerusalem, because there will be a continuous presence of
God and Christ.

23. The city will be illuminated with the presence of God and Christ, who constitute the sun of this
city.

24. From this city the entire renovated creation of God with its people and nations will be governed.
All power over people will issue from it and all the kings of nations will report to it. Their scepters will
be received from it and their accomplishments will be adduced to it.
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25. Night will not exist; the operation and life of the city that never closes down will be continuous and
uninterrupted.

26. The peak of the divine aristocracy and meritocracy of the recreated universal world.

27. The entrance to the city is governed by strict regulations and specifications of the way of living
and conduct, according to God's will.
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REVELATION CHAPTER 22

1

Then he showed me the river of the water of life, bright as crystal, flowing from the throne of God

and of the lamb

2

through the middle of the street of the city; also, on either side of the river, the tree of life with its

twelve kinds of fruit, yielding its fruit each month; and the leaves of the tree were for the healing of
nations.

3

There shall no more be anything accursed, but the throne of God and of the lamb shall be in it, and

his servants shall worship him;

4

they shall see his face, and his name shall be on their foreheads.

5

And night shall be no more; they need no light of lamp or sun, for the Lord God will be their light,

and they shall reign for ever and ever.

6

And he said to me, these words are trustworthy and true. And the Lord, the God of the spirits of the

prophets, has sent his angel to show his servants what must soon take place.

7

And behold, I am coming soon. Blessed is he who keeps the words of the prophecy of this book.

8

I John am he who heard and saw these things. And when I heard and saw them, I fell down to

worship at the feet of the angel who showed them to me;

9

but he said to me, look out I am a fellow servant with you and your brethren the prophets, and with

those who keep the words of this book. Worship God.
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And he said to me, do not seal up the words of the prophecy of this book, for the time is near.

11

Let the evildoer still do evil, and the filthy still be filthy, and the righteous still do right, and the holy

still be holy.

12

Behold, I am coming soon, bringing my recompense, to repay every one for what he has done.

13

I am the Alpha and the Omega, the first and the last, the beginning and the end.

14

Blessed are those who keep the words of Him, that they may have the right to the tree of life and

that they may enter the city by the gates.

15

Outside are the dogs and sorcerers and whore-masters and murderers and idolaters, and every

one who loves and practices falsehood.

16

I Jesus have sent my angel to you with this testimony for the churches. I am the root and the

offspring of David, the bright morning star.

17

The spirit and the bride say, come. And he who hears say, come. And he who is thirsty come, and

he who desires take the water of life freely.

18

I warn every one who hears the words of the prophecy of this book: if any one adds to them, God

will add to him the plagues described in this book,

19

and if any one takes away from the words of the book of this prophecy, God will take away his

share in the tree of life and the holy city, which are described in this book.

20

He who testifies to these things says, surely I am coming soon. Amen. Come, Lord Jesus!
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The grace of the Lord Jesus be with all the Saints. Amen.
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CHAPTER 22 INTERPRETATION

In this chapter the spiritual hierarchy and meritocracy of eternal life are analyzed, the range of
spiritual gradations is given, as well as the cyclic classification of logical souls.
Also, the operation of the Holy Spirit is revealed along with the signature, markings and eulogy of the
Holy Trinity.

1. The Holy Spirit and its illuminative, perfective and vitalizing actions which issue from the throne of
God with the brightness of crystal. The origin of life and illumination.

2. The throne of God and the originating grace, are the centre of eternal life at the centre of New
Jerusalem.
The tree of life are the logical souls, originating and created by the act of God, with their qualitative
spiritual distinction in three categories, fruit, leaves and wood, and their circular spiritual classification,
something like the annual cycle of celebrations of the Saints of church.
So the spiritual hierarchy and gradation of eternal life which are symbolically given here are: firstly,
the throne of God and the issuing actions of the Holy Spirit which are symbolized like a bright like
crystal river, then the spiritually perfected prophets and Saints who are symbolized as fruit, then the
virtuous, righteous and conscious faithful people of God with their according gifts, who are
symbolized as leaves and lastly, the conscientious and well-intentioned people derived from many
nations without spiritual cultivation from God, who as we will see below, are symbolized as wood.
This structured spiritual hierarchy of eternal life is implied and revealed in the phrase “the leaves of
the tree are for the healing of the nations”.
This point gives the last gradation of the spiritual hierarchy of eternity.
The logical souls (tree of life) irrigated by the actions of the Holy Spirit (water of life) will produce fruit
and leaves during the cyclic periodicity of the year. Meaning, they will evolve and advance towards
God.
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3. The completeness of God’s eulogy in New Jerusalem and the internal situation, the internal
spiritual law of its dwellers and the absence of diabolic energy.
Revelation clearly confirms at this point, the existence of magic and the tragic consequences that
many people experience in there life here.
The word "κατάθεμα" (katathema), used at this point in the Greek version of the Revelation, means
the bonding or bondage that emerges from a curse or evilness, or envy, or jealousy (evil eye), or out
of a magical action (sorcery) and which activates a negative, hindering, or disastrous demonic energy
on a matter, or in a person's life.
The tragic experience of life destruction from whichever demonic energy or sorcery that many people
here experience, will not exist in the Jerusalem of heavens.
No insecurity, danger or threat in New Jerusalem, where the throne of God will be and everyone who
loved Him.

4. The experience of God’s vision will totally excite their intellect and thoughts and they will be in a
situation of completeness of spiritual love and dedication.

5. The spiritual aristocracy of logical beings, the enlightened by God will eternally reign. They will
have no biotic care, but spiritual life. They will be illuminated by God in His perpetual apprehension
and will eternally reign.

6. Once again the validity of this prophetic book is highlighted and the spiritual hierarchy of eternal life
is given, completed and clarified once more.
The phrase “the God of the spirits of the prophets” gives us the first and highest gradation of the
spiritual hierarchy of eternity. The second gradation of the spiritual hierarchy between fruit and leaves
is left out as self-evident.
The origin and mission of the Holy Spirit. God sends His prophetic Spirit through Revelation to reveal
in brief, what is soon to come to his faithful people.
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7. Time passes quickly and God comes. Blessed is he who waits for Him, keeping and guarding the
words of this book.

8. The immediate acceptance of the words from John and his open and un-shaded positive internal
readiness.

9. The prophets and angels keep and guard the words of this book of God too.
The meritocracy of eternity is theo-centric.

10. A command from above for announcement of the Revelation because the time that remains and
is available for each man is not much.

11-12. Each one saves his deeds and actions in the savings bank of eternal divine repayment, which
is formed by any internal choice and intention.

13. Signature of God.

14. From this point it is implied and understood that the wood of life is the third category of extant
people from the nations where those who obey God are in charge and have power.
So here the symbolism of the wood of life is cleared and corresponds to the extant humanity from all
nations.

14-15. The roads to salvation and loss.

16. Signature of Jesus Christ and the definition of the morning star.

17. The uniting Holy Spirit sends its applications of acceptance and invitation, revealing its
ambidextrous uniting operation and simultaneous role, meaning the applicant and supplier.
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The immediate acceptance, consent and positive attitude of the saved ones towards it.

18-19. Testimony and marking of the Holy Spirit about the gravity and meaning of the inalterable
preservation and protection of this prophetic text of Revelation.

20. Once again the bilateral, discrete and after an invitation and through the acknowledgment and
testimony of Christ, uniting operation of the Holy Spirit.

21. The acknowledgment and testimony of the Holy Spirit for the eminence of Jesus Christ across the
centuries.
The suggestion and invitation of the Holy Spirit to Saints to be perfected like Jesus Christ.
The Holy Spirit asks everyone and urges everyone, towards perfection showing and revealing its
mission across the centuries.
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THE SPIRITUAL LAW OF GREEKS

The recording of human history usually merely recounts historical facts, avoiding any reference to the
spiritual determinations and to the interventions of God that ultimately always determine the results
and the outcome of historical events.
However, anyone who wants to comprehend the essence of history and the spiritual laws that
ultimately produce the historical results, is obliged to discern in history, all those signs through which
the spiritual laws, the operating spiritual determinations and the will and decisions of God always
appear, manifest and reveal themselves.

The order from above to Alexander the Great.
The Jew Hellenist Iosipes who wrote the archaeology of Jews in the end of the first century A.D.
mentions the following important things that are included in the book HISTORY OF THE GREEK
NATION by Konstantinos Paparigopoulos.
Photos of the relevant texts from the book.
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In a summary translation of the above text we have the following:
When Alexander the Great, after occupying Tyros and Gazes, was heading towards Jerusalem, the
chief-priest of Jews with the presbyters and people were initially frightened and were praying to God,
in order to escape the danger. However, after a dream the chief-priest had, they all got out together
to welcome Alexander the Great with all solemnity.
Alexander the Great recognized on the formal dress of the chief-priest the signs of God that were
appearing to him and helped him in his already venturing campaign, and immediately bowed before
true God in the face of His representative, the chief-priest.
The generals and followers of Alexander the Great, seeing him doing this, thought for a moment, that
he had lost his mind, and on Parmenionas’ question how the worshipped by everyone king, bows
before the chief-priest of Jews, Alexander the Great made it clear that he did not bow before the
chief-priest, but before the God of whom this person is chief-priest and to whose dress he recognized
the God that was appearing to him and prompted him to campaign with His help.
Afterwards, Alexander the Great offered up a sacrifice to the true God in conformity with the
indications of the chief-priest, who showed him the prophesies of Daniel (Old Testament, chapter 8)
according to which Alexander the Great realized that he himself was the king of Greeks, mentioned in
the prophesies that would dominate Persia.
As mentioned in the above ancient text, Alexander’s campaign was conducted both with the
command and the help of God, Who appeared in Alexander when he was thinking about
campaigning against the Persians, and He prompted him to materialize those campaign thoughts by
telling him not to delay any more and that He was going to help him, lead the campaign himself and
deliver him Asia.
The whole campaign of Alexander the Great is a miracle of God, which logic and history cannot
easily explain and that’s why he was named Great.
Alexander the Great with the prompting and help of God, realized a cultural and spiritual Hellenistic
globalization of that time, laying the Greek spiritual and cultural foundations necessary for the
ensuing spreading of the one truth of Christianity.
In the history of humanity, never again has any spiritual and cultural globalization appeared, apart
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from the one by Greeks through Alexander the Great and with the signature of God as well.
God Himself through Alexander the Great indicates to humanity the need for a globalization of spirit
and civilization.
The universal message of Alexander the Great towards the before Christ humanity of that time, was
the following:
"Now that the wars are over I wish you to be happy with peace. From now on I wish all mortals to live
as one people, peacefully for the common prosperity. Regard the whole globe as your homeland with
common laws, where the best will govern, no matter their race. I do not discriminate people as
Greeks and barbarians, like narrow-minded people do. I am not interested in the origin of citizens, nor
in their race from birth. I sort them out using only one criterion, virtue. To me every good stranger is
Greek, and every bad Greek is worse than a barbarian. If you ever encounter differences, never
resort to weapons, but instead settle them peacefully. If need be, I will be your arbiter. You must not
think of God as an authoritarian Governor, but as a common Father of all, so that your conduct
resembles the life that brothers have inside a family. On my part, I consider you all equal, white and
black, and I would like you to be not only subjects of my commonwealth, but participants and
associates all of you. I will make every effort on my part, to materialize all the things I promise.
Keep the oath we took tonight with the libation as a contract of love"
However, unfortunately for the entire humanity, any other peoples and nations that had temporarily
obtained the ability of wider domination, did this with the naked, uncivilized and barbaric spirit of
violence, martial superiority and rule of the strongest.
Today’s globalization on the other hand, is imposed with a satanic Jewish-Zionist spirit, by means of
the underground, unmanly, sneaky, dark and criminal action of the masonic lodges of the devil and
his equals.

The command from above to Constantine the Great.
Constantine the Great, soon after the spiritually blind and bankrupted Roman globalization, according
to God’s command for the second time, founds again in Greece the Christian Byzantine Empire.
The spiritual law and the spiritual command of founding the Byzantine Empire was the command
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from above that Constantine the Great received through the famous vision of the Cross and the
phrase "In this sign conquer".
In other words, a command from above is given again to Constantine the Great to proceed with the
symbol of the cross, the symbol of Christianity, of the one and only revealed from above truth to
humanity.
Therefore, we see that Greeks are a people that God uses for spreading the spirit among humanity
and chooses for the preservation of the light of the Christian truth.

The renewal of the same command to the fighters of 1821 in today’s Greece.
General Makriyiannis, a heroic fighter of the Greek revolution, apart from being gifted with bravery,
courage, might, justice and great love for his country and religion, is known that he daily devoted a lot
of time ( whole hours) to praying.
In his book "Visions and Miracles" (Οράματα και Θάματα) he himself recounts the miracles he
experienced, what he saw and the communication he had with God.
We recite the following extract from this book:
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In lines 206/26 until 207/7 God reveals to Makriyiannis that He gives again the scepters of orthodoxy
to Greeks, who had them before (Byzantine), God took them away (occupation by Turks), and now
He gives them back again, and that no other nation, nor Russia should request that.
The proof of the aforementioned follows.

The present.
Nowadays, it is the highest honour and distinction on the part of God towards Greeks, and it is not
accidental that the Holy Light is received and transmitted by Greeks to humanity.

The future.
According to the prophesies, it is from Greece once again that the spread of the forthcoming global
flash of orthodoxy and the forthcoming era of light, truth and spiritual consciousness of people will
begin, after the third world war.

Conclusions:
Therefore through all these, God repeatedly indicates to humanity that His communication and
collaboration with people presupposes and requires a friendly, unselfish and positive predisposition
on their part with a clear and free mind, meaning the pre-eminent characteristics of Greeks.
Greeks are by nature, construction and creation, destined to serve the truth, the light and the spirit.
This is their existential command and spiritual law, and it is their stance towards this spiritual law that
determines either the favour or the aversion of God to Greece, and the ensuing consequences which
are correspondingly, either prosperity and glory, or the painful and nightmarish national calamities,
disasters, amputations, losses and wailing.
When the Byzantines betrayed the truth of God given to them in order to preserve it, and adulterated
the wine of faith with the acceptance and acknowledgment of the hostile towards God distortions of
Roman-Catholics, then they auto-retracted the spiritual reason of their existence and the command
of God, and that’s why they were defeated, slaughtered, captivated, subjugated and enslaved for
centuries by the Turks.
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The violation of the spiritual laws and commands of God, always brings about terrifying
consequences and punishments, because now man cannot stand and find justification before God,
and for his atonement painful suffering, blood and sacrifice are then required.
God is obliged to clearly imprint the function of the spiritual laws on the history of peoples, through
the ensuing consequences of any choices and actions of people.
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THE ENEMY OF GREECE THE ENEMY OF HUMANITY

Back then, just a few apostles, with absolutely no means, were able to spread Christianity, the truth
about one true God, and establish churches throughout every known place of the world.
Today, a Masonic governed, spiritually mutated, muffled, socially outcast and un-fighting Christianity,
with many tens of thousands of priests and with incredible social and material power, money and
means, allows satanic-motivated masonry to sweep over all humanity, totally unbothered and
unhindered.
Today's satanic globalization would not be able to dominate earth, it would burn spiritually, its satanic
energy would lose all of its power and force, and its organization would practically fade away, if even
one little country, such as from above-ordered Greece, would hold the truth upright, would correctly
serve the one God and would carry out Holy Mass in the right way and with the correct prayers in
church.
The initiated to the satanic spirit chief-masons, know this reality very well and for this reason, just as
much as in their ancient as in their contemporary Jewish Zionists' views for the slavery of all
humanity, target Greece and the Greek nation as the number one ideological opponent, enemy and
threat, that is a nation by nature relative with the spirit, the light and the truth. And they also target
Orthodoxy as their most deathly threat.
This spiritual law of Greeks, besides creating substantial responsibilities towards God and humanity,
burdens them with yet another very unpleasant and nightmarish consequence. That is, the
consequence of the against them targeted and underground moving hatred and envy of the satanic
globalisation.
This consequence does not allow Greeks to live relaxed and carefree and to progress, perhaps as
other nations do, because this same dark globalization states and confesses that it cannot dominate
on earth and cannot feel secure, unless it firstly destroys and crushes Greece completely.
The well-known statements of Jew-Zionist, Henry Kissinger that are cited below constitute a small
confirmation of the aforementioned.
"The Greek people are anarchic and difficult to tame. For this reason we must strike deep into their
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cultural roots. Perhaps then we can force them to conform. I mean, of course, to strike their
language, their religion, their cultural and historical reserves, so that we can neutralize their ability to
develop, to distinguish themselves, or to prevail; thereby removing them as an obstacle from our
strategically vital plans in the Balkans, the Eastern Mediterranean and the Middle East, in this
significant area of great importance for the policies of the USA."
Also, two official, threatening masonic letters (September and December 2005) of the Athenian lodge
addressing the Greek anti-Zionist Stephanos Hadjiioannou; posted on his website
(shaco-shaco.blogspot.com), are presented herein as a proof for revealing and exposing the satanic
spiritual perversion of Jew-Zionists, the absolutely sick and satanic mentality as well as their,
undying, deep and lethal hatred towards the Greek people.

The photo of the first letter.

Following is its translation.

Greek Great Lodge of Athens
''Because you Jews of mine, I will use you as my arrow stretched and the Israeli as my complete
quiver of arrows. I will encourage the uprising of your children oh Zion against the children of Greeks
and wield you like a warrior’s sword. The Lord will come against these enemies like lightning, the war
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trumpet he shall sound against them and will march against them with a destructive uproar. He will
help the Jewish and they will destroy the Greeks. They will hit them with the stones of their slings and
they will drink their blood as if it was wine. They will fill up bottles of blood, full like the bottles of the
altar and the holocaust's altar."

Old Testament Zechariah 9/13-15

Sir, with great anxiety we watch the filthy path you are walking through. The slanders you speak
against our brothers concern all head-priests and clairvoyants of our primary narrators. The matter is
being discussed and decisions will soon be made.
History does not change and prophesies were never proven false. It is widely known that our
enemies were stepped upon as if they were worms in the desert....Ezekiel 10/11-12
Of Athens
The Church's Great
Iakovos Moaviste

Because in the masonic letter the aforementioned text from the Holy Bible
is distorted, we provide here the abstract from the Holy Bible (published by the Biblical Company)
which is quite similar to the Orthodox version.
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The photo of the second letter.

Following is its translation.

The Greek Great Lodge of Athens

Begrimed, filthy, scoundrel, impure, unclean, abominable, degenerate, obscene, stained with
innocents' blood, cursed, atrocious foxy...
He who does not hesitate uttering Almighty God's name, proclaiming yourself as His representative,
forgetting your smallness, forgetting your insignificance, oh you debased worm!! Oh, you
contaminated!!

Continuing your incessant filthy path marching, showing with all possible ways flinging your evilness,
mixing brothers fed of the same milk, of high-profile personalities, of the industrial and religious world
with small, insignificant, which you, corrupted human have elevated as our members.
Unfortunately, our fraternity deals with you but not for long.

Know that, at the session on Tuesday, November 29th 2005, fraternal members of neighbor
countries, that you through your writing have encouraged through your threats and swearing have
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arrived at a final decision!!!
This decision was hard to take. Your undeniably tough stance and position, defending your corrupted
and vicious fantasies about alleged members of us, of people of small status, that diminish the
national and by extension, international brightness of our fraternity, has troubled us.

You know all too well that no one, but no one, marches their own path. The aim is near in what God
defines, the chosen ones are rewarded with ample honor and glory...

Of Athens at 19/12/2005
Great Teacher
The Great Recorder

The Church's Great

Iason Mpehar

Iakovos Moaviste

From the start, kindness, virtue and generally all good have the sympathy and grace of God, but also
the adornment from the glowing and appearance of God's grace upon them.
Thus automatically all good, usually without realizing and understanding it, and most times
completely unaware, becomes the target of the deepest jealousy and of the most deathly existential
hatred of evil and the wicked. The evil and wicked cannot stand the presence, not even the existence
of goodness, by which and through and only its appearance, the evil is controlled, compared to,
disapproved and rejected, and for this reason, the evil wants to completely eliminate all good of the
earth and existence, at any cost.
Therefore, if anything good and pure is not active and spiritually awake to the point where it can
recognize the existence and sly and dark action of the evil and wicked, but instead sleeps and rests
assured in its good natured world, then it neither satisfies, nor pleases God. Thus, He usually allows
it to be literally devoured by evil, so that it realizes the painful reality of the evil's existence, it buys off
rights for the eternal elimination of evil, and it becomes awakened and activated, fighting for the
practical extermination and eventual non-domination of evil.
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This too is a spiritual law of the zealot God (as He himself says: ‘A zealot God am I’ ), who neither
wants, nor tolerates God's work to be treated and carried out with negligence and carelessness, but
instead He wants it carried out with zeal and conscience, for the eventual domination of His justice on
earth as well.
We remind at this point the factual example of Jesus on earth, who publicly controlled, castigated and
excommunicated the hypocritical mason scribes and Pharisees of that time, as well as the words of
the Lord's Prayer given by Christ and the command and indication contained there: "Thy kingdom
come, Thy will be done on Earth as it is in Heaven".
To sum up, we finally conclude that if the virtuous, the good and the just, together with the peoples,
do not act with zeal, as they owe to, for their practical domination on earth, then they will be
slaughtered and martyred. Everything will be destroyed, including earth, nature and the environment,
and nations will live in captivity, hunger and tyranny of the black dictatorship of Satan that will rule on
earth.
The responsibility for this universal devastation of earth and humanity, apart from the
international scribes and Pharisees, i.e. the hypocrites politicians and masons, primarily burdens all
those guilty of well-adjustment and of keeping a long-term silence: submissive Greek priests,
spiritualists and monks.

Therefore Jewish Zionists, who can act and exist only with infernal, dark, wicked and unmanly ways,
foster an ancient, deathly existential hatred against Greeks, to whom God gives the lantern for the
spiritual lighting of humanity.
This is the reason why chaos and systematic annulment of Greece and the Greek state have taken
place by the mason-ruled Greek governments, through which Jewish Zionists design and
methodically accelerate the total destruction and extinction of Greeks.
Sententiously only we mention:


The decapitation and derangement of Greece through its constitution that puts the state under
the political parties and uncontrollably surrenders the entire state machine at the mercy of any
temporary, foreign-run, mason-motivated and anti-Hellenic political party.
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The sinking and destruction of the economy with an illegal burden of debts and loans
(accountingly magnified), and with a consciously promoted, uncontrolled and predatory public
management.



The practically forbidden and annihilated exploitation of the vast mineral wealth of Greece in oil,
uranium, gold and other unique and rare minerals and ores.



Greece's lead in the de-industrialization.



Greece's lead in the corruption of the public system.



The lead in the bureaucratic suffering and extinction of citizens.



The lead in low birth rates.



Greece's lead in fatal traffic accidents.



The uniqueness of Greece in the implementation of an anti-national and extremely dangerous
policy of the uncontrolled influx of numerous illegal immigrants who additionally have a hostile
and anti-Hellenic mentality. At the same time, their rampant criminality against Greeks is
concealed and passed over in silence.



The lead of Greece in plundering, exterminating and financially destroying Greek citizens with
the appropriate sneaky legislative regulations about the predatory function of the stock
exchange and banking system. At the same time, a policy of protecting, providing coverage and
favorably funding foreigners is implemented.



The seizure and occupation of Cyprus through treason of both the Greek and the Cypriot state
simultaneously.



The age-long sustained and fostered, equipped and prompted by globalization claims,
challenges, threats and requirements of all adjacent to Greece nations, Albany, state of Skopje,
Bulgaria, Turkey in Northern Greece (Epirus, Macedonia, Thrace), the islands, the Aegean sea
and Cyprus.



For instance, the Jew-Zionistic driven, covered and supported insolent and forged usurpation
and use of the B.C., ancient Greek name of ‘Macedonia’ by the totally irrelevant chronologically,
ethnologically, racially, linguistically, and historically northern, unformed Slavic populations, who
emerged from historical non-existence later centuries after Christ, as predatory invaders of the
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northern boundaries of the Byzantine Empire. The goal and reason of these insidious planning,
of the international Jew-Zionism, and their plans especially for the broader region of Macedonia
and Northern Greece, will be explained below.


The non-existence of a Greek political party and leader with a Greek-Orthodox national and
religious ideology, despite the fact that such a serious political movement of Greek-Orthodox
orientation could easily win the majority, with the votes of millions of persecuted GreekOrthodox believers, nowadays. This proves the essential non-existence of democracy and the
masonic-driven creation, promotion, pre-eminence and control of political parties.



The central Israeli council in Greece functions like a state within a state in a completely
unconstitutional manner, with special and scandalous legislative regulations that permit all of its
members to be exempted from any kind of liability to pay taxes to the Greek state. They are also
exempted from taxes for the sale, purchase and transfer of property. They also have the right to
import and distribute products freely and without duties.
Also, the central Israeli council, like a state within a state, has the right to impose taxation on its
members and collect the revenues for its own use.

Thus the continuously accelerating course of Greece towards annihilation and destruction is clearly
comprehended, due to the uncontrolled action of Jew-Zionism and masonry by means of antinational, anti-Hellenic and betraying of Greek governments.
This insidious, underground, internal activity of the enemy has as a result an incalculable, great
national cost, the downgrading and stagnation of the lives of Greeks, the methodical narcosis of the
national conscience, and their spiritual seduction and mutation with a methodical mentality of western
European, atheistic and cosmic logic. However, this mentality constitutes for them a spiritual fall of
the essential denial of God’s command, of their existential mission and of their spiritual destination.
Greeks, who not only are surrounded by perpetually motivated hostile and threatening neighbors, but
also are the primary target of the ancient hatred and envy of the satanic Jewish-Zionism, because
they are by nature deacons of the spirit, light and truth of the one God, cannot have the comfort,
luxury and light-heartedness of the rest of Europeans who are not persecuted that much, since they
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historically and spiritually constitute a non-threatening, natural, cosmic, obedient and accepted part of
the satanically globalised system.

At last, Greeks have to and owe to the one God that honored them, to the entire humanity, to nations
and the whole planet, which are torn to pieces by the satanic Jewish-Zionist plot, to their history,
country, future and children, to their soul, conscience and themselves, to rise and act.
Practically, they need to replace the leadership, government and public mechanism with a Greekorthodox spirit and mentality, so that their uprising and prosperity can begin right away and for hope
and blessing to rise again on earth.
Debt, command and duty of all Greeks to unveil, reveal and condemn internationally the one and only
enemy of theirs and the whole humanity, the satanic plot of Jewish-Zionism and masonry that
undermine, dissolve, captivate and eat up unabashedly and unhindered the whole, almost planet.
Their spiritual responsibility and mission is to burn down the international satanic plot, through the
knowledge, truth, light, power and faith to the Almighty and One God, that honored them and work for
the rising on earth of a new era of freedom of spirit, knowledge, truth, light, conscience and
meritocracy of a human civilization, where the optimum principles of the spirit, like the Christian truth
and virtue, the ancient Hellenic way of thinking and spirit, the science and scientific truth can have the
position they deserve and are worthy of.
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THE SPIRITUAL FALL OF GREEKS TODAY, THEIR CHARGE AND THE CONSEQUENCES.

The enemy's method.
Like a doctor knows the evolution of a disease and the consequent dangerous complications, if
appropriate treatment is not provided on time, so those who know the spiritual laws, as well as the
initiated masons and magicians, are able to know the spiritual charges for the various works and
actions of people and their deterministically oncoming consequences.
The devil and his collaborating executives, that is, initiated masons and magicians, know that their
power, their food, their life itself, their ability and power of evil, destructions, pain, control, captivation
or elimination of their opponents, and generally, their dominance over all humanity is regulated by a
spiritual determination, which is based on a spiritual rationale of conceded rights.
The powers of evil, in order to obtain life, energy and the right to act and dominate over their enemies
and every human, try and pursue to urge them at first towards falls, charges, crimes, sins,
blasphemies, renunciations with spiritually negative, betraying and blasphemous cosmic theories,
mentalities and confessions and towards moral, psycho-mental and spiritual degenerations,
alterations and modifications. At the same time, by using all means, they achieve the overall
imposition and spreading of people’s addiction to all those psycho-mental poisonings and
contaminations.
Thus, they manage to undermine and downgrade the given by the creation high ontological value and
position of human, to detach, cut off and take people away from virtue and clarity, as well as the
protection, cover, connection and contact with God. Additionally, they manage to manipulate human
societies, guiding them towards ways of life, behaviors and ways of thinking of ontological charge,
fall, deviation, disdain, degeneration and modification, thus achieving the constant feeding of rights of
energy and power to demons.
After the dark forces arrest, capture and charge humans in these ways, they try to send them
eventually to death, modified, wrapped, packaged and sealed in this kind of demonic modifications,
packages and wrappings.
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The historical example and the mishap.
From a spiritual point of view, the huge spiritual fall of the Byzantines is repeated in exactly the same
way today in Greece, which had as a consequence and deterministically consequent result, the fall of
Constantinople in the hands of Turks and the collapse of the Byzantine Empire.
We have already said that the above reason and order for establishing the Byzantine Empire was
clearly the assurance and preservation of the one truth revealed by God to humanity. We have also
said that when the appointed from above guards betray and adulterate this truth, they immediately
cancel out themselves, their reason of existence which is mentioned above is automatically recalled
and they are submitted, according to a decision from above, to exemplary punishment.
The appearance and the escalating threat of Mohammed, as well as the siege of Constantinople, that
lasted more than a month eventually, at the same time proved the anger of God and his warning.
Despite all these, the Byzantines did not manage either to become conscious of their heavy fall and
charge, or to propitiate God with an in practice swing.
The spiritual sensors of that time, just like those of today, had been anaesthetized by means of a
cosmic-materialistic logic and mentality that benumbed them, thus preventing the distinction,
perception and realization of the threatening spiritual determination.
While God’s rage appeared directly threatening before the walls, due to this heavy spiritual
weakening and regression, which allowed them to betray and adulterate the truth with consents
towards the western heresy of the pope, they delusively and thoughtlessly hoped that they would be
saved from the threatening rage of God by means of a heretical approach and alliance with the
heretics.
Thus, having neglected the command of God and their mission, and being spiritually anaesthetized
by the cosmic-materialistic logic and mentality, they came under God’s aversion and abandonment,
whom they had denied and by means of the spiritual laws' determination surrendered to their
merciless enemies.

The mishap that was not a lesson
Modern Greece has not yet completed 200 years of life since its liberation. Although it has been
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honored with the same order from above once again, that is the preservation of the one truth
revealed by God to humanity, and despite its punishment for almost 400 years and enslavement for
betraying the same order and adulterating the truth of God, it was not able to learn a lesson from its
mishap. That is, to realize its mission, keep the one truth of God unadulterated, which it betrayed
again in the same way by adulterating its purity with the approach and official acknowledgement of
the converted and hostile to God western papal heresy.
The truth of God is O N E, definite, universal, diachronic, perpetual, immutable and revealed by
above. It is treated by the Holy Spirit and is not susceptible to modifications. It is traditional,
historically tested, miraculously proved and approached with a clear state of mind and virtue. It is
praised by the Saints, alive and perpetually confirmed from above. It elaborates the one faith on earth
and it is united with unselfish people, treasured in church and turned towards the Creator, being His
dear and precious guest.
Modern Greeks hostages and prisoners of corrupted political and religious leaderships that have
been obeying and subjected to anti-Hellenic, Hebrew Zionist, masonic commands for years now.
These leaderships are mentally converted by the western cosmic-materialistic mentality and by the
narcosis of their national and religious conscience. They are responsible for these results and their
misery and methodically inactive, naked and disarmed, they are eventually lead to the fatal hour of
their national calamity, which had been carefully planned and prepared by their ancient enemies.

Nowadays, in the horizon of the national situation, the black clouds of a complex and multidimensional national threat are being accumulated and strengthened daily:
 The long-lasting, methodical, harbored, targeted and preserved circular threat of national
assertions by all our neighbors with no exception. Their hostile external policy is always modified
according to the principles of Jewish-Zionism, and there is a constant alteration of the facts and
correlation of powers regionally, which is steadily aimed against us.
 An internal state threat from all the corrupted and subservient leaderships and administrations of
the state, political and religious authorities, that not only do not discern, reveal or fight against
masonry and Jewish-Zionism; the one and only enemy of Greece and humanity, but on the
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contrary, they dissolve every national and religious conscience and all kinds of national organizing
and structure.
 The threat of a disastrous disintegration of the small Greek society that is rapidly materialised with
the uncontrolled influx and over-concentration of millions of wretched illegal immigrants. All these
aim at the devastating erosion of the Greek society, the sole root of the one small global base,
where the highest values of human civilization exist. Its the base of a humanly unprecedented and
unexcelled ancient Hellenic spirit and civilization and the base of the God given one Christian truth
concerning the knowledge of God.
 The economic threat from a fictitious methodical over-charge, with a simultaneous administrating
impunity, plundering, waste and devastating disintegration and erosion of the entire state machine,
render it unable to recover, thus to be led towards a treacherous, sneaky and traitorous
concession of national dominion.
This complex threat, planned for many years among the executives of the Jewish-Zionist
globalization that surrounded us from all sides, is guiding us at full speed, towards the edge of a new
national disaster for the umpteenth time.

The biggest problem and danger Greeks face nowadays is not the consequent expanding threat in
the national horizon that is daily strengthened by the methodical plans of the always existing
enemies. However, the essential problem of modern Greeks is the significant existential and of a
national scale rights that had been conceded and which the enemy is entitled to, this concession is
due to the historically significant and continuous spiritual fall and betrayal, as well as adulteration, of
the traditional order given from above, that is to preserve the one universal truth and faith of
humanity.
This recent spiritually great historical fall of the Greeks, which emerged out of the evident official
recognition of the pope by Athens, Constantinople and Cyprus, is what stains, dishonors and moves
historically the official Greece from a soldier of one human by God revealed truth, to an unmanly,
traitor, defector, apostate to the camp of a hostile, adulterated and leveling satanic globalization.
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The deterministically ensuing consequences of the high treason of the order given from above to the
Greeks, are characterized by the size of a nightmarish national catastrophe and tragedy that is
directly forthcoming. That high treason had been planned for years and recently culminated with the
official acknowledgement of the western heresy.
The strengthened, constantly increasing, expanding, threatening and multi-faceted black clouds in
the national horizon and the present negative juncture, which is created on the one hand, by the
economic plunder and bankruptcy and on the other, by the escalating reversal of the power balance
regionally that is against us, prove simultaneously, both the existence and approximation of the
already formed, visible and evolving rage of God.
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ECCLESSIASTICAL AND SPIRITUAL DERAILMENT OF TODAY'S GREECE

1. Τhe one law and its deriving regularity and legitimacy.
Faith and church form a complex spiritual building that includes a broad set of teachings, rules,
orders and applied practice, historically diachronically found from above, which constitute the
legislation and meritocracy of God’s kingdom, and all together form a path for the human who seeks
theoretical understanding but also practical application, of the God's law and way.
The attitude and relation of each human to the unique on earth admired and by revelation given law
of God, which needs an open-minded approach, investigation and sifting in order to be detected and
clarified nowadays, determines firstly and foremost the spiritual, substantial and existential evaluation
and his position over the centuries in the kingdom of God.
It is therefore understandable that no other science and knowledge on earth can have the importance
and significance of God’s law, because the relation with Him determines the eternal position, the
existential justification and the substantial spiritual assessment of each person.
It is also understood, that the whole humanity must first preserve on earth pure and unadulterated the
one and unique spiritual law of God. Man is not allowed to change a single letter or acute in this law.
God is also obliged to make the law visible through signs and miracle accompanied, to protect and
confirm it from above. The whole earth also shall keep the law unadulterated, so even if only one
human on earth looks for it, for his own path to God and completion, can find it and follow it.
We shall mention here paragraph E/18 from Matthew’s gospel:
Truly I say to you, till the sky and earth pass away, a letter or a single acute will not pass away
from the law until everything is done.
Any adulteration, secession and innovation of the one, by revelation, traditional and one-way defined
spiritual law of God, constitutes forgery, which is totally hostile to God, and brings about enormous
spiritual damage, because it derails human’s path to God, poisons and destroys the integrity,
intellectual coherence, depth and accuracy of the one divine law.

Each human who wants to follow seriously, consistently and thus responsibly God’s way during his
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course on earth, should firstly and foremost seek, investigate, make it clear, distinguish, consolidate
and insure the one-way given from above law of God.
Human’s path according to God beyond any big struggles, pains, zeal and sacrifices it may include,
in order to be legitimate, welcome and pleasing before God, should primarily be approved from
above, that is, being spiritually legitimate and regular and within the eternal, diachronic and one-way
legislation and line, engraved on earth by God’s Spirit.
For example, Apostle Paul’s struggle and zeal for God was directed against God before God’s
revelation to him and his conversion.

The recognition of God’s Spirit and of his work on earth, and the direct acceptance and compliance
with the legislation and the signs that He traced out on earth, constitutes the greatest justification, joy,
and rest for the human spirit.
That is the perfect conclusion of the way to one’s spiritual distinction, and the one and only perfect
and safe criterion of a proper evaluation, regularity, and legitimacy of each emerging spiritual aspect,
view and direction.
Therefore, of paramount importance and a prerequisite for a positive saving of each spiritual path
towards God work, are the divine approval, acceptance, legitimacy and regularity of any such
course.

2. The diachronic insurance and safeguarding.
We said that the true faith and its church are a complex spiritual edifice where the strict, temporal and
eternal preservation of accuracy and purity of the single and unique on earth law of God, form the
basic and fundamental priority of his own hypostasis.
For this reason, a careful adherence to some basic and fundamental rules for the safeguarding,
protection and security of this faith is from the outset, an essential institutionalized basic alphabet of
the church and each of its members.
In the 20 centuries of ecclesiastic history, many and various heretical views and teachings have
occurred and have been successfully confronted. From the struggle with which, an accumulated
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wisdom of enlightened and God-bearing Saints and fathers of church was collected and preserved.
This approach amazes you with the admiration of the depth and grandeur of understanding the
spiritual development in church and with a sense of awe of the Holy Spirit's action.

Diachronically for an effective confrontation of any arising heretical views, a whole ecclesiastical
legislation and tradition has been created and institutionalized with specialized terminology, starting
from the first apostolic rules, orders and is diachronically is completed with views and aspects of
great Saints and fathers of the church and with decisions of ecumenical councils.
The brief central logic and the basic content, rules and orders which have been institutionalized by
church for its own protection, through the diachronically, tested and applied experience and practice
and through its centuries-old mature wisdom, are as follows:
 Firstly, above all are the Father and the Holy Spirit and equal to God, head and leader of the
Church, is Christ.
 The church consists of the local parishes through apostolic succession and continuous
consecration of priests.
 The hierarchy of church is structured and implemented in practice through formal memorization
during the Divine Liturgy of the local Head bishop. The entire church hierarchy is structured and
established through commemoration and any spiritually head-guiding authority is recognized and
supported.
 The administration system of church is synodic, meaning that the synod of bishops and heads of
the local churches govern.
 The heretic is the enemy of God’s truth, denier of true faith and outcast so he cannot be counted
in the unfaithful or catechumens as a denier of his true faith.


The risk of heresy occurs mainly when a bishop or Head of the Church appears with heretical
opinions and ideas.

 So, according to this long established legislation, regulations but also the repeatedly applied
practice and tradition of church, when a bishop or Head of the church appears with obvious and
unveiled heretical views, all subordinates, priests and believers, must immediately distance
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themselves from him and stop immediately commemorating him during the Divine Liturgy, where
they mention him officially and designate him as spiritual father, leader and abbot, who clarifies
the matters of faith.
The priests who are subjected to the bishop must immediately stop his memorial in order to
disconnect themselves from the heretical pastoral care, from the spiritual community and the
obedience to the heretical bishop.
The rest of the bishops are also obliged to stop immediately the ecclesiastic communication with
the heretic bishop in order to protect, preserve and ensure the unadulterated of the precise faith
and confession.
This is the so called detachment or dilation in ecclesiastical terminology.
 Detachment is an ordered, regular and institutionalized measure in church prescribed by its
regulations, which the bishops, priests and believers are required to implement in case a heretic
leadership appears.
In this way they protect the heretic derailment of church, their faith, themselves and their flock
from the heavy spiritual fall of their consent, support, recognition and confession of heresy.
 The detached is not considered to be out of church, or a dissenter, or a person that causes
schism in the church, but on the contrary, a struggler, faithful, worthy of praise and honor, who
struggles and objects in accordance with the orders of the church regularly, rightfully, statutory
and legitimately for the protection of faith.
 On the contrary, the non-detached and non-reactive persons to the heretic leadership are the
accused, accountable and guilty, because with their stance they cause heretical schism within the
church and become fallen communicators and acceptors of heresy.
 The implementation of this measure of detachment, is considered to be somewhat an accusation
and complaint within the church and launches a call of judgment and examination of the matter
from the ecclesiastic council.
 The measure of detachment is implemented before and until the synodic opinion according to the
ecclesiastical terminology, that is, before the meeting and decision of the council and until the
decision.
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 The objectors by the measure of detachment, are obliged to pursue and aim to restore anew the
church regularity and union, expecting the solution of the matter through the convening of the
responsible and hierarchically principal ecclesiastical synod.
They are not entitled to declare themselves like another, separate, different, independent and
autonomous church which in this case will be arbitrary, illegal, irregular, and schismatic, but they
must remain detached and objectors till the matter is solved by convening a synod relevant to it,
the realization of which is caused and required because of the detachment.
 The detached are not entitled to judge and raise the issue of validity of priesthood and of
committed mysteries of the accused as heretics, because only the ecclesiastical council has
competently the right of judgment and decision on this.
For this reason, in ecclesiastical terminology we meet the terms ''potentially heretical'' or
''potentially heretics'' and ''active heretical'' or ''active heretics'' depending on whether the heretics
were judged or not from the council.
 Any purges and excommunications against the detached by the accused as heretics, have no
power and prestige, and the detached do not have to obey and execute these decisions of the
accused as heretics.
 The decisions of a council are validated and recognized or not, by the next ecumenical council.
This happens for the possibility of a council being convened irregularly or being manipulated due
to pressure from a secular authority, and in this case the council is considered to be predatory.
 Finally like the upmost authority which can confirm, recognize or turn down even ecumenical
synods is considered to be the conscience of the faith members of the intact body of the church.

The spiritual significance of these issues is huge for the preservation of true faith, and the
subsequent responsibilities are spiritually heavy. For this reason, these issues took historically great
extent, were clarified by great Saints and fathers of the church, and the attention needed, the existing
responsibility and the immediate response which is required each time for the preservation of true
faith, were stressed.
Because during the Divine Liturgy the congregation is unified spiritually through true faith with the
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one God, it becomes apparent that by following, recognizing and officially commemorating during the
Divine Liturgy as a spiritual guide and true expositor of faith, an openly heretical Head, the Holy Spirit
is insulted, and automatically you become guilty of confession, spiritually fallen before zealot God,
indebted and out of law, way and Spirit of God.
We should remind at this point the rigorous spirit with which Christ is addressed to the seven
angels-bishops at the start of Revelation and which hates and does not tolerate the heretical views
and actions, the heretical groups and Jewish synagogues of Satan.
It should also be noted and stressed, that Christ only to the bishop of Thyatira gave no command, i.e.
he rejected him, annulled and deprived him because he was tolerant and let undisturbed the heretical
action of his wife, and despite his love, faith, ministry and patience and despite the fact that his last
works were more than the first.

3. The current release and burglary.
For many decades, from the whole masonic-driven dialectic of the church, from speeches, sermons,
spiritual discussions and from all spiritual formation of the imposed ecclesiastic mentality, all issues
have been carefully and systematically omitted, sidelined and completely disappeared which are
associated with the regular course, the administration of church, the choices and ordinations of
priests, with the institutionalized vigilance and attitude of the church towards any heretical teachings
and mentalities, and in general, the substantial presence, action and participation of the Christian
world in the contemporary current socio-political and religious matters.
Eventually, the system of hierarchy and administration of the church was obscured and completely
circumvented and has been totally disconnected and alienated from any involvement and
participation of the human basis of Christians and faithful members of the church.
Essentially, the centuries-old institutionalized validity, legitimacy and regularity has been deleted,
annulled and repealed in all issues of transparency in the hierarchy, administration and progress of
the church, so that we have a predatory hierarchy, administration and course of the church by
masons, scribes and Pharisees, hypocrites, antichrists and Christ-persecutors.
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So through the above mentioned opacity, silence and darkness, an absolute masonic system of
power and administration of the church has been imposed where the choice and ordination of priests,
the whole church administration and implemented practice, always operate behind the scenes with
corrupted criteria of masonic vassalage, dependence, direction and guidance, in which system, both
believers and the regular ecclesiastical tradition have absolutely no involvement.
At the same time, those accurate and fair according to God, who appear, and complain, stay in the
margin and are destroyed systematically in various ways by the backstage mafia and junta of the
church circuit.
So, a natural result of this masonic mutation of the administration of the church is the infernal
conscious seduction, deviation and derailing of the whole course of church towards the following two
main objectives and directions:
On the one hand, towards the gradual materialization of antichrist mutations and transformations for
a methodical gradual imposition and prevalence of a heretical and satanic globalization.
On the other hand, towards the ensuring of the suppression, non-response and the castrating of
believers who, by introspection they disoriented, by ignorance blinded, by blind faith deprived them of
their intelligence, by blind obedience paralyzed, by the anthropocentric logic and love spiritually
mutated, who eventually were practically disabled and were socially marginalized and stigmatized.

Only briefly we mention some such practices, approaches, policies and changes that masonry has
imposed in church.
 Discussions related to masonry, Zionism, 666, antichrist, globalization, ecumenism and politics
are prohibited in church. This means a total spiritual annihilation and inactivation of millions of
believers who remain speechless, unrepresented and completely uninvolved in a clearly
unilateral, anti-democratic, fascist, antichrist and an endlessly evil, social and ecclesiastical
becoming of reality.
 There is absolutely no practical response and resistance of the church of millions of believers to
all antichrist methodical plannings for de-christianization and satanization of society and for the
prevalence and establishment of satanic practice, technology, mentality and fashion. (circulation
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of the bar code with the number 666, issue of antichrist new identities, elimination of the cross, of
prayer, of religious images, antichrist social insurance cards, ecumenism of antichrist and
generally a satanic prevalence against church with score 0 – 666).
 With the sneaky concealment of the ecclesiastical hierarchy and with no reaction, but by
withholding and providing no information to Christians, who constitute the vast social majority,
over the last two decades, they began turning half of the graves towards the west, for example
the graves in Thermi, Thessaloniki, and now bury half Christians reversely facing towards the
west. This is something unthinkable for the over twenty centuries inviolable dogmatically
established tradition of the church that buries its dead facing always towards the east waiting for
the Second Coming and the uprising of the dead.
 Priests were forbidden to read exorcisms because they bothered Satan and because masons did
not like them. What’s more, priests need permission from the bishop to read exorcisms which
means practically that the prayers of exorcism have been abolished by church, whose hierarchy
now clearly gets on well with masonry and the devil.
 There is a sneaky and insidious promotion to the rank of priesthood of selected people with a
psychological composition of an emotional and loving base, i.e. priests with feminine psychology,
convenient, obedient and tolerant, unsuitable for bravery, strong reaction and detachment against
any antichrist plannings and materializations of the masonic hierarchy.
Finally, people of submissive psychism are selected, like the bishop of Thyatira who is exactly
what Christ rejected, as we have seen.
Therefore, pastors (priests) are selected who let the wolf eat the sheep, and by no means a
parish and a flock are given to a priest who fights against the wolf and eliminates him and does
not let him eat the sheep.
 All levels of church hierarchy and priesthood have been inundated with the promotion of an
incredibly large number and percentage of abnormal and homosexual priests and bishops. The
corruption of priesthood has reached a scary and nightmarish point.
 However, the highlight of the derailment of the course of today’s Christian church and the decline
of Christianity globally occurs due to the killing of the one church and faith of Christ, which is
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The killing of the uniqueness of the Christian church and faith is realized today by the official
acknowledgment of the mutated, heretical, and spiritually hostile and rejected by God papal
church of the west, as of equal validity, sister, regular and true church of Christ.
While the heresies of all time try to formulate logical arguments and establish forms of logic to
support their views, the current pan-heresy of ecumenism is now based and established, on the
denial of reason and human logic, the annihilation of conscience and on the spiritually blind,
ruthless and satanic callousness and audacity.
So while the spirit of God indicates to people the virtue, chastity, purity, non-infection and the
non-mixing of light with darkness, the non-mixing with lying and dirt, the non-communication with
heresy and non-touching of impurities, comes the overwhelming and evil globalization, which
violently and forcibly promotes the union of man with satan and his demonic possession, the
darkening of light, the distortion of truth and its union and marriage with lie, the mixing with the
unclean, the blackening, maculation, adulteration, mutation, degeneration, abnormality, chaos,
and the black leveling out of malevolence and hatred towards God and out of evil and boundless
envy for every virtue, chastity, purity, logic, truth, light and anything else that connects with God.
For this reason, all the ecumenists and friendly towards the union of churches, settled and
advanced in the ecclesiastical hierarchy and clergy worldwide, who fraudulently motivated
promote the masonic union of churches and globalization, not only have no trace of spirituality,
but they are totally hostile against God, servants of the satanic Jewish Zionist globalization,
substantially servants of the devil, synagogue of satan and directly responsible and guilty of the
consequences of His global forthcoming rage.

It is therefore understandable and comprehensible that we have finally reached the nightmarish result
of the age-long leadership and administration of all Christian churches by the devil himself through
his masonic staff and with virtually zero and non-existent response of the uninitiated, ecclesiastically
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illiterate, mentally neutralized and institutionally annihilated believers, who now watch surprised,
passively and fatally marginalized and stigmatized, this incredible scenario of the fall and the antiChristian galloping conversion of their church to the satanic globalization.
So today, the actual administration of the church is to remain vigilant, supervise, and directly
suppress any orthodox and spiritual response of believers and priests and enforces already the
heretical and satanic globalization and westernization of church.

We have also arrived at such a point of brain-washing of believers, so that today a Christian mission
for the enlightenment within the space of the actual faithful Christians is required, in order for them to
realize and become aware of their fraudulent spiritual and mental disablement, and of their fraudulent
sociopolitical inactivation and marginalization.
There is therefore the imperative need of vital significance for a healthy sociopolitical awakening,
activation and response of the Christians who, as the ecclesiastical rules and their own conscience
impose, must not rest until the restoration, complete purification and the god-given healthy
administration of church.
The awakening and activation of the suppressed and drugged giant of millions of Christians is the
only hope for a future in our society, humanity and planet.

4. The picture of ecclesiastical irregularities of churches today.
The western Christian church, papacy, changed, deviated and was cut off from the regular Christian
tradition in the early 11th century, when the change in the symbol of faith was imposed on the papal
throne with the heretical addition of and from the Son procession of the Holy Spirit but also other
irregular changes and variations of church tradition.
The rest of the eastern orthodox Christian church remained as a stable continuer of the regular,
authentic, apostolic, ecclesiastical tradition and till now celebrates and commemorates Saints and
Saint popes who had appeared in the western church until then.
Since then however, the western church, after its heretical differentiation and fall, and after the
impossibility to attain and conquest of holiness, which means the impossibility of an heretical doctrine
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of faith to be honored, praised and glorified by God with the emergence of a Saint, was not able to
produce Saints, in contrast to the rest of eastern churches, which are until now honored and
decorated by God with the appearance and presentation of Saints.

In the Christian church of the Greek territory, that is partly under the administration of the archbishop
of Athens and partly under the patriarch of Constantinople, was necessarily imposed and enforced in
1924 an adaptation to the new Gregorian calendar by a transfer of thirteen days forward, not only in
the calendar but simultaneously in the ecclesiastical celebrations as well.
We should also note that whichever international synchronization of the calendar was selected, it was
not necessary to change the circle of the ecclesiastical celebrations.
This ecclesiastically irregular mutation of the ecclesiastical celebrations, which was applied
simultaneously by the patriarch of Constantinople and the archbishop of Athens, and which was
unilaterally and arbitrarily applied without the decision of an ecumenical council and without the
consent of the rest of the eastern orthodox churches, created a schism in the unity of the eastern
orthodox church and made the church of Greece schismatic till now.
The rest of the eastern orthodox churches (Russian, Serbia, Jerusalem etc.) which maintained the
traditional regularity, continued irregular and illegal to have an ecclesiastical communication with the
mutated and now schismatic Greek church.
Unlike with the west papal church which they did not recognize as a church but as a heresy, with
which they had no ecclesiastical communication.

After imposing the change on the ecclesiastical celebrations in Greece in 1924, believers were
separated in the majority, who along with the church hierarchy drifted, accepted and followed the
masonic-driven change, and the few, who headed along with many signs from above showing the
celestial advocacy, did not accept the schismatic mutation of the church celebrations and remained in
the regular tradition of church, persecuted by the ecclesiastical and political establishment and forced
to gather since then in separate churches, for reasons of faith and conscience.
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Therefore believers, clergy and people who after 1924 remained stable in the regular and
traditional celebrations of the church formed, according to the ecclesiastic legislation, logic, tradition
and conscience, the according to God regular and without innovation crew of the church of Greece
that objects, reacts and detaches legally, regularly and according to the institutions before a
synodical decision. Therefore these believers are considered and are worthy of praise and honor
because they are advocators of the one regular orthodox faith.
From their position they have the honor, right, authority and power before a regular synod, meaning
before God, to submit a legitimate and rightful complaint for judgment and for the imposition of
punishment and power over their misbehaved opponents, who in view of eternity, buy them at a
bargain price as spiritually fallen and impoverished humans.

A few years later, however, the believers also of the regular and traditional celebration, who initially
formed the according to God objection and voice of conscience of the church of Greece, fell in their
majority to the according to God blasphemous and irregular deviation. They fell to a deviation of
being self-proclaimed and not by a regular synod, as another separate, independent and
autocephalous church of Greece, with a new independent administration and hierarch, which
eventually is ecclesiastically irregular.
They split the uniqueness of the one Christian church in Greece, regardless of any problems that had
appeared, and were self-proclaimed as another independent regular church of the traditional
celebrations. This church of course as second, schismatic and irregular, could not be officially
recognized and legitimized by the other regular eastern orthodox churches, and in no case could it
represent worthily, officially and regularly the one, legitimate Christian church of Greece, which
although it has been mislaid, was not cancelled, or abolished, or dismissed by any ecumenical
council.
Thereafter, followed other divisions in the churches of the traditional celebrations that already exceed
twelve separate ecclesiastical hierarchies, thus creating eventually, a chaotic situation.
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Today the majority of the churches in the Greek territory follow the modified celebrations and
ecclesiastically come under either the archbishop of Athens or the patriarch of Constantinople. There
is the self-administered of Mount Athos, which although it has preserved the traditional celebrations
ecclesiastically comes under the Patriarch of Constantinople. There are also the unions of the
orthodox believers of the regular traditional celebrations with their own self-independent and selfadministered churches.

The long-term underground manipulations and mutations, which have taken place by the well-known
dark globalization centers at all levels of administration of the ecclesiastical hierarchy of all Greek
churches, and after a series of irregular, underground, behind the scenes, actions, approaches,
communications and ecclesiastical mixings, agreements, and signatures, had finally the following
results:
Firstly, the obvious, public and most challenging official recognition of the heretical and dogmatically
differentiated western papal church as a regular and of equal validity sister church, both by the
Αrchbishop of Athens and the Patriarch of Constantinople, and secondly the pope’s official visit to
Athens and Constantinople in 2001 and 2006, respectively.
With such background agreements but also with the obvious, public, unveiled and official recognition
of the heretical papal church as regular, in violation of all regular Christian tradition of the eastern
orthodox church and in violation of the Christian conscience, but also in violation of numerous signs
and miracles of God showing rejection of the western heresy, the whole ecclesiastical hierarchy in
the Greek territory, automatically becomes officially, obviously and openly heretical and hostile to
God.
Similarly the hierarchy of Mount Athos becomes now heretical, since it took no distance in
practice and was not detached from the openly heretical manipulations of Athens and
Constantinople, but it retained its ecclesiastic communion with them, in violation of the ecclesiastical
regularity and Christian conscience.
So in guilty silence the leadership of Mount Athos has fallen, although it shouldn't, in a spiritually
coward submissiveness and condescension, towards the historic heretical fall of the hierarchy of the
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Greek Church. And due to its non-reaction and the nevertheless continuous commemoration of the
heretical ecclesiastical hierarchy, has fallen in a communion with heresy and in its official recognition.
The churches of the traditional and regular calendar, that became with an ecclesiastically irregular
and schismatic manner autonomous, declared themselves autocephalous and were self-administered,
as a consequence, they lack the legitimacy and validity of representing rightfully the regular Christian
church tradition, even these churches were disciplined to the background masonic orders and
pressures of globalization, and recently silenced and totally stopped their intense action against
globalization and the papal heresy, much to the amazement and surprise of their orthodox believers.

Eventually in the Greek territory today, March 2010 the heretical direction and practice of the
ecclesiastic globalization has been imposed in all ecclesiastical hierarchies. Due to the non-reaction
and silence of those who know, and due to the mutation of the ecclesiastic logic and teaching, which
caused brain-washing to many believers and a change in their spiritual mentality; from the spiritual
theo-centric basis to the mutated sentimental anthropocentric base of love and union, unfortunately
this heretical direction now tends to be in practice an acceptable reality.
Taking into account these data, Greeks seem to be today practically and spiritually subordinated and
due to their non-reaction in practice with detachment, seem to have accepted now the heresy of
globalization, betraying again the command from above, their mission and their destination.
The menacing black clouds that have accumulated and daily spread throughout the national
horizon of Greece, prove the coming and forthcoming rage of God, as a consequence of this fall.

5. The current ecclesiastical regularity.
Today the ecclesiastical regularity, the accuracy and the intact in the tradition of the Christian Church,
have been preserved in theory and practice only by a few priests, monks and believers, persecuted
and endangered.
But these few, as the consciousness of church, are those who regularly and rightfully before God sue,
arraign and spiritually judge, all ecclesiastical hierarchy and the believers of Christianity nowadays.
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The regularity of church, into which the light of the Holy Spirit and also a legislation of two thousands
years, experience, wisdom, tradition and practice of the church are embedded, has been fought so
much, that as a theory but also as a practice, has almost disappeared and therefore, except for a few
exemptions, it remains unknown not only to believers of both celebrations calendars, but also to many
priests.
The comprehension of the issue of church regularity presupposes firstly, elementary and basic
ecclesiastical knowledge, which unfortunately all churches nowadays systematically suppress and
extinguish to conceal their guilt and irregularity.
For that reason, we were forced in the previous chapters to briefly outline only the basic and
elementary ecclesiastical concepts, so that the reader could be oriented and understand the issue, the
logic, but also the significance of the ecclesiastical regularity, and its practical application today, which
we will also briefly and synoptically mention below.

As we noticed in the ecclesiastical law and tradition it is forbidden to commemorate heretical
ecclesiastical superiors. Moreover, the ecclesiastical law and tradition forbid the commemoration
(communion) of superiors who, even if they are not heretics themselves, have a communion with the
heresy because they commemorate and officially recognize, other heretical and ecclesiastical
superiors.
A contemporary example related to this is the anathema of ecumenism in Montreal in August
1983, by the group of bishops of the Russian church of diaspora, which had resorted to the west to
stay protected from the persecutions of the communist regime.
The relevant text reads as follows:
The President of the Synod of Bishops Metropolitan Filaretos
The members of the Synod:
Seraphim, Archbishop of Chicago

Paul, Archbishop of Sydney

Athanasius, Archbishop of Buenos Aires

Lauros, Archbishop of Syracuse

Vitaly, Archbishop of Montreal and Canada

Constantine, Bishop of Richmond

Antony, Archbishop of Los Angeles

Gregory, Bishop of Washington
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Antony, Archbishop of Geneva

Mark, Bishop of Berlin

Antony, Archbishop of San Francisco

Alypios, Bishop of Cleveland

Seraphim, Archbishop of Caracas
Montreal, August 1983
The anathema against the heresy of ecumenism.
In those who attack the church of Christ and teach that the church of Christ is partitioned in so-called
branches, which differ in teaching and way of life, or that the church does not visibly exist, but will be
constituted in the future when all branches, or sections, or confessions, or even religions will be
united in one body, and who do not distinguish the priesthood and the sacraments of the church from
the priesthood and sacraments of heretics, but claim that baptism and Eucharist of heretics are
capable of salvation, also those who commune deliberately with the commemorated heretics or those
who advocate, spread or over-defend the newly-appeared heresy of ecumenism under the guise of
fraternal love, or presumed union of the separated Christians,
ANATHEMA
( In this point we note that the word synod which is used by the above group of bishops of the Russian
church of diaspora is not placed with the precise ecclesiastical regularity of the term, given that this
group does not constitute the whole of the bishops of Russian church.)
Today, in the Greek territory both the ecclesiastical hierarchies of Athens and Constantinople are,
apart from schismatic for the calendar, also heretic due to the official commemoration and recognition
of the Pope. As a consequence, all the existing bishops and priests, as long as they did not detach and
stop commemorating in practice, but indeed continue to commemorate the heretical ecclesiastical
pyramid, are automatically fallen, communicators of the heresy and guilty ecclesiastically according to
conscience and God.
So the priests of the new celebrations, even if they ceased the memorial of the bishops and
stopped in this way their fall and contamination, their eternal spiritual charge and condemnation from
communion with the heresy, it would be necessary for them, being detached and non-commemorated,
to take a step further and follow the regular ecclesiastical celebrations to reach ecclesiastical regularity
and the intact of the Christian tradition.
The preservation of the church regularity and the intact of Christian tradition presupposes and
demands to stop the ecclesiastical communication and from the schism of the new calendar of
ecumenism.
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The church of Mount Athos despite being self-administered belongs ecclesiastically and spiritually, to
the Patriarch of Constantinople and commemorates the heretic patriarch. So automatically the monks,
priests and abbots of Mount Athos who do not stop the memorial of this heretical hierarchy are guilty of
a heavy spiritual fall and eternal offence before God.
The Athonites by stopping the memorial are automatically located in God’s intact and in the
regularity of the one Christian ecclesiastical tradition, since they already follow the traditional church
celebrations.
To several others self-declared Greek churches of the traditional celebrations, all these ecclesiastical
hierarchies that have emerged are ecclesiastically arbitrary, illegal and schismatic and cannot be
recognized as valid under normal ecclesiastical considerations.
Therefore, the commemoration and recognizing of any bishop or synod of another second, third and
fourth Greek Church cannot be consider regular according to anyone ecclesiastical consideration.
Thus the stopping of the memorial and the non-recognizing of any hierarchy of any Greek Church is
an absolutely necessary prerequisite for someone to be integrated in the church regularity, in the intact
crew of Greek Church, in the preservation of the regular Christian tradition and in the redeeming
ecclesiastical legitimacy.

6. Only the struggle for truth and justice… the spiritual justification always and today.
The glory always belongs to the few who struggle for justice or freedom against the by rule satanic
systems of interests and power, which in various hypocritical masks are imposed on people.
The struggles for justice always come with heavy costs, consequences and persecutions by the
naturally unfair, merciless, ruthless and satanically-motivated imposed systems of power and interests.
The cause of the universal prevalence of injustice on earth is that most people, being afraid of the
consequences, submit eventually to the unfair systems, and the few justice strugglers, alone and
unprotected, are usually destroyed by these systems.
So there is a collective responsibility for the prevalence of injustice and evil on earth, which burdens
and charges all people, at least as passive, stagnant, compromised, indifferent, coward and lifeless,
and from this responsibility only the justice strugglers are exempted.
The example of Christ himself on earth and His absolute, uncompromising and clear distaste for
hypocrites, politicians and the priesthood of His time, reveals the unbridgeable gap between Him and
the by rule satanically-motivated power, which crucified Him.
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Finally, before God the justice strugglers cannot have the same position and outspokenness with the
rest who did not struggle and fight against evil and injustice on earth.
Exactly this kind of distinction of humans in eternity we see at the beatitudes of Christ where first it
says that blessed are the meek who inherit the earth and then it says that blessed are the persecuted
for the sake of justice, who inherit the kingdom of heaven.
We see that, on the one hand, the meek i.e. the peaceful and non-persecuted are merely citizens of
the kingdom of God, and inherit the earth, while on the other hand, the fighters and the persecuted are
officials of eternity because they inherit the kingdom of heaven, which means offices and positions of
power in eternity.

With some thought and common sense, everyone directly realizes the enormous satanic crime of the
present ecclesiastical establishment, which instead of being activated and activating Christians to
resist, react, and counterattack against the present, indescribable and nightmarish anti-Christian,
satanic and masonic corruption and erosion, is activated speedily, zealously and with evil guile to
suppress, inactivate, weaken, neutralize, stagnate, enervate and ridicule today's Christians.
The present eroded, corrupted and insidious system, instead of making Christians curse and
excommunicate, like Christ did, the hated by God satanists, antichrists, masons and political and
religious leaders, makes them praying inversely, naively and in a silly way for the satanic enemies of
their faith.
Today's Christians have reached the point of becoming spiritually Janissaries, mutated from the hostile
to God anthropocentric love, and to struggle inversely and in a silly way, for the troops of the most
deadly enemy of their faith.
For example, while the earlier regular prayers of the Divine Liturgy are for the godly kings to conquer
over their enemies, today's prayers in church are in favour of every power and authority in our nation,
that is for the antichrists and masons.
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According to the prophecies, God will obviously intervene after the third world war and will restore
again the one true faith on earth through the gleam of Orthodoxy centered again in Constantinople, the
basis of the Ecumenical Patriarchate.
(We remind that all relevant prophecies can be found gathered and clarified in our earlier book ''The
Warning", which constitutes a complementary section of this project)
This time however, that we are on the verge of an imminent disaster of the third world war, both as a
country and as a nation, we bear the fall of distortion of the one true faith that was bequeathed to us,
and we also bear the betrayal of God, who eminently honored us.
Under these circumstances, it would be impossible to have or deserve His protection and shelter, His
help and mercy, unless we react to this heretical derailment of church, so that we may deserve as a
country and nation, the hope of a shelter, compassion and sympathy of God, even for this single
reaction.

From this position I would like to invite all faithful Greek Christians who have the spiritual sensitivity
and realize the heretical derailment of church and the ultimate risk that with deterministic right
threatens us, to take initiatives to save our country, to be activated, to rise and spread in all parishes
the anti-ecumenical detachment firstly of believers, by turning their back to the irregular, heretical
commemoration of the submissive and the least ignorant, priests.
At the same time, to activate the gradual catechism of most believers for the progress of all towards
the intact with the non-commemorated Athonites priests and monks who have to be supported, and
whom the commemorated eliminate, marginalize and persecute.
The nationwide unification of all with the non-commemorated Athonites, but also with those priests
who as a first step, officially stop the commemoration of the heretics for the restoration of the one
traditional and intact Orthodoxy, constitutes a non-negotiable sacred duty, obligation and command
given from above, to all Greeks.
Alas, if salt loses its saltiness, alas to contemporary Greeks who have the mission from above to
spread the spirit, the light and the truth to humanity, alas if they lose that and do not keep it, not even
in its own source, base and headquarters, their country, Greece.
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If Greeks do not react spiritually and practically, the aversion of God will be deterministically inevitable
that, apart from the appearance of the signs of abandonment and His already moving rage (fires,
floods, unemployment, economic decline, poverty and captivation, the menacing accumulation of
foreign intrusion and crime, disarmament, military weakening and parallel strengthening of the hostility
of all surrounding enemies) a new major national disaster and tragedy is directly forthcoming. For
those who discern it, this tragedy has emerged and is already visible in the national horizon.
If this does not happen, if Greeks do not react within the short time that remains, Greece will not find a
place under the shelter and mercy of God to disintegrate and reduce the deterministically and rightfully
already moving and forthcoming God’s rage, against it. The results of this great fall of the nation will be
immense and nightmarish national disasters and losses.
At this moment for Greece is a matter of utmost national importance, priority and need to keep
upright, to enhance and strengthen the flag and voice of the intact Orthodoxy and the practical
resonant Orthodox anti-ecumenical objection, reaction, protest and detachment. Because, the spiritual
significance of this matter, as a regulator of God's favor or aversion, and according to an absolute,
deterministic consequence, corresponds and is clearly identified with the subject of our national
salvation and survival.
The parable of Christ that a man descended from Jerusalem to Jericho and fell to bandits who left
him naked and half dead, portrays exactly this deterministic consequence of the fall (descended) from
the law of God (Jerusalem-Orthodox) to the secular law (Jericho-globalization-ecumenism) and the
ensuing results (bandits, naked, half dead).

Those who want, let them mobilize and activate to pave the way of the global forthcoming gleam of
Orthodoxy through God, saving at the same time their fatherland from His impeding rage, not only
through the great fall that the enemy sneakily manipulated, but most likely, for their non-response, for
their spiritual narcosis and heretical acceptance, which now grants genocide rights to the enemy.
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Right now today’s Greeks owe to react in practice and signal the outbreak of a war of spiritual
revolution of human societies, for the final crash of the underground forces of darkness, and to fight for
the rise of the new era of conscience, awakening and global revolution of light, spirit and truth.
Because this is their command, role and mission.
Because humanity is also in danger with them and needs knowledge and truth.
Because that's why they fought against us, are fighting against us and will fight against us, but only in
this way, God and victory will be with us.
Because the glory given from above, is our fate.

Closing this chapter I feel obliged to mention that I owe many thanks to my own friend Georgios
Giannopoulos, who is detached from the nowadays ecumenist church, as for his substantial and
transparent ecclesiastical knowledge, as for his warmly, effective and precious help and guidance for
the writing of ecclesiastical matters of this chapter.
Readers can find relevant bibliography, which clarifies these matters in his web page (Ακαινοτόμητο
πλήρωμα της ορθοδόξου εκκλησίας) and mainly in the books of priest monk Maximos and monk
Vasileios, hermitage of Saint Vasileios of Mount Athos.
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THE UPCOMING NATIONAL TRAGEDY,
THE RESULT OF THE METHODICAL CORROSION BY JEWISH ZIONISTS.

Just as the long-term masonic corrosion of church overturned its by definition eastern orientation and
destination and reversed it towards the west, thus castrating and inactivating its believers, in the
same way the long-term masonic corrosion of the whole mechanism and system of national
government, administration and political life of Greece, brought about not only the tragic reality of
today, but also, an insidiously manipulated, well-organized and rapidly materialized anti-Hellenic plan
for a nationally nightmarish tomorrow, which in the horizon, is present.

The threat to Northern Greece in particular, the planning and manipulations.
At this moment, a great, imperative need appears for the revealing, disclosure and publication of the
existent national threat against Northern Greece in particular, from the insidious, underground antiHellenic, Jewish Zionist manipulations and plannings that have already been materialized and
progressed to a dangerous extent.
Before seeing the matter in its broader picture, it is necessary to point out at this moment to all those
unsuspicious, lukewarm and indifferent, that is to all non-fighting, non-mobilising and preventing
forces of stagnancy, by rule spiritual deserters, who with a guilty conscience deceive themselves with
beautified false realities, constituting spiritual barriers, refusing to let go of their well-adjustment and
disrupt their nirvana, to notice, observe and acknowledge the painful truth, that with their stance at
these critical times of national danger where an international rising, awakening, mobilising and
struggle are necessary, they instead self-sign without a fight, their surrender to the enemy, their
defeat and captivation and that they actually deserve their fate, and are eternally responsible, to
blame and shameful, to their conscience, tomorrow, children, the future, history and God if they are
indifferent.
Mistakes are paid for with ransoms of pain, and pain shall wash the mind's bondage away, but it will
all be too late.
Before explaining these infernal Jewish Zionists designs and aims, let's first see some of the
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innumerable traitorous manipulations against Northern Greece, that have been carried out be recent
"Greek" alleged governments.
 The abolition of the military airports of Macedonia in Alexandroupoli, Kavala and Thessaloniki.
 The signature to ‘natonise’ Macedonia and Thrace by a recent anti-Hellenic prime minister of
Greece at the NATO Council of prime ministers.
 Moreover, the surrendering of the army of Northern Greece to NATO followed in an official
ceremony attended by a recent Minister of National Defense. Manipulations of alleged NATO
military exercises followed, which were actually the surrendering of military camps'
administrations to NATO administrators.
 Substantial demilitarization in Northern Greece (Macedonia) where the heart-breaking sight of
abandoned military camps predominates. Oddly enough, the military camps of Central and
Southern Greece are regularly staffed, although they are far away from the borders.
 De-mining of the borders.
 Uncontrollable opening of the borders for the entry of countless neighbors of anti-Hellenic
mentality, for the execution of a traitorous "Trojan Horse" plan of a combined undermining of our
country's safety from the inside too.
 Forming of insidious and favorable conditions for the entry of numerous and armed foreigners as
well. In other words, the unworthy, practically abandoned guardhouses of our borders, have been
forbidden to obstruct, arrest illegal immigrants and check their loads. The border guards have
been obliged to turn a blind eye to them.
 Police authorities have been forbidden to watch the suspicious moves and actions of foreigners in
order not to disturb the plan of creating armed and organized hostile groups inside our country.
Police officers themselves have come to say that they know where the hide-outs with the hidden
weapons are, but the police chiefs don't allow to tear them down.
 The planning of Thessaloniki to have 5 million citizens and become the capital of the Balkans,
and similar displayed signs such as: ''The Supreme Balkan School of War'' (it was shown for
some time, but then it was withdrawn), "Inter-Balkan Hospital", various targeted inter-Balkan
programmes and institutions that constitute the initial steps for the materialization of these dark
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Jewish Zionist scenario.
 The emergence of mixed police patrols by Bulgarian and Greek police officers, together at the
coastlines of Northern Greece in summer.
 Funding and establishment of an appropriate and scientifically staffed stakeholder for the
preparation, research, study, promotion and incremental materialization of an inter-Balkan public
administration.

Inter-Balkan Institute of Public Administration

666 in the form of three Cs in the logo
of the institute.
 Buying of newspaper companies and many alterations in the licensing of radio and television
means of communication in Northern Greece have been manipulated in order to ensure the
control of public opinion, non-reaction and the mild and friendly launching of the designed
changes in the region.
 Analogous traitorous alterations and appropriate seminars of acceptance have been done at the
administrations of police stations, security bodies and generally at all local authorities.
 Did the paradoxical, suspicious, logically unexplained and weird creation of a border guardian
force in Central Greece, far away from the borders, which we have seen stopping and checking
cars only at the crossroads of Central Greece (Tempi Valley, Katerini, Elasona and the
surrounding area), actually aim directly and pave the way for the guarding of borders that are
planned to be created there and for psychologically preparing Greeks for the division of Greece
and the existence of guardhouses and checking points in the middle of Greece (Tempi Valley)?
The aim and target of these manipulations, that for decades now have been backstage and sneakily
promoted, is the creation of a Jewish-Zionist's run small state in the wider region of Macedonia, it will
possess a Natoic facade and will include parts of Greece, Albania, Skopje and Bulgaria. Towards that
direction countless manipulations have been sneakily materialized and various alternative plans have
been prepared, constantly readjusted with the same always target.
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The national-racial and administrative homogenization and coherence of Greece, constitutes for
them, a problem and a hindrance that has to be changed, among other methods, with the instigation
of instability in the unguarded and disarmed region of Northern Greece, with pre-defined conditions in
favor of our vulture-like neighbors who are prepared and equipped and would gladly dissolve the
martially naked and unprotected Greek population of the region, justifying and delegating at the
same time, the instant Natoic intervention for a peaceful neutralization of the wider region, in which
the whatever left dissolved Greek population, will constitute a suppressed minority.
This also justifies the provocative and aggressive foreign politics of Albania and Skopje that is guided
anti-Hellenically, by Jewish Zionists globalization who with envy and resentment, forgery and
falsification of history, they try to de-Graecize even the most internationally known and glorious
ancient Greek names of Macedonia and Alexander the Great, whose glory, hinders their vulture-like
aims.
We should remind that briefly prior to the Near-Asiatic destruction and the Cyprus tragedy,
analogous political-military betrayals and disarmament took place and that half Cyprus was
surrendered to slaughtering without warning and with co-machinations and simultaneous betrayal of
the political and military administrations of Greece and Cyprus.
In fact, preparations took place so at to have an unhindered and with no consequences and
punishments motivated slaughtering, dissolution, pillage and plundering of the Greek population of
Northern Greece (i.e. Kosovo, Serbians).
Given the complete governing of our country, by Jewish Zionists-run political parties, of which their
sold-out and corrupted members promote the satanic, anti-Christian, misanthropic and anti-Hellenic
globalization, we have systematically been driven to such a point of national annulment, that the
greedy appetites of all of our hostile and aggressive neighbors are aroused and provoked. Our
neighbors, unlike us, are all well-equipped and ready for attack, but also are in a fostered, cultivated
and methodical encouragement of an impudent and daring provocative aggressiveness against us,
by the insidiously planned and implemented policy of the fiendish and criminal globalization.
Thus we face an immediate danger from the well-set inside and out and many-sided trap of
satanic globalization, which targets and threatens us nationally. We, instead of taking action, reacting
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and uprising, are submitted to a systematic suppression of conscience by the traitorous political and
religious authority and the propaganda of the media. And until this very moment, we are immobilized
hostages of all the nightmarish, anti-Hellenic scenarios of this global satanic plot which is directed
against Greece, as the historical records repeatedly prove.

The tools for the consideration of the national horizon and the upcoming events.
Apart from the conclusion drawn from the above facts and common sense, let us examine in parallel
today's situation and reality from a spiritual point of view too, in order to better realize the course of
the forthcoming events.
The same eternal and immutable spiritual laws that surrendered the heretically lapsed Byzantine
empire to Turkish barbarism, appear to be functioning again in today's national horizon and repeating
themselves with exactly the same spiritual logic and determination.
The result of the fall of Constantinople did not occur suddenly, in one day, but was the upshot of a
long-term developing process of corrosion, decay, weakening and simultaneous overturn of the
correlation of forces in the area. Using the tool of common sense, it was a probable result, and with
the tool of the logic of spiritual determination, along with the tool of knowledge of the prophecies, it
became a deterministically inevitable and prophetically confirmed result.
Any spiritual people of that time who were aware of the spiritual laws and had the fundamental
knowledge of the prophetic word, would have definitely been in a position to predict the result and
maybe even to take some practical measures for their own safety.
Therefore someone today, using the same tools of observation through common sense, of
observation, through the logic of determination of the spiritual laws, but also through the study of the
abundant for the current days, prophecies can eventually form a clear picture of the forthcoming
events, and can take measures in order to prepare to move, resist and react appropriately.

1. With the tool of common sense.
With the given facts firstly of common sense, by bearing in mind the spiritual mentality of the
satanically motivated Jewish-Zionist globalization, its aims, intentions and its central anti-Christian
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and anti-Hellenic orientation, and by observing the age-long plannings and formations that take
place and materialize in our region and neighborhood, the aiming of their desired and insidiously
materializing scenario is easily specified.
Thus, the form and shape that Mohammed takes in our days, are easily specified and spotted, firstly
according to common sense and today's given facts.
The systematic, on behalf of globalization, fostering and motivation of hostile and at our expense
claims of all of our neighbors, and at the same time their equipment, their aggressive encouragement
against us and their betraying, armed and organized penetration inside our country on the one hand,
and the systematic disarmament and military stripping mainly of northern Greece on the other hand,
clearly make probable new nightmarish scenarios similar to those of Cyprus, especially about
Northern Greece, where with the manipulation of a temporary instability, the results for the unarmed
Greek population of the region under these circumstances will be catastrophically fatal and
nightmarish with rivers of blood.
The deep preparations for the repetition of a betrayal and a national tragedy in Northern Greece and
the islands similar to that of Cyprus and Near-East have been completed years now, and are
continuously being readjusted and kept in a state of readiness and waiting for a favorable
conjunction.
Given therefore, the formulated military cooperation of Turkey, Albania, Bulgaria, and probably
Skopje, given their fostered and cultivated mentality of territorial claims against us, given their
encouragement on behalf of globalization and their armed penetration, and given the methodic, on
behalf of globalization, disarmament mainly of Northern Greece that was never threatening, we finally
see today's form of Mohammed that not only has surrounded us but has also insidiously penetrated
and methodically disarmed us.
Based on common sense therefore, the given facts make probable a new nightmarish scenario for
Greeks, and especially for those of Northern Greece.

2. The tool of spiritual laws' determination.
Now with the use of the second tool, that of the logic of spiritual laws' determination and bearing in
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mind on the one hand, the given facts of the unfortunately irreversible, negative and heretic declining
spiritual course and downfall of the Greek church, and on the other hand, the already since many
years, appeared, retained, enhanced and approaching rage of God on the faces both of the
threatening surrounding enemies and of those that have penetrated inside, along with the
systematically accomplished national betrayal, corrosion and disarmament, unfortunately the
conclusion of the certain coming of God's already moving rage towards Greece, is drawn. This
negative consequence can be avoided only if a stop is put on the spiritual and ecclesiastic downfall,
through the demonstration of practical orthodox resistance and reaction, even of a few spiritually
conscious, priests and believers.
Although many efforts of materializing such anti-Hellenic scenarios over the last years, have been
terminated with wondrous interventions by God who still gives us time to repent, the threat remains
existing and enhanced, thus giving away the moving and forthcoming rage of God by rights of the
continuous declining fall of our spiritual course.
Therefore, we owe to realize God’s warnings and see where we are being led, what is in store for
us, what is approaching us with mathematical accuracy, and to react in practice, if we want to be
saved.

3 The tool of prophecies' knowledge.
From the study of the prophecies for the directly upcoming Third World War (as we said, one can find
them all gathered in our previous book entitled ''The Warning''), we also have the following given
facts: The central events of the Third World War will follow and take place in the six months after the
attack and descent of Russia into Turkey and Israel, which will originate in the arbitrary Turkish attack
against Greece that will precede and activate this Russian descent.
All these prophecies, although giving many details about the evolution of these events that will thin
out people on earth and will lead to the flash of Orthodoxy, they do not specify how much Greece will
be hit at the outbreak of these events, which is not definitively clarified, while the picture of the
continuation of these events is clear.
Saint Cosmas (from Aetolia) mentions the following about the outbreak of this war: "If the war gets
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caught from under, few things will happen to you, if it gets caught from above, you'll be destroyed."
Therefore, this dilation of the prophetic word about our days, is what gives us the big chance of the
orthodox reaction that God is expecting from Greece in order to protect and not to destroy it.
Therefore, we understand from all the above, that is by means of logic, by means of the spiritual
determination and by means of the prophesies, how serious things actually are for the salvation of
Greece, the last chance that God gives us, and the enormous spiritual responsibility that primarily
belongs to the priests for such a downfall, the heretic concealment and non-reaction, and the
upcoming, if so, catastrophic consequences.

The method and rights of the enemy.
With these tragic given facts of total undermining, that consciously have been formed in our country
by the underground, satanic, masonic centers of Jewish Zionism, we are being approached by the
galloping, promoted materialization of nightmarish scenarios, which by deterministic right threaten
simultaneously our faith, life, honor and national existence and survival.
We must point out, that Jewish Zionism and globalization can never feel that they have safely
prevailed on earth, lest they first step on the corpse of Greece which is their spiritual nightmare, for
they know that here are the roots of the tree of Truth that God planted on earth. For this reason, the
anti-Hellenic scenarios are a central ideological axis, a priority, a pursuit and constant aim of the
policy of satanic globalization. Consequently, there is the against us immediate national danger,
promoted by the big centers, although many unsuspected people do not realize what takes place in
our region.
The enemy today is advanced and has spiritual consciousness, knows the spiritual determinations
due to his satanic initiation and cooperation, and knows that he cannot harm us, unless he firstly
leads us to downfall and charge, so that he receives by abandonment and concession from above
the necessary right that he needs to come full forced against us; something that he is already entitled
to and now claims.

The law and path of Greece.
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This book, for the time being, is a sign of the times and a single warning by God to Greece and
humanity shortly before the upcoming Third World War. However, it generally marks the beginning of
a new age of consciousness and flash of truth that rises and comes on earth to distinguish the white
from the black, to prepare, activate, invite and summon people to the battle with the authorities and
forces of darkness, that have but little more time of reign on earth.
This is the law and course of Greece, at the service of a globalization of conscience, truth, spirit
and faith, all of which Greece owes to and must offer to humanity.
This is the role of Greece and that is why it particularly bleeds and martyrs by the sharpened teeth
and claws of the satanic globalization, which focuses on the extermination and elimination of all its
opponents.
Therefore, in this tragic reality of global domination of a concealed satanic authority that devoured
earth and brought humanity to its knees, Greece again owes to do its wonder. Its uprising and
revolution through the spirit of God’s truth and faith against this unmanly, coward, sneaky and Godhated global satanic plot.
Only on this base Greece has the right to gaze ahead, with faith, optimism and hope, at pages of
glory, once again.

Realization, shift, repentance and preparation, otherwise destruction and slaughtering.
For the sake of the dignity of the present, of history and of the future, for the sake our life and honor,
for the sake of truth and justice, for the sake of religion, faith, the nation and the country, for the sake
of the will of God, soul and conscience, we owe to react and activate the soul of the Greeks, that
even at the last moment can perform miracles with the help of God.
The final hour has come, when for the sake of our national and personal survival, we owe to
immediately get moving all together, to rise up and react correctly, intelligently, fast and with soul,
dynamically, with courage and effectively, so that we are entitled to the hope of the protection, mercy,
help and favor from above, only with which Greece always strive towards glory, again and again.
The need for national survival requires that Greeks unite and reject all political parties and appoint
a new leadership of national unity, capable of perceiving the spiritual cause of the upcoming danger,
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of directly restoring Orthodoxy in the ecclesiastic hierarchy that was sold-out to heretic globalization
and papal recognition and of restoring and implementing national conscience, justice and clarity in
the entire operation of the corroded political system and administration state mechanism.
If we, all Greeks together manage this, casting out the minority of traitors of our faith and country, we
will be able to rest assured, because there will be those that will stay awake to protect our country
and most importantly, those that will stay awake to pray righteously and truthfully, thus pleasing God.
If we do not accomplish this, we will not be able to hinder the nightmare of the invasion of our
neighbors and the slaughtering of Greeks, which is what Jewish Zionistic globalization fervently
desires and restlessly prepares for, aiming at the later occupation of the area by the ensuing,
supposedly pacifying, NATO intervention and at the creation of its own state in the wider area of
Macedonia, with Thessaloniki as its capital.
In the last case and until we can ensure a political leadership of a Greek-Orthodox conscience in
our country, if we want to survive and escape countless slaughters, to protect our national integrity
and to hinder the by means of internal betrayal, planned genocide and occupation of Macedonia, we
owe to and must remember Saint Cosmas (of Aetolia) who since then, due to the gravity of the
upcoming events, spoke of our days. Let us listen to the saint's advice: "They will ask you for the
rifles- have doubles- give one and keep the other. One rifle will save a hundred souls."
Turks would have never been able to occupy Cyprus if in each house there was at least one hunting
rifle because practically, it is very difficult to capture an armed people.
The difficult hour is coming, treason is now uncontrollable. Saint Cosmas saw and spoke with
wisdom and enlightenment by God. We Greeks, must listen to him and get prepared immediately
because it is great naivety if we don't. We can no longer trust the uncontrolled mason-motivated and
Jewish Zionistic corroded governments that clearly, rapidly and quite frankly immobilize us, drug us,
rob us, disarm us and dig our grave, by using the same methods in Macedonia, Thrace and the
islands, as they used in the betraying of Cyprus.
The Greeks, and primarily those of Northern Greece, must have their minds in constant readiness
and vigilance and once it becomes necessary, they must take their weapons and close all roads and
protect their honor, villages, cities and their country, because they will need to do it quite soon,
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because they did not protect their faith.
I hope that the direct, practical and owed awakening, reversal and active reaction and detachment in
favor of the one from above, truth and faith on the part of priests and believers averts the against us,
moving and forthcoming rage of God.
Only the reaction of Christians to the betrayal of faith can now, in the final hour, avert and reduce the
from above and against all of us forthcoming and righteous rage.
Now above all, the struggle has priority.
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TABLE OF SEVENS

DAYS

CREATION

SEALS

TRUMPETS

VIALS

1st

Light seperated
from darkness

Good, Christ,
Kind spirit .

Pollution on earth
Burning of the tress

Pollution of earth
Evil and wicked illness

2nd

Universe, visible
world
distinction between
light and darkness

Evil, devil,
wicked spirit.

Pollution of the sea
Oil

Pollution of the sea
Death of sea life

3rd

Sea, land
flora.

Judgement, Justice
Court

The pollution of waters
radioactivity

Pollution of water

4th

Sun, moon, stars

Hades,
loss of souls

Pollution of the
Atmosphere, smog

The burning of the sun

5th

Fish,birds

Salvation of souls

Smoke,grasshopers
Five-month torture
3rd World War, the
temporal murder
of the beast

Violation of the beast's
throne
Pain, crippled Kingdom

6th

Animals, Man

The Ssecond
Coming,
The harvest and
selection of souls

Euphrates, the murder of
of one third of the
population

Drought of Euphrates

7th

God's rest,
blessing, sanctity.

Kingdom of God
eternal, new life.

End of masonry
Meritocray on earth

In the air, It is done,
earthquake
hail, Armageddon
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CORRELATIONS IN THE CONTENTS OF JOHN'S REVELATION

Morning Star

Revelation

2/28, 22/16

John, Elijah, Enoch

Revelation

10/11, 11/1-12, 14/6-12

Eagle in the midst
of heaven

Revelation

8/13, 12/14, 14/6-7, 19/17

Winepress

Revelation

14/19-20, 19/15

Eat it up, sweet, bitter

Ezekiel
Revelation

2, 3
10/9-10

Satan, devil,dragon

Revelation

2/9-10, 2/13, 2/24, 3/9, 6/4, 12/3-4, 12/7-17, 13/2,
13/4, 13/11, 16/13-14, 18/2, 20/2-3, 20/7-10

Beast of global power

Daniel
Revelation

7/7-8, 7/11, 7/17-27
11/7, 12/3-17, 13, 14/9, 14/11, 15/2, 16/2,
16/10-11, 16/13, 17/3, 17/7-17, 19/19-20

Synagoge, whore,
masonry

Revelation

2/9, 2/13, 3/9, 16/19, 17, 18/2-24, 19/2-3

Antichrist

Daniel
Revelation

7/8, 7/11, 7/20-21, 7/24-25
16/13, 17/10, 19/20, 20/10

Worshipping of the βeast,
Marking

Revelation

13/4, 13/8, 13/12, 13/14-18, 14/9-12, 15/2, 19/20, 20/4

Change of power and
administration

Daniel
Revelation

7/12-14, 7/17-18, 7/22, 7/26-27
1/6, 2/26-27, 3/21, 4/11, 5/9-14, 6/10-11, 10/7, 10/1-7,
11/15-18, 17/16, 18/1-2, 18/8-24, 19/1-9, 19/11-21, 20/1- 10

The Second Coming

Daniel
Revelation

No reference
6/12-17, 20/11-15
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Curriculum Vitae:

George Telionis
was born in Thessaloniki, Greece, 1958.
He is a mechanical engineer,
alumni of Aristotle University of Thessaloniki.

George Telionis has undertaken technical projects of electro-mechanic and general constructions; he has
worked as Design and Production Manager and as an Executive Manager for CELCAT, a trading and exports
company. He is also the designer of various patents with accompanying certified diplomas.
In his personal laboratory, he often engages with the construction of various technical projects and structures.

At the same time, a long-standing interest for existential truth and metaphysical reality, urged him to research
all relevant subject matters, points of view, theories, religions and initiations. This resulted in the acquisition of
a deep understanding of the determination of the operating reality and of the existential truth, which to world's
surprise, is analyzed simultaneously with the complete decoding of John's Revelation.

His first book, "The Warning" consists of a collection of Saints' prophecies regarding the imminent third world
war. In that book Saint's Tarasios prophecy is decrypted and interpreted for the first time. This prophecy's
decoding has the significance and importance of a global warning, not only because it defines the proximity of
this imminent global destruction, but precisely because it warns us by foreshadowing the events that are going
to happen briefly before the onset of this global annihilation.

This second book of his, is a sign of times because it is prophesized by John's Revelation itself and constitutes
a surprise and experience for all humanity, marking the emergence of a new era of consciousness.
This book not only decodes Revelation and humanity's future for the first time, but primarily elevates our
thinking and mind through the knowledge keys to that spiritual level necessary for grasping the height and
depth of the meanings of John's Revelation, humanity's course, the spiritual laws of life and creation, as well
as the depth and breadth of the incredibly dark earthly reality, which is also being decrypted herein.
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